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ABSTRACT
Because the position of the Negro in American society today is 
rooted in the history of American slavery, the purpose of this thesis 
is to bring more light to the subject by submitting evidence of the 
existence of a slave status system, which carried over to influence the 
position of the Negro freemen# General statements concerning the posi­
tion of the Negro slave in American society should not be made without 
consideration of occupational status.
The primary source, which was used as evidence to support the 
thesis of the existence of a social status system of slaves, is a 
collection of interviews of former slaves, completed between 193& and 
1938, and found in the collection of rare books at the Library of 
Congress. The title of the collection, compiled by the Federal 
Writers' Project of the Works Projects Administration, is Slave 
Narratives, A Folk History of Slavery in the United States. A syste­
matic random sample was used which resulted in a total of ^35 inter­
views selected for obtaining relevant data for this thesis.
The social status hierarchy of slaves is very closely related to 
the occupation of the slave. It is suggested that primary determi­
nants of the relative position which a slave had in the hierarchy 
were the nature of his skill and the relative scarcity of that skill 
in the plantation system. Rewards of the system were primarily related 
to the living conditions of the slave.
The slaves of lowest status were the field hands who were generally 
under the constant domination of an overseer or their master. Slaves 
of intermediate status were primarily the house servants who had access 
to slightly better living conditions, who were close to their master, 
and who were trained to some degree to fill their position. Slaves of 
highest status were personal servants, artisans, and slave overseers. 
These slaves possessed the greatest amount of skill and had a much 
greater chance of obtaining education and property than slaves of 
lower status. These slaves had the greatest possibility of being able 
to purchase their own freedom.
The results of this study also suggest that the status which a 
Negro had as a slave carried over to influence his relative position in- 
society after he was given his freedom. Slaves who possessed a skill, 
who were familiar with the values of the white society, and who possessed 
some property and education had less difficulty making the transition to 
freedom.
Finally, the results of this study, taken primarily from the view­
point of former slaves, suggest that the actual social status which a
vii
slave had was not necessarily identical to his legal status. In fact, 
there was very little evidence of any legal intervention into the 
institution of slavery. The slave whose actual social status was 
closest to the legal definition of his position was the field hand. 
This slave was the one who was most likely to be treated as property 
rather than as a human being.
STATUS DIFFERENTIATION WITHIN AMERICAN SLAVERY
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
A very real problem which is inherent in the study of such an 
emotion-centered subject as slavery is the perspective which the 
author decides to take to present his view of the subject. As 
Stanley Elkins (1959) has pointed out, the subject of slavery has 
been one which has been systematically distorted by polemicists and 
also by historians who assume some innate racial characteristic of 
the personality of the Negro, His book, Slavery, represents an attempt 
on his part to present the subject in another light by recognizing 
certain legal, social, and psychological aspects of the institution. 
Because the position of the Negro in American society today is 
rooted in the history of American slavery, this thesis is an attempt 
to bring more light to the subject by submitting evidence of a slave 
status system which carried over to influence the position of the 
freedmen. There is evidence to suggest that the social stratification 
system of slaves evolved because of the functional necessities of 
the plantation system. According to the law there were no recognized 
differences in the status of the Negro as a slave.
In their article, "Some Principles of Stratification,11 Kingsley 
Davis and "Wilbert E, Moore (1966:^7) observe that stratification is 
a functional necessity in every society to place persons in certain 
social positions and to encourage them to carry out the duties of
2
their position, A differential system of distributing rewards, which 
would encourage persons to seek the various positions, would be the 
force to give rise to stratification (Davis, Moore, 1966:46), It is 
important to recognize that portions of Davis and Moore1s theory of 
stratification has come under attack for being too static and for not 
recognizing some possible disfunctions (cf, Tumin, 1966), However, 
one particular aspect of their theory does seem to be verified in this 
thesis. Consider the following statement by Davis and Moore (1966:48):
Granting the general function that inequality sub­
serves, one can specify the two factors that determine the 
relative rank of different positions. In general those 
positions convey the best reward, and hence have the highest 
rank, which a) have the greatest importance for the society 
and b) require the greatest training or talent. The first 
concerns function and is a matter of relative significance; 
the second concerns means and is a matter of scarcity.
While slavery did exist in the cities, it was primarily an
institution which developed around the necessities of plantation life.
The status system evolved in increasing complexity as the size and hence
complexity of the plantation increased, A primary reason for the
evolution of differential social statuses among slaves seems to be
rooted in the fact that plantations attempted to be self-contained
economic units. This was necessary in a time when manufactured or
processed goods were relatively scarce and difficult to obtain.
Hence, slaves were used as the labor to perform the various functions
which were necessary to meet the everyday needs of the plantation.
The slave whose social status most nearly met the description
of the legal status was the field hand. It was this individual who
required relatively little training and who filled the position which
effected the primary function of the plantation— raising crops. The
hfield hand was basic to any farm or plantation, no matter how large
or small, where slavery was practiced.
Some jobs on the plantation required more skill than others to
be completed, and thus, some Negroes were trained so that they could
do them. Slaves were used to fill such positions as blacksmith and
carpenter because skilled white craftsmen were scarce. In addition,
slave women were trained as cooks, weavers, seamstresses, housemaids,
and personal servants. Slave men served as houseboys, carriage drivers,
footmen, personal servants, and were sometimes used as overseers.
Each of these positions required someone with a degree of skill to
fill them. House servants had to be trained so that their manners
would properly reflect the prestige of their master. Other positions,
such as cooks, weavers, and slave artisans, were necessary to maintain
the basic functions of the plantation. Frequently a trained slave,
who had grown up on the plantation, could do a better job as overseer
of the field slaves than a lower-class white man who had to be hired,
and who might be cruel to the slaves.
Davis and Moore (1966:i8) further suggest,
Inevitably, then, a society must have, first, some kind of 
rewards that it can use as inducements, and, second, some 
way of distributing these rewards differentially according 
to positions. The rewards and their distribution become 
a part of the social order, and thus give rise to stratifi­
cation.
The rewards which were differentially distributed according to . 
the position of the slave were primarily quality of food, clothing, 
and housing, treatment, and the possibilities of obtaining education 
and having property. These are discussed in considerably more detail 
in the following chapters of this thesis.
5The main portion of this thesis was developed from a single 
primary source, found at the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., 
in the collection of rare books. The title of this collection is 
Slave Narratives, A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 
Interviews with Former Slaves. The nature of the interviews, which 
were completed between 1936 and 1936 as a part of the Federal Writers’ 
Project of the Works Projects Administration, will be fully discussed 
in a later section of this chapter. The slave narratives are an 
important additional source of information concerning slavery, for 
they make it possible to see slavery from a dimension which has been 
commonly overlooked by historians--the viewpoint of the slave. What 
former slaves themselves felt about the institution and the ways that 
they adapted to it is indeed a valuable source of evidence for the 
sociological side of the picture. The narratives provide some evidence 
of the dynamics of the institution of slavery. They make it quite 
evident that in addition to legal and economic forces, slavery was 
also a social institution— one based upon relationships between human 
beings.
A look at the institution of slavery from a sociological view­
point clears up some of the seemingly discrepant interpretations of 
the institution by different historians. The fundamental assumption, 
which is the basis of this thesis, is that Negroes are, after all, 
human beings whose development is molded by their environment and who 
themselves, in turn, may bring about some changes in their environment. 
As slaves, Negroes were greatly influenced by that institution; but 
they also developed certain modes of adjustment to it. One of the 
primary examples of the various forms of adjustment to the system of
6slaveiy is in the variety of statuses found among slaves. Because they 
were human beings, it is likely that some slaves were influenced by the 
extreme forms of authority above them to become submissive, child­
like, irresponsible beings as described by Bikins (1959)• Another 
possible accommodation, such as is described in the many works of 
Aptheker, is rebellion. It can also be noted that a very few slaves 
adapted to the system in such a way that they benefited from it by 
receiving training, education, and good living conditions for their 
efforts in such an occupation as carpentry. Indeed, examples are 
cited in this thesis which illustrate how some slaves accommodated 
themselves so well to the institution of slavery that they were even­
tually able to be released from its bonds through manumission, and in 
post-slave days to look back on earlier times with some real nostalgia.
A REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
The following paragraphs shall give primary emphasis to the 
differentiation of statuses found within the institution of American 
slavery. First, the legal status of slaves shall be presented briefly 
for the purpose of comparing it with the other examples of social 
status. Second, further considerations of occupational statuses shall 
be presented, in addition to environmental factors influencing them. 
Finally, ideas shall be presented from the literature concerning 
other variables which may be considered indicators of status in slavery.
One of the primary reasons for commenting on the legal status of 
slaves is that this status seems to have been used as the actual 
social status. Stanley Elkins (1959:ix)» for example, places a great
7deal of emphasis upon the legal status of slaves when he develops his
argument which concludes that American slavery was the worst that the
world has known. After presenting a summary of the legal status which
slaves occupied, Elkins (1959:^9) states:
What meaning might all this have had for the legal status 
of the Negro? The connection was intimate and direct; with 
the full development of the plantation there was nothing, 
so far as his interests were concerned, to prevent unmitigated 
capitalism from becoming unmitigated slavery.
Elkins argues that economic necessity became supreme over personal
interests in the relationship between master and slave. Elkins (1959•50)
continues with respect to other considerations:
The integrity of the family was ignored, and slave marriage 
was deprived of any legal or moral standing. The condition 
of a bondsman^ soul— a matter of much concern to church and 
civil authority in the Spanish colonies— was here very quickly 
dropped from consideration....The balance, therefore, involved 
on the one side the constant pressure of costs, prices, and 
the problems of management, and on the other the personal 
interests of the slave. Here, there were no counterweights: 
those interests were unsupported by any social pressures from 
the outside.
It shall be suggested that there were indeed other forces which 
mitigated the capitalistic tendencies of slavery in the United States—  
social forces which arose from the necessities of interaction between 
men. Before attempting to develop these arguments more fully, how­
ever, it is important to understand the picture of what the legal 
status of slaves actually was. If this were the complete description 
of the condition of all slaves in America, it seems that the conclu­
sions which Elkins reached might be justified.
Laws governing slavery are important because they related to 
the Negro slave both as property and as a person. As property, the 
slave had to give his time, labor, services, and obedience to his
8master. As a person, laws provided for humane treatment, especially 
as related to adequate food, clothing, and medical care (Stampp, I96I: 
191). In his article, "Slave Law and the Social Structure," Wilbert 
E. Moore (19^1) discusses the ambivalence which existed in the law 
in some cases because slaves were both persons and property, WThile 
the status of property dominated the laws in most cases, his status 
of person also had to be considered in many instances. One reason 
for this was, in the words of Moore (19^1:196), "Of course, from a 
common-sense point of view, much of the value of the slave as property 
arose from the fact that he had characteristic human qualities." 
Paradoxically, "The chief value of the slave as property lay in his 
being a person, but his chief value as a person lay in his being 
held as property" (Moore, 19^1:201). Moore concluded that this 
problem was never solved in legal terms because of the existence of 
an ethical norm in the culture of the South which attached value to 
the individual. Hence, "The slavery system was a basic part of the 
social structure of the Old South, yet the institutional rules 
governing the status of the slave were not determinate" (Moore, 19^1: 
201) .
To determine who was to be a slave and who was not, it was 
legally decided that the child would inherit the status of his mother. 
If there were any question as to the status of a Negro, the burden 
was upon him to prove that he was indeed a free man. Slaves were 
considered to be personal property in all of the states except 
Louisiana and Kentucky (before 1852), where they were considered as 
real estate (Stampp, 1961:197). Because they were themselves property, 
they could not acquire property or make a contract. In court slaves
9were not considered to be competent witnesses, unless the case was 
against another slave. The slave had no civil rights, political rights, 
or freedom of movement. Marriages were not legally binding to slaves 
because they could not make a contract. Thus, slaves could be separated 
from their spouses and sold. This might not have been the general 
trend, but it indeed was possible when slaves were used as a security 
for a loan, or when slave owners died (Stampp, 1961:197-200).
Slave laws were not uniform, but every slave state had a slave 
code. These codes established the rights of the master over his 
slaves, as well as making provisions to deal with slave rebellions.
The Deep South was known to have somewhat more severe codes, but 
actually the degree of enforcement varied. The slave codes included 
numerous provisions to require that slaves submit to their masters 
and respect white men. The slaves were not allowed to leave their 
farms without a written form of permission. In addition, slaves could 
not legally be taught to read and write. In the cities it was common 
for slaves to have a curfew and not to be allowed to ride in carriages 
(Stampp, 1961:206-209).
Criminal codes were generally more severe for Negroes than for 
whites. Capital punishment, for example, could be used on any slave 
who injured his master to the extent that he made him bleed. Frequent 
punishments for slaves were whippings (Stampp, 1961:209-210). If the 
narratives are any indication of the general trend, it seems that 
very very few slaves ever came into contact with the external law; 
that is, punishments were generally handled outside of court.
Although the prosecution of masters was infrequent, there were 
laws which protected slaves. Slaves were not supposed to have to work
10
on Sunday, Masters might be fined if they violated the Sunday rule 
or if they failed to feed and clothe their slaves properly. Owners, 
however, frequently escaped punishment even for so serious a crime as 
killing a slave (Stampp, 1961:218-224). Again, there was no mention 
in the narratives of any master being prosecuted for his poor treat­
ment of slaves•
A consideration of the legal definition of the status of slaves, 
then, demonstrates that in practically every respect, he was subor­
dinate to the will of his master and to other white people. In any ‘ 
situation where there might be a conflict between the slave's status 
as property and his status as a person, the slave was considered as 
property. Thus, slaves had very few personal rights, including the 
right to a legal marriage.
Recognizing the legal definition of the status of a slave, it is 
significant to question whether or not this was the same thing as his 
social status. Evidence from the narratives, as well as research 
by other writers on slavery, suggests that the two statuses did not 
necessarily coincide. Maurice Davie (1949:40-41), author of Negroes 
in American Society, states the following reasons for the differences 
existing between social and legal status:
The actual position of the slave in the little world of 
the plantation was never in actual harmony with his legal 
status in the world outside. In the first place, the actual 
enforcement of the law differed from the statement of the 
law. When times were quiet, as they generally were, 
burdensome statutes were conveniently forgotten. Patrol 
duty was widely evaded; hundreds, perhaps thousands, of 
slaves were taught their letters; frequently they traveled 
the roads and assembled for religious and other purposes.
In the second place, there was the control of custom which 
took the form of a code of etiquette regulating the personal 
relations of both races. The lives of the white master class
11
were intertwined with those of the black slaves. Social 
control was not simply a matter of force and coercion but 
depended upon a system of etiquette based upon sentiments 
of superordination on the one hand and of submission and 
loyalty on the other.
The laxity of enforcing the laws of slavery was also mentioned by 
other authors who did studies of slavery in the United States. For 
example, Edgar McManus (1966:97) in his book A History of Slavery in 
New York states, “Although slaves were legally subject to a way of 
life which attempted to regulate their whole existence, their every­
day lives were in fact scarcely affected by the laws.1* In New York, 
the system of slavery was on a very small scale, and for this reason, 
slaves were not subject to a great amount of regulation. A similar 
statement concerning slaves who were allowed a great amount of free­
dom from legal restraint is discussed in John Hope Franklinfs (19^ +3 s 
310) article, “Slaves Virtually Free in North Carolina":
That such a condition could have existed at any time in 
ante-bellum North Carolina suggests a laxity in the enforce­
ment of the slave code that, of itself, made for the rise 
of a group of slaves who were almost completely beyond the 
pale of regimentation.
Again, reasons behind this lay in the lack of the presence of the 
large staple-producing plantations of other areas in the South. 
Recognizing that such an area could exist where slaves were allowed 
a great amount of freedom, Franklin (19^3•284) emphasizes the impor­
tance of not making hasty generalisations about the treatment of slaves, 
since there is a great amount of evidence supporting both the good 
and the bad side of the picture: “The evidence on either side can
hardly be conclusive, however, for the fact is that the treatment of 
slaves in the ante-bellum South had almost as many variations as 
there were slaveholders,"
12
It shall be seen from evidence from the slave narrative sample 
that there is support for Franklin*s statement. A condition which 
Franklin (19^3:286) suggests encouraged good treatment of slaves, 
especially on the smaller plantations, was that the master worked 
along with his slaves, and hence, knew them as human beings: **It
is enough, here, to realize that in the face of an abundance of 
restrictive legislation, there were many slaveholders who, for one 
reason or another, had sufficient humanity within themselves to 
treat their chattel as human beings.“
While the legal position of the Negro slave was quite clearly 
defined by laws in the various states which were similar to one 
another, the actual social position which a slave might have had was, 
to a large extent, controlled by informal, non-legal forces. While 
occupation was a major component, which influenced the social status 
of a slave, other variables must also be considered. Location 
(urban or rural, staple or non-staple producing area), ascribed 
characteristics (age, sex), must be recognized along with occupation 
as they relate to such topics as the following: education, religion,
family structure, relationship to the master and his family, living 
and working conditions, mobility, ownership of property, and social 
control. The following paragraphs will present evidence of such 
social forces which played a part in defining the actual social 
status of Negro slaves.
Evidence from other writers on slavery, while it is not always 
directed at the central concern of this thesis, supports the concept 
of a status system existing among slaves. Franklin Frazier (1957:275)
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in his book The Negro in the United States explains that the social 
position occupied by the master had an influence upon the status of 
his slaves:
In fact, there was a general tendency on the part of the 
slaves to identify themselves with their masters. This 
identification carried with it certain social distinctions 
for among the slaves those who were owned by wealthy and 
aristocratic masters were likely to have a higher status 
than those who were the slaves of the poorer and less 
distinguished whites.
Frazier also emphasizes the generally higher position which many
mulattoes had both as slaves and later as freemen over other Negroes:
Generally, white ancestry was associated with certain 
economic and social advantages which the blacks as a group 
did not possess. It was often associated with greater 
literacy or a fair education or considerable mechanical 
skill (Frazier* 1957:275).
In his book Frazier points out the necessity of stratification 
because of the division of labor on the plantation. This division 
of labor made it possible for the master to consider the personal 
qualities of his slaves when assigning them to a particular occupational 
position (Frazier, 195?:53)* Frazier divides the types of slaves into, 
the general categories of domestic and field hand; and he emphasized 
the influence which the association with whites had upon some of the 
Negroes: “Thus, throughout the South the influence of the plantation
as a civilizing agency depended upon the extent to which social 
relations developed between the master race and the slaves1 (Frazier,
195?:^ ) .
A part of the civilizing function of the plantation occurred 
particularly in the areas, such as Virginia, where custom, tradition, 
and sentiment supported the patriarchal organization: “Social control
Ik
was maintained by tradition, customs, and habits, and the sentiment 
of superordination and the feeling of responsibility on the part of 
the masters were matched by the sentiment of submission and a feeling 
of loyalty on the part of the slaves1 (Frazier, 1957:^ *9).
The view of slavery being that of complete submission of the 
slaves to the authority of the master or the overseer with the result 
of causing the development of a somewhat infantile personality in the 
Negroes seems to best fit the description of the way of life of some 
field hands on very large plantations. For as Frazier (1957:^3) 
suggests, on the large plantations, which were organized very much 
like an industry, "as in some parts of the Southwest, the slaves had 
no contacts with whites except those with the overseers." Maurice 
Davie (19^9:42) also supports this view, and suggests that relations 
between master and slave became more personal with a decrease in the 
size of the plantation: ,!0n the larger plantations employing over­
seers, relations tended to be less personal and sympathetic. In 
general, the more the overseer was in power, the more discordant 
race relations were.1
Both Frazier and Davie are in accord with evidence from the 
narratives that the influence of the overseer generally seems to have 
been the most inhumane relationship which slaves might have with any 
member of the white society. Frazier (1957:^) describes the type of 
overseer typically found on the large industrial plantations as being 
“recruited from among the !poor whites,* a class that regarded the 
slaves scarcely above animals.“ John Hope Franklin (1956:192) adds 
a reason for the extreme domination of the overseers by explaining
15
the pressure which they were placed under by the master to produce 
superior crops.
A move up the status hierarchy of slaves from the field hands
to the house servants seems to reveal a closer association with some
of the more positive aspects of race relations. As Frazier (1957:55)
suggests, "Because of their close association with the master race,
the house servants were able to assimilate their ideals and 
sentiments as well as their external forms of behavior.
This was especially true when the association between the 
children of house servants and the family of the master 
began at an early age.
The relationship which house servants had with whites, therefore,
may be seen to have been somewhat different from that of the field
hand on a large plantation. Personal servants enjoyed the highest
rank among domestics, and Frazier (1957:27*0 even suggests that they
had the highest position in the slave hierarchy. The advantages which
went along with such a position, and also the influence of family
background is suggested by John Hope Franklin (1956:190):
The house servant group, moreover, tended to perpetuate 
and even to increase itself. Once having served in a 
home, working in the field was frowned upon and resisted 
with every resource at one1s disposal. House servants 
were even anxious to 'work* their children into the more 
desirable situation and to marry them off to the children 
of other house servants.
Some of the best evidence which supports the view that domes­
tics, and particularly personal servants, had a distinctly different 
status from that of field hands may be found in Jessie Parkhurst*s 
(1938) article, "The Black Mammy in the Plantation Household." The 
picture which Parkhurst presents of the "mammy" is vastly different 
from the one described by Stanley Hlkins. Submissive, childlike,
16
irresponsibility is not to be found in the words which this author
submits to be examples of the traits found in the “Black Mammy11
but not typically to other slave women:
She was considered self-respecting, independent, loyal, 
forward, gentle, captious, affectionate, true, strong, 
just, warm-hearted, compassionate-hearted, fearless, 
popular, brave, good, pious, quick-witted, capable, 
thrifty, proud, regal, courageous, superior, skillful'.... 
(Parkhurst, 1938:352)
Besides personality characteristics, the “Black Mammy*1 is 
described by Parkhurst as being above other slaves with respect to 
other indicators of status. For example, her dress and deportment 
were more similar to that of her owner than to other slaves. In 
addition, she was considered to be quite intelligent, and some were 
found who had acquired some education through their association with 
the master*s children. Her housing, whether it was in the “big 
house" or in special quarters of her own, was considerably better 
than that of other slaves. Because “Black Mammys" were kept in the 
family through descendents, this personal slave was generally exempt 
from sale, and her children also might become personal servants 
(Parkhurst, 1938:353-35^)• Her treatment was reportedly quite good:
“The *Black Mammy* was exempt from corporal punishment, and what in 
another slave might have been considered impertinence was thought of 
as her privilege" (Parkhurst, 1938:355)*
The closeness which the “Black Mammy" had with her master*s 
family was maintained even when the family traveled, for it was 
necessaiy for her to care for the master*s children. It seems some­
what ironical that the ‘’Black Kammx*1 & slave, was the one whose 
primary job was to orient the master’s children into the proper forms
17
of etiquette and generally to the plantation culture. Known for
her maturity, responsibility, and reliability, the "Black Mammy"
*Vas at the top of the social hierarchy of slaves and occupied a
position to be envied as well as striven for" (Parkhurst, 1938:356).
Franklin Frazier (1957:27^) places slave artisans in a high
status position which was above the field hand but below personal
servants: "Although the skilled artisans did not enjoy the social
status accorded the more responsible house servants, they 
had a social rank above that of the field hands. These 
skilled artisans, who had achieved their position because 
of their superior intelligence, developed a pride in their 
workmanship and in their important role in the division 
of labor on the plantation.
In his article, "Negro Craftsmanship in Colonial America," Leonard 
Stavisky (19^7 '• ^ 17^29) indicates that not only intelligence, but 
age, sex, health, and disposition were very important variables 
which masters considered in the selection of slaves to be trained 
as craftsmen. Stavisky (19^7:^2A) suggests that, "in general young, 
healthy, alert male slaves, who had been 1 country born,1 were 
preferred." In addition to these qualities, the skill of the arti­
sans as well as slave foremen, another relatively high status position, 
caused them to be sold less frequently than other kinds of slaves; 
also, according to the research of Ulrich Phillips (1966:370)» 
artisans sold for a price which was twice that of a typical field 
hand. Stavisky (19^7:^26), moreover, comments upon the lasting 
skill of artisans, which might aid them in future employment: "Those
trained as artisans gained manual skills which sometimes became the 
source of employment after manumission was attained."
To what extent did slave artisans fill the typical personality
sketch as drawn by Stanley Elkins, which showed Negro slaves as being
childlike, irresponsible, dependent beings? Evidence from a number
of different sources seems to indicate that this description was not
likely to be particularly applicable to this type of skilled slave.
For example, John B. Cade (1935• 319)* in his article, ’’Out of the
Mouths of Ex-Slaves,n mentions a slave who was a mechanic and
cabinetmaker, saying, ”he was permitted to go from plantation to
plantation and make contracts for work in his own name and report
periodically to his master,’1
E, Franklin Frazier (1957-57) describes the pride, skill, and
intelligence which was felt by slave mechanics:
The mechanics on the plantations were chosen from among the 
slaves because of their intelligence and skill. They were 
highly valued by their masters and in turn developed a pride 
in their skill and standing in the plantation economy.
A blacksmith is cited by Frazier as an example of a slave who exhi­
bited great pride for his trustworthiness and sought distinction by 
attempting to attain greater skill. This slave, however, ran away 
and hence escaped from slavery. Frazier (1957•53) suggests:
But it was often slaves of his type who were restless under 
the slave regime. Slaves, like Pennington, who had assimi­
lated the sentiments and ideals of the whites and were 
capable of self—direction were inclined to resent the pun­
ishments to which the ordinary slave was subject. In cer­
tain areas of Maryland and Virginia, where slaves were a 
liability, mechanics were often permitted to hire their 
time and to work as free laborers. In bargaining with 
their masters, txhey thus acquired a new status and were 
freed from the discipline of the plantation regime, Nhen 
they succeeded in earning sufficient money, they would 
often buy their freedom and become a part of the growing 
number of free Negroes.
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It is suggested that slaves who had enough initiative to bargain
with their masters, to earn money, and later to purchase themselves,
were hardly dependent, childlike, or irresponsible.
In his book A History of Slavery in New York, Edgar McManus
(1966:62) places a considerable amount of emphasis upon the large
proportion of skilled slaves found in this region and the resulting
effect which it had upon the slavery system in that state:
The concessions won by the skilled slaves set precedents 
which affected the entire slave system. Not every slave 
of course was able to bargain effectively for freedom, 
only skilled slaves could do so, for without occupational 
skill a slave had nothing with which to bargain.
To obtain the cooperation of such skilled slaves, masters in New
York overlooked infractions of discipline, and gave them money,
liquor, and articles of clothing. McManus (1966:61-62) states,
There were few concessions within reason that could not 
be extorted from the masters. The most highly skilled 
slaves bargained for manumission and were even able to 
prevent unwanted sales by indicating their reluctance to 
■work for a prospective buyer. The value of skilled slaves 
of course depended largely on their willingness to work.
Threats which might be sufficient to compel physical 
exertion could not on the other hand guarantee the quality 
of the performance. Such was their bargaining power 
that skilled slaves were known to break up auctions merely 
by announcing their unwillingness to work for any of the 
bidders.
In his concluding chapter McManus (1966:191) states that the 
conditions found in New York, "produced a large number of aggressive 
slaves, secure in their skills and confident of their ability to 
bend the system to their individual needs." It seems that the high 
proportion of relatively skilled slaves found in New York was brought 
about by a number of environmental factors. In his article, "Social 
Aspects of the Slave in New York," Edwin Olson (19-61:67) states that
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masters in New York owned an average of only two slaves, a factor 
which brought about a close association of these Negroes with whites, 
which, in turn, caused them to be, "generally regarded as inferior 
members of his family." Because of the relatively few slaves owned 
by masters, they were generally housed in the same residence as their 
owner, and they were also in a position to receive discarded food and 
clothing, and fairly good food. Clsen, (i9^L»69) -^n fact, suggests 
that they lived better than poor whites.
The slaves in New York were able to escape the complete subor­
dination which some of the field hands on large plantations faced. 
McManus (1966:191) concludes:
That the New York slave retained a personality and view 
of life peculiarly his own tends to support the thesis 
of Stanley M. Elkins that the complete subordination of 
the plantation slave to the control of the planter class 
annihilated his personality and 'infantilized* his view 
of life to the extent that he assimilated the attitudes 
and values of the masters regardless of how invidious 
they were to himself or to his race. The results were 
entirely different in New York, where the slaves were not 
only boldly self-assertive but often tenaciously pursued 
objectives which clashed with the interests of the masters.
While McManus recognizes that there were many degress of freedom 
within the slavery system of New York, he does not seem to recognize 
that this was also true of the plantation system in the South. Further­
more, he does not seem to realize that the plantation system itself 
did not necessarily mean the complete subordination of all slaves; for 
especially on the greatest plantations, there was a considerable degree 
of division of labor. It was this which made it possible for some 
slaves to escape the absolute domination of authority through the 
development of a close personal relationship with the master by becoming
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a personal servant or through the attainment of a skill, While the 
plantation system did mean that there were a considerably higher pro­
portion of slaves who were unskilled and dominated by the authority of 
an overseer, this did not preclude the existence of artisans and domes­
tics who were able to a great extent to escape many of the rigors of 
the system.
Further evidence that all slaves in the plantation system were 
not "infantilized" may be seen in descriptions of the positions of 
slave foreman and slave driver, Ulrich Phillips (1966:62) states,
"Rewards of service were given chiefly to the 'drivers* or gang 
foremen," Examples of such were special clothing, and rum, in addition 
to being given more money at Christmas than other slaves. These slaves 
did not have to work as hard as those of other statuses, and they 
enjoyed being a "confidential servant" (Phillips, 19665272),
While evidence from the slave narratives seems to indicate that 
the status of minister was a fairly high one, additional support for 
this idea may be found in a recently discovered document. In January,
I865, there was a meeting held by Edwin M, Stanton, Secretary of War, 
and Kajor-General Sherman to discuss matters about the freemen of 
Georgia. Twenty Negro ministers were listed as attending this meeting, 
a fact in itself which seems to point to the status of minister as 
being one which might speak for the Negro freedmen. Brief sketches of 
the social history of these men reveal that three had purchased their 
freedom as slaves, three had been given their freedom as slaves by 
their masters, five had been freeborn, and nine had been given their 
freedom when the Union Army passed through their region. The follow­
ing description, published by the Journal of Negro History in the
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article, "Documents, Colloquy with Colored Ministers" (1931*89)» 
indicates the background of the spokesman for the group. This man 
must have had sufficient independence and foreshight to earn the money 
necessary for him to purchase both his own freedom and that of his 
wife*
Garrison Frazier, aged sixty-seven years, born in Granville 
County, North Carolina; slave until eight years ago, when he 
bought himself and his wife, paying one thousand dollars in 
gold and silver; is an ordained minister in the Baptist
Church, but, his health failing, has now charge of no
congregation; has been in the ministry thirty-five years. 
("Documents, Colloquy with Colored Ministers" 1931*89)
One aspect of the institution of slavery, which was not brought 
out by the narrative sample, is the great variety of types of occupa­
tions which slaves did have. Of course, this may be significant in
itself, for it does seem that most slaves could be placed in the general 
categories mentioned in the text of the thesis. While many varieties 
of occupations for slaves were found particularly in industrial and 
urban areas, the primary occupation of slaves in towns was some form 
of domestic work (Phillips, 1966iiOi). Phillips (1966:^15) described 
this variety of slaves in the following manner;
The variety in complexion, status and attainment among 
town slaves led to a somewhat elaborate gradation of 
colored society. One stratum composed the fairly numerous 
quadroons and mulattoes along with certain exceptional 
blacks. The men among these had a pride of place as butlers 
and coachmen, painters and carpenters.
A look at the 13h8 census of Charleston, South Carolina, is 
revealing as it reflects the variety of occupations found in urban 
areas. There were 5»272 slaves who were domestics as compared to 113 
whites and 2? free Negro domestics. There were more slaves than 
free persons in the occupations of coachman, porters, draymen, coopers,
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and unskilled labor. There were more free persons employed in 
industrial occupations. But there were a significant number of slaves 
who were masons and carpenters (Phillips»1966;402)• Town slaves also 
worked in the cotton industry, tanneries, shipyards, bakehouses, and 
laundries. They served as dock laborers, stevedores, and clerks in 
stores. Skilled artisans included barbers, blacksmiths, cabinet makers, 
and others (Stampp, 1961*63)* Stampp indicates other non-agricultural 
occupations in which slaves were occupied. Slaves were employed in the 
turpentine industry, in sawmills, gristmills, quarries, and fisheries.
They mined gold, coal, sla£a, iron, and lead. In addition, slaves worked 
as deck hands and as firemen on river boats; and they helped to build 
public roads (Stampp, 196lj6l). Stampp (1961163) estimates that in ISoO, 
about a half-million slaves were living in cities and towns or were 
doing some type of non-agricultural labor.
While it cannot be generalized to all non-agricultural slaves, there 
is evidence that some might have been able to attain a considerable 
degree of freedom. John H. Moore (1962}^72-h93) his article, "Simon 
Gray, Riverman* A Slave Who Was Almost Free," describes an example 
of a slave employed in the cypress lumber industry who violated 
many of the traditional attributes associated with slavery. Simon 
Gray is an example of a slave who was better educated than many 
whites, was permitted to travel, received a wage, lived with his 
family, was allowed to buy and sell goods, and who had authority over 
other employees of both races. The nature of Gray's work prohibited 
close supervision, and it thus gave him a degree of independence.
Moore does not know to what extent these characteristics are represen­
tative of slaves in other non-agricultural enterprises, but it is a
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definite indication of how some slaves might have enjoyed a considerable 
amount of freedom.
Besides the lumber industry, Negro slaves were employed as laborers 
in cotton mills, rope manufacturing, tobacco factories, and in the iron 
industry (Stampp, 19ols64), Kathleen Bruce (1931*254) in Virginia 
Iron Manufacture in the Slave Era discusses the slave'labor which was 
used in the Tredegar Iron Company in Richmond, Virginia. Apparently 
slaves who worked for this company received fairly good treatment.
An inspection of the company books revealed only seven whippings between 
1843 and 1865* Slaves could earn their own pocket money by working 
overtime. Furthermore, it was the company policy not to employ Negro 
slaves who did not wish to work there. A Negro slave, Emmanuel Quivers, 
is cited as an example of a slave who, because of his high degree of 
skill, was able eventually to purchase his freedom as well as the free­
dom of his wife and children. Quivers was apparently treated the same 
as white men of equal skill, and he was a supervisor over a number of 
Negro assistants. While Quivers was the only example of a slave earn­
ing his freedom while employed by this iron company, there was much 
evidence of quite a few slaves who developed a degree of skill (Bruce, 
1931*239-248).
In his article, "The Negro Ironworker in Ante Bellum Virginia,"
Sydney Bradford (1959*197) provides additional information concerning 
the use of slaves in this industry. His study reveals that Negro 
slaves were employed for most tasks in the industry with the exception 
of managing the establishment, a job reserved exclusively for white 
men. The slaves for the industry were hired from nearby plantations, 
and the amount paid their owner was determined by the skill and age
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of the individual. Blacksmiths, refiners,•and molders were "elite" 
slaves who commanded the highest prices. Evidence supplied by this 
author seems to indicate that slaves in the iron industry probably 
occupied an intermediate position in the status hierarchy. These 
slaves, for example, were allowed to do extra work for wages which 
they might keep as their own so that they might purchase goods from 
the store at the iron works; but at the same time, they were likely 
to have very poor clothing and inadequate food rations issued to them 
because they were only hired by the industry. The owners of these 
slaves were the ones who bore the burden for accidents and sickness 
acquired wile Negroes worked in the iron industry. Bradford (1959**206) 
states, "Most of the slaves were hired and their life was onerous, 
as they were worked hard, were poorly fed and clothed, and were separated 
from their families." The author could not generalize upon the degree 
of discipline enforced in this industry but suggested that at times 
it was severe. Among the conclusions which Bradford (1959*206) reached 
was that the use of slave labor in the iron industry probably con­
tributed to the slow adoption of better modes of production.
"The'Ante-Bellum Textile Industry" by Norris Preyer (1961:67-82) 
is an article which attempts to explain the reason why slaves were 
not employed to any great extent in the textile industry. He suggests 
that there was a great amount of protest among the white population 
because they did not wish to work beside Negroes in the factories. A 
more significant reason suggested by this author is that there was a 
fear that Negroes who were trained to work in this industry would 
threaten the institution of slavery.
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While there has not been a great amount of literature written 
which compares the occupational status of slaves with their occupa­
tion as freedmen, there .is some evidence supporting the thesis of there 
being some relative consistency. E. Franklin Frazier in his book 
The Negro in the United States seems to develop this idea fairly com­
pletely. Frazier (1957*273) states that the social distinctions 
which were apparent in slavery influenced the lives of freedmen, 
especially in the case of house servants and artisans.*
Those who, through association with the white race in
the master's house had acquired the elements of white
culture tended to set themselves apart. The superior 
position of this group was often associated with a 
lighter skin complexion. Likewise, the skilled artisan, 
conscious of his superiority, tended to disassociate 
himself from the masses of unlettered and uncouth former 
field hands.
Another distinction, which was apparent among Negroes immediately 
following the Civil War, was between those Negroes who were free before 
the war and those who were emancipated as a result of it. For some 
time, Negroes who had been freed earlier set themselves apart from the
others and formed "an upper class in the Negro communities" (Frazier,
19571276).
Further status distinctions became evident among Negroes as 
some were able to acquire land: "The ambitious and the thrifty who
acquired land set themselves apart from the less efficient and the 
lazy and the impoverished " (Frazier, 1957*273)• A comment by Joel 
Williamson (19o5*159)» author of After Slavery, The Negro in South 
Carolina During Reconstruction, 1861-1877, reveals a carry over of 
many of the same occupational categories for Negroes which existed 
during slavery, with the statuses of those engaged in agricultural
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or domestic employment being the most common:
Although the great mass of negroes in Reconstruc­
tion South Carolina earned their living through agricul­
tural pursuits, others worked as domestics, as skilled 
or unskilled laborers, and as business and professional 
men.
With the exception of agriculture, the domestic 
class was by far the most numerous economic group.
These found employment in various capacities in the homes 
of the whites, negro men became butlers, valets, coach­
men, gardeners,aand handy men. negro women became 
housemaids, personal maids, cooks, laundresses, nurses, 
and serving girls (Williamson, 1965*159)*
In his book The Ilemro Freedman, Henderson Donald (1952:1^1) also 
points up the status distinctions among Negroes which continued after 
emancipation:
Five' years after the close of the Civil War, there was 
an immense difference in appearance and character between 
the field-hands and the house servants. The former could 
be recognized at a glance by their walk. They invariably 
lifted their feet high, and took long strides, as they 
were obliged to do in stepping over corn hills.
Recognising that Negro freedmen might generally be divided into
two classes, field hands and house servants, Donald (1952:Ihl) further
categorizes them according to further distinctions which evolved:
On the basis of economic and social achievement, they were 
subdivided into three distinct classes: (1) the thrifty,
intelligent, and progressive; (2) the people who worked hard, 
but had not learned to work to advantage or learned how to 
save; and (3) a. large group of Negroes who occupied the 
lowest economic stratum.
Thus recognizing that the law did not totally determine the position 
of the Negro slave in American society, one must consider some other 
factors which may have influenced this. It is suggested that evidence 
as presented in this thesis is a good indicator of a social stratifica­
tion system which existed and which made it possible for some slaves
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to be more integrated into the normative structure of the white 
society, while others may have been cut off from it. It is further 
maintained that the status of the Negro as a slave was important in 
determining the relationship which the Negro had to sources of 
authority? hence, this was significant in developing psychological 
characteristics, such as those mentioned by Stanley Elkins.
It has been seen that there is relevant literature which discusses 
the status and role ox the slave as it relates to his position in 
American society before emancipation. There is no one work, however, 
which discusses social status differentiation of slaves in any amount 
of detail. It is important to see how such factors such as sex, age, 
and occupation related to status differentiation of Negroes both as 
slaves and as freedmen. The slave narratives are a rich source to 
provide such information.
THE SLAVE NARRATIVES— THEIR USE AND PROBLEMS
The main portion of this thesis was developed from a single primary 
source found at the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., in its 
collection of rare books. A set of thirty-three volumes of typewritten 
copies of personal interviews of Negroes who had formerly been slaves 
was assembled and bound for the use of scholars. -The title of this 
collection is Slave Narratives., A Folk History of Slavery in the United 
States from Interviews with Former Slaves. The interviews were completed 
between 193& and 1938, as a part of the Federal Writers' Project of the 
Works Projects Administration. States where former slaves were inter­
viewed include the followings Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, 
Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North 
Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Vir­
ginia. It is unfortunate that the Library of Congress Projects for 
the Works Projects Administration for the District of Columbia was 
not able to assemble all of the interviews. Some of the states, 
Virginia being the prime example, retained the majority of their 
interviews in their local office. It is important to note that the 
interviews were classified and bound according to the state where the 
Negro lived when the interview was made— not according to the state 
where he lived as a slave.-' In total, the number of interviews in 
the bound Library of Congress collection is slightly, over two- 
thousand.
A primary weakness of the interviews is that some of them are 
considerably more complete than others. That is, some were as short 
as a single paragraph, while others were twenty pages. This seems to 
have been the result of a number of factors. The number of persons 
who participated in interviewing the former slaves was considerable, 
and there is evidence that they varied in their technique. Some took 
down the responses of the informant verbatim in the dialect, while 
others simply reported their findings in their own wards. The inter­
viewers were both white and Negro, and they all had similar instructi 
as well as a list of questions which they were to ask the Negro whom
1. For the convenience of the reader specific references to the 
interviews will be noted in the text of the thesis in parenthesis.
The state where the interview is classified will be given in addition 
to the volume number and the cage number.
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they were interviewing. The writers who were interviewing the former 
slaves were instructed to make at least two visits to the informant, 
so that further memories might be discussed which may have been aroused 
by the first interview. In addition, the instructions to the interviewers 
to record the interview as accurately as possible were the followings 
“The details of the interview should be reported as accurately as 
possible in the language of the original statements" (Alabama, I, xxii).
The majority of the interviews were recorded in the words of the infor­
mant, and they were written in the dialect as they were spoken.
A second factor which contributed to a lack of uniformity in the 
interviewing process was the informants themselves. There was considerable 
range in ages of the informants. Some were in their seventies, and 
others were as old as one-hundred-twenty years. Processes of aging 
naturally affected some differently than others, and, therefore, the 
recollections of some were considerably more lucid and vivid than 
others. It is also certain that problems arose in this form of inter­
viewing as in any others. That is, some of the former slaves were 
more willing to talk about their past than others. Some appeared more 
candid than others; some appeared to be exaggerated. One might 
argue, however, that the exaggerations to some extent are indicators 
of the values of the system. Exaggeration may come in the portrayal 
of both sides of the picture--the good aspects of slavery and the bad.
A description of the nature of the narratives, used as a primary 
source in this paper, serves only as an introduction to the actual 
methodology employed by this writer. Before the existence of the 
narratives was known to this author, a survey of the recent literature
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about the status and role of slaves in American society was made. Cer­
tain trends were evident among some of the recent authors, and in 
addition, there were apparently certain areas where there was disagree- 
ment. This survey provoked a number of questions which, could be answered 
by further research.
In the process of reviewing the literature on the subject, the 
existence of the slave narratives was discovered. Some search of area 
libraries revealed that the Library of Congress did have a collection 
of a number of interviews. Some time was spent reading the interviews 
of the Federal Writers* Project to discover the major trends reported 
in them, These were included along with certain ones emphasised in the 
survey of literature to provide the format for the check sheet which 
was mimeographed so that it might be used to codify certain trends 
which were to be found in the narratives. In addition to the check­
list, which was used to record trends in the interviews, additional 
notes, which reflected individual opinions of the former slaves on 
certain topics, were taken. This technique was used to avoid the 
problem of simply having masses of data without any concrete content.
The problem of developing a good sampling procedure was a some­
what difficult one because the objectives of the thesis were several 
in number. It was decided to use a systematic random sample of about 
four hundred of the two-thousand interviews so that an attempt could 
be made to obtain a picture of what a "normal distribution" of the 
interviews might be. That is, it was desired to establish what might 
be said to be typical of the totality of the interviews. This sample, 
however, is not assumed to be normal in the sense that it would 
include only those former slaves who were still living in the years
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1936 to 1938* It is indeed probable that the sample might include 
a higher proportion of former slaves who had been treated well by their 
masters; for it seems that good clothing, food, and housing, as well as 
moderate treatment would have encouraged this result, Nevertheless, 
these Negroes would still have been in a position to report how other 
slaves were treated who might not have enjoyed such a long life.
Having established the nature of the slave narratives, and the 
type of sample used for this thesis, it might be asked whether or not 
these interviews might be considered to be valid in any scholarly sense 
for the purpose of furthering knowledge of the system of slavery as it 
existed immediately before the Civil War. It is recognized that these 
narratives most likely contain biases which are likely to appear in any 
form of interview. That is, there are certain subjects which certain 
individuals might desire to avoid entirely or to misrepresent in some 
way. Certain persons might suggest that if the interviewer were white, 
the Negroes who were interviewed might wish to tell him what he 
thought he would desire to hear rather than what was the reality. All 
of the persons doing the interviewing, however, were not white. Also, 
it seems doubtful that all of the persons interviewed would wish to 
avoid the same subjects or would distort in the same way. The responses 
to the questions do seem to indicate a variety of answers to some 
questions, in addition to certain trends which appear to be fairly 
constant.
Recognizing the human limitations, which are present in any 
attempts to interview, the question might be further asked as to the 
value of using such a source as a basis for a study such as this one.
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The use of such narratives seems to be a very valuable resource by 
which the research of the scholars of the past might be checked. It 
is possible that these narratives might indeed reveal areas of discrepancy 
between past research and the actual reports of persons who experienced 
slavery in their lifetime. It should be emphasized that these narra­
tives are not the only source of information which has been used for this 
thesis? they do, however, provide living accounts of the effects of the 
past historical processes upon the present American society. For these 
persons who were emancipated from bondage through the events of the 
Civil War were a part of American society both as slaves and as freemen.
It is interesting to see and to compare their lives before and after 
their emancipation to see the effects of the slavery system, and their 
consequent entry into society as freemen.
In the introduction which was prepared for the bound collection of 
the slave narratives by the Chief Editor of the Writer's Unit, B. A. 
Botkin, two quotations are revealing in their defense of the scholarly 
validity of the narratives:
In spite of obvious limitations— bias and fallibility 
of both informants and interviewers, the use of leading 
questions, unskilled techniques, and insufficient controls 
and checks— this saga must remain the most authentic and 
colorful source of our knowledge of the lives and thoughts 
of thousands of slaves, of their attitudes towards one 
another, toward their masters, mistresses, and overseers, 
toward poor whites, north and South, the Civil War, Emanci­
pation, Reconstruction, religion, education, and virtually 
every phase of llegro life in the South (Alabama, I, ix).
Beneath all the surface contradictions and exaggerations, 
the fantasy and flattery, they possess an essential truth 
and humanity which surpasses as it supplements history and 
literature (Alabama, I, x).
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SU1'2'1ARY AND OVERVIEW ,
Because the position of the Negro in American society is rooted 
in the history of American slavery, this thesis is an attempt to bring 
more light to the subject by submitting evidence of the existence of a 
slave status system that carried over to influence the position of 
Negroes after emancipation. It seems that the social hierarchy of 
slaves developed as a result of the necessities of the functioning 
of the plantation system, while most slaves were used to work in the 
fields, some were trained to work as house servants, and others developed 
skills as artisans or perhaps slave overseers. The fact that some 
slaves, therefore, possessed a skill which was relatively scarce, 
enabled them to obtain mere rewards of the system and hence to rise 
in the social status hierarchy of slaves. The various occupational 
statuses of slaves, as represented in the slave narratives, shall be 
discussed in the following chapter of this thesis. Chapter Three 
is concerned with certain living conditions which vary according to 
the occupational status of slaves and which were to a great extent 
related to rewards of the systems the relationship of slaves to their 
master and his family, control by masters and adaptation by slaves, 
housing, clothing, and food, property, education, family structure, 
religion, and rural or urban location.
A review of the relevant literature does reveal evidence which 
supports the thesis of the existence of a social status hierarchy 
among slaves. A number of sources were discussed which illustrate 
how some slaves had different environmental living conditions because 
of such things as occupational variations and variations of localities.
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A controversial point on which this thesis will shed some light 
is what was the actual or real position of the Negro slave in American 
society? The evidence which Stanley Elkins used to support his view 
of what it was like to be a slave seems to have been primarily based 
upon the legal definition of the status of a slave; in addition, he 
did not consider any other locations where slavery existed besides the 
plantation. The slave narratives provide evidence of non-legal forces 
which greatly affected the position of the slave in American society. 
Other writers also suggest that in some areas the legal regulations 
of slavery were not enforced.
What was the actual social status system among slaves? Figure 1 
presents an ideal model of the social status hierarchy of slaves. Slaves 
of lowest status, whose position most nearly corresponded to the legal 
definition, were the field hands. Industrial slaves, who had a few 
freedoms, seem to have been just above the field hands. Slaves of 
intermediate status include the majority of the house servants, with 
the exception of personal servants. Slaves of highest status were 
personal servants, slave artisans, and slave overseers. Because the
slaves of highest status were the ones who were the most valuable to
their master, these were the ones who generally received the greatest 
rewards. Finally, these were the slaves who were the least cut off
from the greater society and, hence, were most likely to be treated
as human beings rather than mere property. Tables 1, 2, and 3 represent 
the number of slaves in the various occupational statuses according to 
the sample taken from the slave narratives.
SLAVE SOCIAL STATUS HIERARCHY, AN IDEAL MODEL
White Society
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Male 77 12 37 3 27 92 248
Female 18 27 71 0 9 61 186
Total N 95 39 108 3 36 153 434
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Chapter Four of this thesis provides further evidence of the 
existence of a social status system among slaves which was not identical 
to the legal definition of status. If the social status of a slave 
made his life significantly different from that of Negroes of other 
statuses, then there should be evidence of differential adjustment of 
Negroes to life after their emancipation. Evidence from the narratives 
demonstrates how skills as well as other considerations made the tran­
sition to freedom easier for some Negroes than others.
CHAPTER II 
OCCUPATIONAL STATUSES OF SLAVES
In any society one of the primary forces which promotes strati­
fication is the necessity for a division of labor. Occupation, there­
fore, may be seen to be an important indicator of social status. 
Within the institution of slavery, the occupation which a Negro had 
determined his actual social position to a very great extent. Whether 
a slave was a field hand, a house servant, a carriage driver, an 
artisan, a preacher, or a slave foreman, greatly influenced his 
living conditions. Furthermore, the occupation which some slaves 
had made it possible for them to be closer to the white society 
and to learn its values. Occupational differentiation also made 
it possible for some slaves to escape many of the legal encumbrances 
designed to keep the Negro in a position of absolute subordination. 
This chapter shall be concerned with a few of the predominant 
occupations of slaves to demonstrate the real diversity of social 
status within the institution of American slavery.
FIELD HANDS
The field hand occupied the lowest position in the status 
hierarchy of slaves for a variety of reasons which include the 
following: living conditions, contact with white persons, educational
opportunities, mobility, work load, access to property, and the 
domination of their lives by overseers and their master. These
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slaves were the ones who were the most cut off from white society 
and who, therefore, had the least opportunity of all the types of 
slaves to learn the values of the greater white society.
Although the living conditions of all slaves were to some 
extent similar, the field hands generally received the lowest 
quality of goods if there were any variations observed by masters. 
For example, it was unlikely for field hands to have access to the 
same type of food that was served at the table of the master or 
for them to live in the same residence as their master; nor were 
they usually given the clothes which the master*s family no longer 
chose to wear. On the other hand, domestics might be able to obtain 
such favors because of their close proximity to the master’s family. 
Typically it seems that the field hands in the sample were given 
adequate food, clothing, and shelter, although it was unlikely that 
it was of the same quality as that of their master. Most of the 
informants reported that they had plenty of food, a minimal amount 
of warm, plain clothing, and quarters which primarily served to 
protect them from the elements. Examples from the slave narratives 
illustrate the fact that all slaves were not provided with good 
living conditions; the final decision about such matters depended 
upon the will of their master. While some masters realized the 
importance of good treatment to maintain the health of their slaves, 
others were oblivious to this concern.
In the agricultural South the position of field hand was typical 
for most male slaves, and it was also fairly common for female 
slaves. The physical hardships of slave women who were field hands 
were considerably greater than those faced by slave women in other
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occupational statuses. An informant who was a slave child on a
fairly small South Carolina plantation reported that on his place,
"Women and boys do de plowin’” (South Carolina, IV, 36).^ This former
slave also recollected that as a slave child he wore no shoes.
Describing the toil of his mother, a former North Carolina
slave commented:
•We sucked al de week, my mammy plowin’ wid a two-horse 
plow all de year when she warn’t cleanin’ new ground or 
diggin* ditches; an she got two days off when her 
chilluns wuz borned* (North Carolina, II, 1^9)*
The primary characteristic which identifies the modal nature
of American slavery is that the way slaves were treated was directly
dependent upon the will of their master. The slaves on the North
Carolina plantation mentioned above apparently had quite harsh
treatment; for they received frequent beatings, reportedly lived
in ’’shacks,” had no shoes until they were twenty one, and were not
allowed to have a pass to leave the grounds.
The working hours for field hands typically were from dawn
until darkness prevented further work. These long hours disrupted
the family situation of slaves because the parents, therefore, were
prevented from taking care of their children; typically this job
was given to older slaves who could no longer work in the fields.
An informant who was a slave in Texas related:
•Many times I has walked through the quarters when I was 
a little chap, cryin’ for my mother, de mos’ly only saw 
her on Sunday. Us chillen was in bed when the folks went 
to the field and come back’ (Texas, I, 135)*
1. This is the first actual reference to the slave narratives 
of the Federal Writers’ Project, which have been used as the 
primary basis for this thesis. The reference indicates the state 
where the interview was conducted, the volume, and the page.
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One of the oldest slaves in the sample was a former North
Carolina slave -woman who was born in 1818, and who related that
her life as a field hand had been extremely harsh. The interviewer
checked a number of the facts given by this informant, and the
results seemed to indicate that the reported date of birth was
indeed accurate. Her second master beat her frequently for doing
things which did not please him. At times she went hungiy and
slept on a pile of rags in the corner. The slaves on her plantation
also apparently worked in inclement weather:
■Many de time we come in wif ouh does stuck t* ouh 
poah ole cold bodies, but *twarn‘t no use t1 try t* 
git em dry. Sf de Ole Boss o* de Ole Ilissie see us 
dey yell: nGit on out ob heah yo1 black thin*, an*
git yo* wok outen de way.” * (North Carolina, I, 353).
As a slave this woman had performed most of the chores which
were also done by the male field hands:
lNo*m, I nebbah knowed whut it wah t* rest. I jes 
wok all de time f*om mawnin* till late at night.
I had t* do ebbathin* dey wah t* do on de outside.
Wok in de field, chop wood, hoe cawn, ebbathin* * cept 
split rails.* (North Carolina, I, 353).
Further testamony from this informant demonstrates the impersonal
treatment which slaves might receive in addition to the lack of
consideration which might be made for family relationships. The
treatment which this slave received when she requested to see the
body of her mother who had just died is described as follows:
•I went t* de house and say t* Ole Missie: *Mah
Mothah she die today. I wants t* see mah mothah 
afoah dey puts huh away, but she look at me mean an* 
say: *Git on outen heah, an* git back to yo wok
afoah I wallup you.*” (North Carolina, I, 35o).
On other plantations slaves might be allowed time off from work
to mourn the death of relatives, and other slaves might join them in
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their mourning. The above example is typical of some of the worst 
treatment of slaves which was reported in the narrative sample.
During times when there was a great amount of work to be 
accomplished, there were reports that lanterns were brought to the 
fields so that work might continue. Field hands typically worked 
six days a week, and some worked every day. Usually, however, 
Saturday nights were relatively free as well as all day Sunday. 
During these times when they did not have to work, they might do 
chores in their own cabins, visit slaves on other plantations 
(who frequently were husbands or wives), or have social events, 
such as corn huskings, dances, etc..
Because they lived in their own slave quarters and had long 
working hours, field hands generally had little contact with the 
slaves on their plantation who were house servants or with white 
persons besides the overseer and their master. The following 
quotation from the narratives indicates that the field hands were
to some extent segregated from the house servants, who were apparent­
ly quite aware of their higher status:
*Dere was no good feelin*s *twixt field hands and
house servants* De house servants put on more airs 
than de white folks. They got better things to eat, 
too, than de field hands and wore better and cleaner 
clothes* (South Carolina, I, 225).
The lack of contact which field hands had with slave domestics 
as well as with the greater society is reflected in certain other 
variables. While house servants might learn from the master or 
members of his family, the chances for any kind of learning besides 
knowledge of farming were quite limited for the field hand. In 
addition, it seems that field hands were likely to have less
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knowledge of the outside world than slaves of other statuses.
Typically slaves were limited in the mobility which they might have 
to the distance which they could travel after obtaining a pass; and 
their mode of transportation was generally by foot. Other slaves 
might have access to other forms of transportation, and, in addition, 
the nature of their occupation might make it possible for them to 
travel with their master or to do various errands for him using 
other means of transportation.
Another respect which cut field hands off from the rest of 
society was their lack of property. Although this was legally a 
characteristic of slaves in general, it seems that field hands were 
more limited in this respect than house servants. It seems that the 
only kind of property which field hands had access to was generally 
in the form of being given a patch of ground which they might 
cultivate and then sell the produce which they harvested.
One of the most dehumanizing aspects of the life of the field 
hand, which was not as prominent in the lives of slaves in other 
status positions, was the constant supervision by an overseer or 
their master. Unlike slaves of other occupational statuses, it 
seems that field hands had practically every movement they made 
planned for them. It might not be difficult to understand, therefore, 
that this constant domination might indeed produce slaves who were 
child-like and irresponsible.
The nature of the constant supervision which most field hands 
faced was reflected in the responses of many of the informants. The 
overseers were typically viewed as persons who treated them badly 
and who were usually lower-class white men. There were numerous
accounts of overseers who beat slaves unmercifully because they did
not complete enough work, because the slaves had run away, or because
they stole. The most typical reason for beatings was the lack of
production in the fields:
*De oberseers was terrible hard on us, Dey*d ride up 
an* down de fiel* an* haste you so twell you near *bout 
fell out. Sometimes an* most ingener*ly ever1 time 
you *hin* de crowd you got a good lickin1 wid de bull
whip dat de driver had in de saddle wid him* (Alabama, I,
158),'
If this type of treatment were typical, it might be easy to understand 
why many Negroes developed a submissive attitude in their relation­
ships with whites.
The narratives include other reports concerning the relationship 
between field hands and their overseers. A former Texas slave 
recollected that the field hands were only allowed fifteen minutes 
for their dinner and that the overseer broke another slave*s neck 
for letting cattle into the field. He stated, "The rows was a mile
long and no matter how much grass was in them, if you leaves one
sprig in your row they beats you nearly to death" (Texas, I, 13^).
While all field hands were not beaten frequently by overseers, 
the threat of being whipped served as a form of control to promote 
continuous work effort. A former Texas field hand reported that 
according to the task system arrangement on his plantation, they 
were each required to pick one-hundred-fifty pounds of cotton per 
day or face a whipping (Texas, IV, 125). A former South Carolina 
slave reported that the field hands on his large plantation were 
allowed to quit when they had completed their assigned task; some 
slaves, therefore, were able to use what extra time that they had to
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work on their own plots. However, the Negro slave drivers did beat 
those slaves who did not complete their tasks: "But Maussa good to
slabe if dey done day's tas1 and don't be up to no meanness” (South 
Carolina, HI, 273)*
The above comment suggests that the field hands, at least on 
al 1 but the smaller farms, were, therefore, under the constant 
supervision of some form of authority most of the time. On smaller 
farms this authority was retained by the master. As plantations 
increased in size, this authority was divided among overseers and 
also among slave drivers. The extent which an overseer might con­
trol the life of a field hand is illustrated by the following 
incident:
*1 'member how mother tole me de overseer would come 
ter her when she had a young child an* tell her ter go 
home and suckle dat thing, and she better be back in de 
field at work in 15 minutes. Kother said she knowed 
she could not go home and suckle dat child and git back 
in 15 minutes so she would go somewhere an* sit down 
an' pray de child would die.* (North Carolina, II, 218).
A further example of the extent which a master might control the
life of a slave is mentioned by a man who was formerly a slave in
Texas:
white folks sort of picked me out and I went to school 
with the white children. I went to the fields when I was 
about 20, but I didn't do much field work, 'cause they was 
keepin* me good and they didn't want to strain me....'
'The master was mighty careful about raisin* healthy 
nigger families and used us strong, healthy young bucks to 
stand the healthy nigger gals. When I was young they took 
care not to strain me and I was as handsome as a speckled 
pup and was in demand for breeain*. Later on we niggers was 
flowed to marry....(Texas, I, 218).
There were quite a few instances in the narratives where the 
master of the plantation was reported to be a very good person who
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treated his slaves with great kindness. However, it was also
frequently mentioned that, contrary to the master, the overseer
treated the slaves very badly— whipping them, and occasionally
employing unusual punishments:
•Marse Bat grow mostly cotton and it don't make no dif'ence 
is you big or li*l, you better keep up or de drivers 
b u m  you with de whip, sho1 * no ugh. Old Marse Bat never 
put a lick on me all de years I 'longs to him, but de 
drivers sho* burnt me plenty times”(Arkansas, I, 7).
There were several instances reported in the narratives where
overseers killed slaves without themselves being punished. A
question which might be asked at this point is, was the master unaware
of the way that his slaves were being treated? There are several
instances mentioned in the slave narratives where masters did
dismiss overseers who were found to be treating their slaves badly:
•When 01* Marsa went off to preach, de overseer was mean 
an* whupped de niggers so bad Kistis runned him off.1 
(Alabama, I, 359)
But this would not always be possible on plantations where the
master was an absentee landlord.
A slave who was a carriage driver, and who, therefore, was
familiar with much of the plantation affairs, reported that his
master was quite aware of how his slaves were being mistreated;
but he wished to maintain a good image with them (Florida, I, 65) •
On many plantations it was the job of the overseer to administer
all of the slave beatings.
While the field hands in slavery times seem to have been given
fairly good living conditions which included enough food and clothing,
and quarters which were adequately equipped, they had to conform
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rigidly to the desires of their overseer to prevent being punished.
As a former Arkansas slave, who said that he was frequently whipped 
by the overseer, stated, tIWe has plenty to eat and clothes, but dat all" 
(Arkansas, I, 8). At all, times it seems that field hands had to 
continuously submit their will to that of their master or overseer.
The field hand occupied the lowest position in the slave status 
hierarchy not only because of the social implications linked to a 
slave in this status. Field hands faced strenuous labor conditions.
In addition, they were frequently cut off from advantages of food, 
housing, clothing, travel, as well as other advantages, which slaves 
of higher status may have had. Field hands were under the constant 
supervision of some form of authority at all times when they worked. 
Finally, their closely regulated lives generally did not include 
intimate or personal relationships with whites. Hence, of all the 
slave statuses, field hands had the least contact with the values 
of the white society.
HOUSE SERVANTS
The status of the house servant was above that of the slave who
worked in the fields. House servants had a close association with
their master and his family, better treatment and living conditions,
a lighter work load, and a greater chance of being educated than the
field slaves. A number of comments taken from the narratives illustrate
how former slaves evaluated the status of house servant themselves:
•liah mammy, she wuz cook at duh big house, en Ah wuz 
raised dah in de kitchen en de back yard at de big 
hous. Ah wuz tuh be uh maid fer de ladies in de 
big house. De servants hold that dey is uh step better 
den de field niggers. House servants wuz niggah quality 
folk* (Georgia, IH, 67).
This former slave also recalled that her treatment had been good, 
and that she was better off as a slave than at the time she was 
interviewed.
A former housemaid on a South Carolina plantation indicated
in her interview that she was “no common nigger.”
•My young mistress name Catherine, when her marry Marster 
Watt Wardlaw, I was give to them for a housemaid, 1 cause 
I was trim and light complected lak you see X is dis very 
day....* (South Carolina, XV, 160).
1I1s been no common nigger all my life; why, when a child 
I set up and rock my doll just lak white chillin, and of 
course it was a rag doll, but what of dat. Couldn*t I 
name her for de Virgin Mary, and wouldn*t dat name cover 
and glorify de rags? Sure it would! Then I *sociate 
wid white folks all slavery time, marry a man of God and 
when he die, I marry another, Tom Thompson, a colored 
Baptist preacher. You see dat house yonder? Dats where 
my daughter and grandchillen live. They is colored 
aristocracy of de town, but they has a mighty plain name, 
its just Smith® (South Carolina, X/, l6l).
The above statements of a former slave indicate what seems to 
be a theme which runs through the status hierarchy of slaves. The 
status system of slaves may be seen to be a mirror image of white 
society to a great extent. The slaves of highest status were the 
ones who made the greatest effort to mimic the ways of their white 
master and his family. The above example also indicates the impor­
tance of this slave*s mulatto blood for her being chosen to be a 
housemaid in the first place. It is quite evident that the '*signifi­
cant others” who this former slave chose to imitate were white persons. 
It is also noteworthy that this former slave married men whose 
position was comparable to hers in the status system; for both of 
her husbands were ministers. The feeling that her family was the 
”colored aristocracy” of the town clearly points up the idea of the 
status system of slavery carrying over to freedom.
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Further support for the thesis that the slaves of higher status 
imitated the white society rather than looking to other slaves may 
be found in the socialization processes of the younger slaves. 
Domestics were segregated from the other slaves to some extent and 
brought up in such a manner that they would learn the proper behavior 
for their association with persons of the white society.
An example of this socialization process is recorded in the 
slave narrative interviews. A former slave of Alabama, who was the 
nurse to her master*s children, reported that she had little associa­
tion with other Negroes because of this position. A factor in her 
being chosen for this occupation may have been that her mother had 
died when she was born:
*No, honey, I never seed my mammy. She died when I was 
bawn, an* my Mistis Mary Mitchell raised me in de Big 
House. I was named a*ter her sister, Miss Georgia. I 
slep* in her room an* I was a house nigger all my days.
I neber went to a nigger chu*ch *till I was grown an* 
married, didn* sociate wid niggers 1 cause I was a 
nu*smaid. I raised Miss Molly, her lo baby* (Alabama,
I, 14*0.
This former nursemaid retained her job after she had been given her 
freedom after the war.
A similar account of segregation of house servants from the other 
slaves is related by a former South Carolina slave who reported that 
her mother was taken and raised by her mistress when she was quite 
young: ’’My ole Missus take she *way from her mammy when she wuz
jes uh little small girl en never wouldn't *low her go in de colored 
settlement no more" (South Carolina, IV, 121), Her mother was 
eventually trained to be a seamstress.
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The imprint of the special socialization of the house servants
is revealed in a comment on values:
*Our marster trained us up right, fer ter do our wuk en 
ter obey whut de white folks say en ter sho be polite to 
de white folks, en atter us left old marster den our 
mamny she trained us de same way, en we is always polite, 
kase manners is cheap1 (Arkansas, III, 93)*
In another comment, this informant indicates the possible influence
of family background in determining the future occupation of a slave.
She pointed out that she was chosen as a house servant because her
mother as well as other members of her family were house servants:
*1 wuzn*t gwine ter be trained up ter wuk in de fiel*s,
I wuz trained ter be er pussonal servant ter de marster, 
en sister liattie, she wuz, gwine ter be trained up ter be 
er house woman herself fer her white folks in South 
Carolina, so I rekken dats de reason us always thought we 
so much en better *an de ginral run er niggers* (Arkansas,
IH, 93).
Although this former slave considered herself and other women
in her family to be better than other slaves, it is significant to
note that this apparently had little effect upon the stability of
her family. She pointed out that she did not know who her father
was, a fairly common trend in slave families:
fNo sir, Boss Man, we son*t know nuthin* *bout who our pappy 
wuz. Da wuzn*t no niggers much in slabery times whut knowed 
nuthin* *bout dey pappy s. Dey jes knowed who dey mammy is.
Dats all dey knowed *bout dat. Us neber had no pappy, jes 
er mammy.... * (Arkansas, III, 9^).
An advantage which house servants frequently had over slaves 
of other statuses was the possibility of obtaining education through 
their close contact with the master and his family. A former 
Alabama slave who was the nurse to her master’s children was taught 
by them to read and to write: ”1 acted as nuss for massa’s three
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chilluns, an1 dey learnt me to read an1 write” (Alabama, I, ^2).
This former slave had a complete family, with her father being a field 
hand and her mother being a plantation seamstress. The treatment 
which she reported for both herself and other slaves on the planta­
tion was good: ,rWe-alls had a good time an* us was happy an1 secure”
(Alabama, I, A2).
In addition to possibilities of learning to read and to write, 
talents which were not possessed by many slaves, domestics generally 
learned some skills which slaves of lower status, such as field 
hands, were not likely to possess. The following is a statement of 
a former slave whose mistress sent her to school to learn to be a 
seamstress:
*W*en I been little gal, I wuk in de house. Wuk al 1 
day. I polish knife and fork, mek bed, sweep floor, 
nebber hab time to play game. When I git bigger, dey 
send me to school to Kiss Crocker to learn to be 
seamstress1 (South Carolina, H ,  179).
Additional advantages which indicate her relatively high status among
slaves include her being allowed to sleep on the floor of her
mistress1 room, and to eat food which was left over from the master’s
meals. This girl was a slave in the town of Beaufort, South Carolina.
In one respect, however, this former slave had something in common
with all slaves; she was whipped several times by her mistress,
”W*en I don’t do to suit her” (South Carolina, II, 279).
While the evidence is clear that domestics as a group were of
a higher status than field hands, it is difficult to determine the
exact status gradations among the various types of house servants.
Positions of slaves who might be classified as domestics include the
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following: personal servants, housemaids, houseboys, cooks, coach­
men, butlers, seamstresses, and weavers. 'While it might be said that 
personal servants generally occupied the highest position among 
domestics, each of the other positions had advantages which were 
' likely to be dependent upon other variables such as the wealth and 
personality of the master. On the large plantations, where there 
might be many house servants, an actual hierarchy of status might 
develop among the house servants; because of their function, usually 
the personal servants would be at the top of this hierarchy. Grada­
tions in the status hierarchy of house servants would depend upon skill, 
the importance of the position, as well as age and personality. House 
servants might move up in rank as they became older, accepted more 
responsibilities, and were asked to supervise the chores of other 
slaves. Other factors which might affect the status of domestics 
were the number of children which a slave had as well as the status 
of a slave1s parents.
There seems to be some indication that slave women who were 
’’good breeders” were allowed to have lighter work, such as being 
weavers. The mother of a slave on a large Florida plantation where 
there were about ninety slaves loomed cloth and lived in the mansion 
because she was a breeder. The father of this informant was a 
wagoner on the plantation, a job which was somewhat better than that 
of the field hand (Florida, I, 2^2). The slaves on this plantation 
were reportedly treated well because the overseer was not allowed to 
whip them.
Another indication that women with a number of children were 
allowed a lighter work load is found in the interview of a former
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Georgia slave, who lived on a plantation with about eighty eight
other slaves. Because the master never separated families, this slave
came from a complete family background. His father was a field
hand, and his mother was a domestic who did light work in the house,
such as spinning: “Mothers of three or more children were not
compelled to work, as the master felt that their children needed
care” (Georgia, XV, 38),
All of the slaves on this plantation had very good treatment,
so good, in fact, that they were referred to as “Governor Townfs
free negroes.“ Their master, who was quite wealthy, provided his
slaves with as much food as they desired, built their quarters
according to the size of the slave family, provided the women with
homespun and gingham dresses and the men with jeans; in addition,
he allowed his slaves to have their own plots of ground to cultivate
as well as feather beds for them to sleep on. An indication that
the slaves on this plantation were “free Negroes11 is the fact that
they were allowed to have money of their own:
Opportunities to make cash money were plentiful. Slaves 
made baskets and did hand work which was sold and the 
money given the maker. A man or woman who paid Gov.
Towns $50 might hire himself to the Governor for a year.
When this was done he was paid cash for all the work he 
did, and many were able to clear several hundred dollars 
in a year. In addition to this opportunity for earning 
money, every adult had an acre of ground which he might 
cultivate as he chose. Any money made from the sale of 
this produce was his own (Georgia, IV, hO).
Situations such as the one just described seem to have been fairly
rare.
While the general category of domestics may be seen to be 
above the field hands in status, some distinctions may be made 
among the domestics themselves. Cooks, weavers, and seamstresses
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had relatively high status among domestics because of the necessary 
skills and responsibility involved in their respective occupations.
It is difficult to draw more definite status distinctions because of 
intervening variables, such as the size of the plantation, the degree 
of specialization of the occupation, and the relationship of the slave 
to his master.
There does seem to be considerable evidence that personal 
servants enjoyed the highest position on the status hierarchy of 
house servants. These slaves were the ones who were closest to their 
master and his family; they were the most likely to have the best 
living conditions of any slaves, and they generally had more knowledge 
of the outside world than the other slaves. It seems that one 
indication of the high status which these slaves enjoyed was that 
they, of all the domestic servants, were the ones who were given their 
freedom most frequently. For their loyalty to the master was one of 
the most likely virtues which might be rewarded through emancipation 
when the master died. There are a number of personal servants in the 
narratives, and they illustrate some of the characteristics which 
made it possible for them to have such a high position in the 
hierarchy of slave statuses.
The following statement illustrates that personal servants 
might have the opportunity to receive their master's clothing, which 
he no longer wished to wear. Thus, personal servants were considerably 
better dressed than slaves of other statuses who wore jeans or slips.
In addition, it may be seen that personal servants frequently had a 
variety of jobs to perform as they accompanied their master as this
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one did:
'I did all the house work *til the war w'en I was given 
to Mr* William Jones* son, william H. Jones as his 1 daily 
give servant* who* duty was to clean his boots, shoes, 
sword, an* make his coffee. Hb was Firs* Lieutenant of 
the South Carflina Company Regiment. Bein' his servant,
I wear all his cas* off clothes which I was glad to have.
My shoes was call* brogan that had brass on the toe. W e n  
a slave had one of 'em you couldn't tell 'em he wasn't 
dress' to death1 (South Carolina, II, 195)•
It might be noted that the shoes worn by this slave especially 
indicate the distinctive position which he enjoyed, for slaves of 
lower status, such as field hands, frequently had no shoes at all; 
or if they did have shoes, they generally only had one pair, which 
might have been made of wood. A final point, which might be noted by 
the above remarks is the tendency, which was fairly common, for slaves 
to be inherited and, therefore, retained by a single family; it was 
common for slaves to be given to the master's older children as a 
wedding present when they married.
Another indication of the status of personal servants is the 
other forms of property which they commonly possessed. A former 
South Carolina slave mentioned in her interfiew, for example, that 
her father, who had gone to war as the butler to his master, brought 
a book back with him as a gift for her (South Carolina, III, 2A8). 
Considering the societal (and frequently legal) prohibitions against 
slaves obtaining any form of education, this was a fairly unusual 
gift.
Another form of property, which some slaves were able to attain, 
was money. While field hands sometimes were able to obtain some 
money through the sale of produce from their patch, If their master 
allotted them one, domestics seem to have had more opportunity for
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obtaining gi.fts of money directly from their master:
•But all I do was wait on ole missus* I*d light her pipe 
for her and I helped her wid her knittin. She give me 
money all de time. She had a little trunk she keeped 
money in and lots of times I*d have to pack it down wid 
my feets* (Texas, It 9)*
There is evidence in the narratives to illustrate the point that
personal servants developed very close relationships with their masters
at times, and that this frequently protected them from the harsh
treatment which slaves in other positions might have received:
*1^ old missy done take me from my mammy when I*s a small 
baby and raised me to a full-growed woman. I slep* in the 
same room with young miss and had a good time in slavery, 
didnft suffer for nothin1 and never was cut and slashed 
like some. Me and Miss Laura come right up together and 
I*s her own nigger slave* (Texas IV, 144).
The contrast between the treatment which this domestic received 
in comparison to the way some of the field hands on the same plan­
tation were treated by the overseer is quite striking:
•But the oldes* boy, William, got the debbil in him and 
hires a overseer, and he: rid in the fields with a quirt 
and rope and chair on his saddle, When he done take a 
notion to whip a nigger, he*d make some men tie that 
nigger to the chair and beat him somethin* scand’lous.
He got mad at my mother*s sister, Aunt Susie Ann, and beat 
her till the blood run off her on the ground. She fall at 
his feets like she passed out and he put up the whip and 
she trips him and gets the whip and whips him till he 
couldn*t stand up. The some the niggers throwed him 
off a cliff and broke his neck. His folks gits the 
sheriff but marster*s boys orders him off the place with a 
gun. There warn*t no more overseers on the place after 
that* (Texas, IV, 144).
The above statement from an informant also illustrates the fact that
slaves did not always submit to the cruelties of an overseer.
While field hands generally had little need to leave the vicinity
immediately surrounding their plantation, except to visit friends on
other plantations, It was one of the duties of a personal servant to
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accompany his master wherever he might desire to take him. Hence, it
seems quite likely that personal servants had more exposure to the
outside world and to the way of life outside of their plantation.
One example found in the narratives is of a former slave who accom­
panied his young master to England; this was an experience which many 
white children of the times could not afford;
•When I*s four years old I1 s took to de big house by 
young Massa Frank, old Massafs oon. He have me for de 
errand boy and, X guess, for de plaything. When I gits 
bigger I*s his valet and he like me and I sho* like him.
He am kind and smart, too, and am choosed from nineteen 
other boys to go to England and study at de mil*tary
*cademy. X*s *bout eight when we starts for Liverpool*
(Texas, II, 256).
This relationship between the Negro and the white boy was hardly 
the same as that between master and slave or overseer and slave as 
described in previous examples. It is suggested that the relationship 
was one where the Negro was valued more as a person than as property. 
It seems that the association with his young master must have had 
some influence upon the choice of occupation once this Negro returned 
to the United States. For he:- served in the army in each of the wars 
which followed, including the Spanish American War, working with 
supplies. Later in life he became the owner of .a cement works 
(Texas, II, 256).
The final example of a personal servant selected from the 
narratives illustrates the main point of their having a relatively 
high status among slaves. For one of the informants tells of her 
father who was given his freedom after his master died because of 
his faithful service. As a personal servant, this slave had traveled 
in Europe with his master. The legal status of slave is also evident
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in the comments of the informant, however, for the master1 s heirs
were not in agreement about whether or not this slave should be
given his freedom:
*After that, (master*s death) everything was changed*
His mistress wanted to give him his freedom, but the rest 
of the family didn*t agree to that, so he went to Savannah 
with *Mas Charles* But though he was treated well he was 
so homesick that he couldn!t stay. He thought of his 
mistress and of the old home, and of his mother,' and he 
ran away back to the plantation. Mas* Charles was so mad 
when he came after him that he was ready to whip him; but 
when he saw how happy they were he agreed to give Forest 
his freedom* (South Carolina, XI, 215).
It seems that this slave*s past experience of travel probably 
gave him the confidence necessary for him to run away from Savannah 
to return to Charleston. After having been given his freedom, this 
former slave worked on the Bay in Charleston (South Carolina, II, 215).
It has been suggested that one factor which makes it difficult 
to develop a status hierarchy of slaves is the variation between 
plantations, especially in size. While large plantations had quite 
a bit of specialization with respect to the occupations of the slaves, 
on the smaller farms some slaves occupied statuses which were both 
domestic and field hand. Thus, on the larger plantations the status 
differentiation was quite evident among the slaves according to 
occupation; however, on the small farms, this was not necessarily 
true. Instances where slaves were both domestics and field hands were 
more predominant among Negro women than men because they were generally 
used to perform such duties as cooking, weaving, and taking care of 
the masters children, in. .addition to helping in the fields. One such 
woman remarked, **I worked hard in cotton fields, milked cows and 
helped about the marster1s house" (South Carolina, II, 215). The
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following is an example taken from the narratives of a former slave
of Georgia who was a field hand for her first master, and who later
was the children*s nurse for a second master:
*An* I plowed my January to July de year *fore peace declare.
I remember dat. I wuz a good big girl; but jes* a child—  
not married yet. Yes*m I plowed a mule an* a wild un at dat. 
Sometimes hands get so cold I jes* cry. But dey all say I 
wus a nigger what wus a niggeri* (South Carolina, IV, 80).
She apparently got considerably more satisfaction from her position
as a nurse: nAn* dat child would rather be wid me than wid her own
mother”(South Carolina, IV, 80).
A former South Carolina slave clearly indicates her preference
for her position as a house servant as opposed to that of being a
field hand. The following quotation also indicates some of the
psychological rationalizations which a domestic slave might make to
account for her acquisition of goods belonging to her master:
'I was a strong gal, went to de field when I*s twelve 
years old, hoe my acre of cotton, ‘long wid de grown ones, 
and pick my 150 pounds of cotton. As I wasn*t scared of de 
cows, they set me to milkin* and churnin*♦ Bless Goal Dat 
took me out of de field. House servants *bove de field 
servants, them days. If you didn*t get better rations and 
things to eat in de house, it was your own fault, I tells 
youl You just have to help de chillun to take things and 
while you doin* dat for them, you take things for yourself.
I never call it stealin*.1 (South Carolina,IV, 2).
This quotation clearly describes a form of adaptation to the system
of slavery which does seem to have been fairly common among house
servants. It also seems to indicate tis great amount of identity
which a house servant might feel with the master's family.
It seems that smaller plantations with less wealthy and less kind
masters might have offered far worse living conditions than those
found on the large plantations. On a North Carolina plantation
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where twenty-five slaves resided on one-hundred-ninety acres, women
had to do housework after they came in from working in the fields:
•Marster wus not good to us, but he gave us plenty to eat 
and wear. He worked us from light till dark and then my 
mother had to do house work after workin* in de fields all day, 
an1 father had to do de feedin* or pick cotton at night*
(North Carolina, II, 386).
Even on the larger plantations, however, some slave women might 
work during the day in the fields and spend their evenings weaving 
for their master. It was not uncommon, therefore, for slave women 
to be both field hands and domestics. Their life and work was thus 
more strenuous than that of those who were only domestics.
This section has been devoted to the discussion of house servants 
and their relative position in the status hierarchy of slaves. It 
has been suggested that domestics generally had many advantages which 
field hands of lower status did not possess. These advantages included 
better living conditions (quality of food, clothing, housing), 
mobility, a possible opportunity for education, generally good 
treatment, and less strenuous work. Recognizing, however, that 
there were many divisions within the category of house servants, 
a problem arises as to the classification of these many diverse 
domestic occupations. Important variables to be considered are 
the skills which a slave possessed, his age, the amount of responsibility 
which he assumed, and the personal relationship which he had with 
his master.
The actual size of the plantation is a very important variable 
to consider when attempting to classify domestic slaves according 
to status. For on the larger plantations it became necessary to 
have a greater amount of specialisation of occupations, and hence
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a more distinct hierarchy of statuses would evolve. Personal 
servants of the master were the domestics of highest status; these 
slaves, in turn, might supervise slaves of intermediate status to 
some extent. Cooks, housemaids, weavers, laundresses, butlers, 
and houseboys would generally be considered to be slaves of inter­
mediate status. Again, it is important to recognize that there would 
be degrees of status variation within the intermediate status, 
depending upon the size of the plantation. For example, if there 
were four cooks for a plantation, it would be likely that one slave 
would be above the others in authority.
On the smaller plantations other considerations might influence 
the status of a domestic slave. For example, a house servant on 
a small farm owned by a relatively poor, impersonal master might 
receive few advantages relative to her occupation. On the other 
hand, a domestic who was perhaps the only slave owned by her master 
might be treated as if she were a member of his family. Hence, on 
the smaller plantations, the benefits of status which a house 
servant might have were more dependent upon the relationship of the 
slave to the master than upon the slave*s actual position.
SLAVES OF HIGHER STATUS
The final portion of this chapter, which is concerned with the 
occupational statuses of slaves, shall be devoted to a discussion of 
slaves of higher status in the occupational hierarchy. These slaves 
were clearly above the typical field hand in rank, and they often 
had more benefits for their position than did the house servants of 
intermediate status.
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SLAVES 0? HIGHER STATUS: THE CARRIAGE DRIVER
A former slave of South Carolina commented, 11 It was a pretty 
big honor to be a carriage man*1 (Arkansas, HI, 39)* This state­
ment seems to be confirmed by evidence from the narratives which 
indicates reasons why carriage drivers had relatively high status. 
Although they might not have been able to obtain any formal educa­
tion, carriage drivers had to learn the proper manners for their 
position. Because their job was one of considerable mobility, 
carriage drivers frequently had a better idea of what the world 
was like than other slaves. In addition, the position gave them 
closer contact with the master and his family, better living con­
ditions, and a fairly light work load. As a former slave whose 
father was a coachman reported, "Pa never worked a great deal1 
(Arkansas, VI, 23^).
A slave who was a carriage driver on a large Georgia plantation 
was close enough to his master to know that he was pretending not 
to know of the cruel treatment of his slaves by overseers. This 
master reportedly allowed his slaves to be beaten "unmercifully" 
with his full knowledge. As carriage driver, this slave had the 
responsibility of ringing the bell each morning to call the other 
slaves to work. The interviewer wrote of this slave, "Mr. Hall 
made Gharles his carriage driver, which kept him from hard labor" 
(Florida, I, 65). In his position as carriage driver, this former 
slave seemed to have been treated quite well in spite of the fact 
that other slaves on the plantation were whipped, and then a 
solution of salt was put on their wounds.
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When a former slave who had been his mistress1 carriage driver 
was asked his opinion of slavery, he remarked, 111 never knew much 
about slavery, you see, Irve always been treated as a free man" (Georgia, 
II, 96). This man had been one of twelve slaves who served the 
mistress, the total number of slaves making up his family. As an 
urban slave of Griffin, Georgia, he reported that he accompanied his 
mistress and never needed a pass when he left home. Born in 1853* 
this Negro was apparently quite young as he drove his mistress to 
do her welfare work during the war. The two of them visited the 
wealthiest plantations in their area: “After putting up the horses 
and carriage I would follow my mistress Into the dining room. She 
always saw to it that I sat at the same table with her” (Georgia,
XI. 92). When he became tired of driving, his mistress would take 
the reins and let him sleep.
The following example, taken from the slave narratives, illus­
trates the distinction between a house servant and the other slaves 
with respect to clothing: “I stays in de house, so I gits good
clothes and shoes, too. Some dem niggers didnft have hardly no 
clothes though” (Texas, IV, 215). This same informant also describes 
his training to become a footman; an especially interesting part 
of the training is a n instruction to say only what the master has 
instructed him to tell the visitors:
•De mostest fun I ever got was when Marse Isom 
•lows me to be footman. He gits me a uniform, most like 
a sojerTs, *ceptin* mine am red with black stripes down 
de pants. I •member it jist like yesterday, de first 
time I puts it on. Marse give a cel*bration at he house 
and de doorman am sick, so I has to be it. He give me 
dat suit and say to hurry put it on. Den he make me come
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to de front door and let him in over.and over, so as to 
git de hang of it. He told me to take his hat and cane 
and put derri up, and to say, ”thank you," and "dis way, 
please,” and not to say no more to nobody, and I didn’t.
After dat night I opens de door lots of times, but
mostest I wears dat suit when I takes de white folks to
church while dey listens to preachin1 and I holds de 
hosses1 (Texas, IV, 215)•
The above statement also illustrates another factor which was 
true of house servants but not necessarily slaves of other statuses 
who had less contact with members of white society. It may be seen 
that an important part of their training was how they should act 
towards white peop3.e; and it seems that this training was signifi­
cant in developing the attitude of how Negroes might best benefit 
in their relationship with whites. For example, the following 
statement of a carriage driver concerning his actions when freedom
'came indicates his realistic appraisal of the situation, and his
acceptance of the system of slavery; ’’Some dem niggers quits when 
dey freed, without no supper, but not dis niggert I stays sev’ral 
years, den gits a job snakin’ logs in a saw mill” (Texas, IV, 215).
A former slave of Richmond, 'Virginia, whose master was a cousin 
of Benjamin Harrison, remembered that as a carriage man, he "was 
treated same as kin folks. I et and drunk same as they had to 
use” (Arkansas, III, 187). This former slave had first been a 
personal servant and then was allowed to drive the carriage; unlike 
most other slaves, this servant was sent to North Carolina to learn 
how to play the fiddle, a skill which he retained throughout his 
lifetime:
*1 was a personal attendent of his young son and when I 
reached manhood I was the carriage boy, I did all the 
driving on all the trips the young people of the family
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took, My memories of slave days was.my easiest days.
Slavery was pleasant for me* (Arkansas, III, 185).
1 After the War I come to Arkansas and settled at Madison.
My hardships started* (Arkansas, III, 186).
The former carriage driver quoted above drove a stage coach
between Memphis and Little Rock after he was given his freedom.
His association with Benjamin Harrison as a child proved beneficial
when that man became President:
•When I heard Benjamin Harrison had been elected President 
of the United States, I asked Mir. George Lewis to write
to him for me. I was working for him then. I handled
’freight at the depot for him..*.1
*1 got my fiddle and went and visited two weeks.
I et at the same table with the President. I slept at 
the White House. We et out of skillets together when 
I was a little boy and drunk out of the same cups. Me
and him and Gumnel raised up together. I played for the
President and his Cabinet* (Arkansas, III, 188).
The following is a statement by a former slave whose father was 
a slave preacher and a carriage driver; his education is an indicator 
that he had fairly high status as a slave: "My pappy was a preacher
an* Marse Bob learnt him to read and write, and would let him go 
f*um plantation to plantation on de Sabboth Day a-preachin* de 
gospel** (Alabama, I, 383). This combination of fairly high occupa­
tional statuses— carriage driver and minister— seems to account for 
this slave's relative freedom of mobility in addition to his having 
access to education.
A mulatto slave carriage driver, who could also make shoes was 
quite well educated according to the informant, his daughter: "Pa
learnt us to do all kinds of work. He knowed how to do nearly 
everything cause he was brought up by white folks" (Arkansas, VI, 282).
This quotation, besides indicating the type of educational background
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and skills which a carriage driver might have, indicates the advan­
tages which mulatto slaves might have because of their contact with 
white persons.
A former slave who drove a buggy, worked in the fields, and who 
eventually accompanied his master to war, reported that his war 
experience was fun because he had to do so little. He was given 
some second-hand clothing and a straw hat by his master— articles 
which most slaves did not possess (Georgia, IX, 322).
Relative to social status, the slave carriage driver seemed to 
have had a position similar to house servants, such as a cook or 
a housemaid. However, some of the examples cited in this section 
suggest that in some cases the position of carriage driver was elevated 
because of the personal relationship between a slave and his master. 
Carriage drivers had the advantage of mobility, something which slaves 
of other statuses did not possess. Their contact with their master 
and other persons of the white society may have enabled them to 
acquire greater knowledge of the world than that possessed by other 
Negroes. In summary it might be said that the carriage driver 
possessed the same advantages of status which the house servants 
had; these included better living conditions (quality of food, 
clothing, housing), mobility, a possible education, generally good 
treatment, and less strenuous work than slaves of loTver status.
Through personal influence a carriage driver might elevate himself 
to the highest slave status of personal servant.
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SLAVES OF HIGHER STATUS: ARTISANS
If a stratification pyramid were drawn which included all of 
the various occupational statuses which slaves occupied, it seems 
that those slaves who were artisans would be near the top of the 
pyramid. The primary justification for this statement is that it 
was the slave artisans who were the most skilled among the various 
occupations of slaves, and because of this skill, they had greater 
access to property. Slave artisans might be hired out so that others 
could have access to their services, and it was fairly common that 
they might receive a portion of their profits. If a slave was able 
to save enough of his profits, he might be able to purchase his 
freedom eventually. Compared to the other occupational statuses 
which slaves occupied, the number of artisans seems to have been 
quite scarce. The several accounts of artisans found in the slave 
narratives, however, do support the above thesis.
The only type of skill which was represented in the narrative 
sample which a female slave had and which might be considered to 
be artisan was that of the seamstress. A former Tennessee slave*s 
mother was a seamstress who was never sold because the price for 
her was always too high. This occupation was such that she always 
was able to obtain work once she attained her freedom (Missouri, I, 
222).
The examples of male artisans of particularly high status, 
which were found in the collection of narratives, were slave 
carpenters and blacksmiths. In each case, the examples were the 
fathers of the informants.
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The first example is of a slave man who had several different 
skills. Because his master was a doctor and needed someone to 
record information for him, he was taught to read and to write. In 
addition to this, he was skilled as a carpenter. As a carpenter,
his master hired him out, and the slave was allowed to keep a portion
of the money he earned for himself. The following quotation from
this slave*s son indicates how his father was able to obtain a posi­
tion as a teacher when he was emancipated because of the education 
which he had obtained as a slave:
•My father, he belonged to a doctor and the doctor, he 
was a kind of a wait man to him. And the doctor learnt
him how to read and write. Right after the war, he was
a teacher. He was ready to be a teacher before most 
other people because he learnt to read and write in 
slavery. There were so many folks that came to see the 
doctor and wanted to leave numbers and addresses that he 
had to have someone to tend to that...(Arkansas, II, 8A).f
A second example of a slave artisan is a slave who was a
builder. This slave*s master allowed him to have time to work to
earn money for himself. An arrangement was made whereby the master
collected the money for the slave, and allowed the slave to keep any
money as his own which was above the three-hundred dollars a year,
which the master kept for himself. In addition to the money which
the master held in trust, the slave was allowed to have passes to
go places whenever he asked his master for them:
•My daddy was a builder. Old man Willingham gave him 
freedom and time to work on his own account. He gave him 
credit for what work he done for him. He got three hun­
dred dollars a year for my father's time, but all the money 
was collected by him, because my father being a slave 
couldn't collect money from anybody1 (Arkansas, HI, 311).
'Some years he would make as much as three or four thousand 
dollars. His master collected it and held it for him and 
gave it to him when he wanted it* (Arkansas, III, 314).
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It might be noted that in the above case, although the slave 
did have a considerable amount of property, there were certain aspects 
of his life which were still controlled by the institution of slavery* 
The primary one was that his wife belonged to a different master* His 
son, the informant in this case, resided with his mother until she 
died, at which time he joined his father.
The third example of a slave artisan best illustrates the 
generalizations stated at the beginning of this section which explain 
the exceptionally high status of slave artisans. The following is an 
account of a slave artisan who was both a carpenter and a blacksmith* 
His son, the informant, also resided in South Carolina, although he 
and his mother did not live on the same plantation as his father.
By hiring himself out, this artisan was able to obtain enough money 
to buy his freedom. Unfortunately, his death prevented him from 
purchasing the freedom of his wife and son. The following is the 
description which his son gave of his father1s status as a slave 
artisan:
•William Sherman, senior, bargained with his master to 
obtain his freedom, however, for he did not have the money 
to readily pay him. He hired himself out to some of the 
wealthy plantation owners and applied what he earned 
toward the payment for his freedom. He was a skilled 
blacksmith and cabinet maker and his services were always 
in demand, after procuring his freedom he bought a 
tract of land from his former master and built a home and 
blacksmith shop on it. As was the custom during slavery, 
a person who bought his freedom had to have a guardian.
Under this new order of things Sherman was in reality 
his own master. He was not ‘bossed,• he had his own 
hours, earned and kept his money, and was at liberty to 
leave the territory if he desired1(Florida, I, 286).
A fourth example of a slave artisan is the father of an informant
who was a child during slavery times and who later became a minister as
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an adult. In addition to the fact that his father had high status, 
this informants mother was also somewhat distinctive because she was 
a domestic at the big house. A factor which increased the status of 
the informant’s father was that he was a personal servant in addition 
to being a skilled carpenter. Being a carpenter made it possible 
for the family to have better furnishings than were commonly found in 
slave homes: ’’Then my father was a carpenter and old master let him
have lumber and he make he own furniture out of dressed lumber and 
make a box to put clothes in” (Texas, I, 283). Ihe carpentry skill 
possessed by this man was reflected in some of the products which he 
made, such as plows, horseshoes, nails, spinning wheels: ”He was a
very valuable man and he make wheels and the hub and put the spokes 
in” (Texas I, 283).
Although this slave had been quite skilled as a carpenter and 
had been freed because of his faithful service when his master died, 
this did not protect him from being taken back into slavery by a 
younger son:
*14y father told us when freedom come. He’d been a 
free man ’cause he was bodyguard to the old, old master 
and when he died he give my father he freedom. That was 
over in Richmond, Virginia. But young master steal him 
into slavery again. So he was glad when freedom come and 
he was free again’ (Texas, I, 284).
The fact that he had been freed once is testamony to the relatively
high status of this man as a slave, when freedom finally came for
him the second time, he helped a white man run a farm (Texas, I, 284).
It may be seen that these slave artisans had most of the
privileges which slaves of other occupational positions lacked:
education, mobility, property, little punishment if any, good living
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conditions, regulation of their own labor. In one respect, however, 
they all remained trapped by the system: their families were not
able to escape the bonds which slavery had placed upon them.
A question which might be asked at this point is why did the 
white society allow the slave artisans to have privileges which most 
other slaves could not legally have— money, education, mobility?
The slave artisans fulfilled important functions for the white society 
at a time when persons with such skills were relatively scarce. It 
is, therefore, suggested that the privileges accorded the slave 
artisans were rewards of position.
SLAVES OF HIGHER STATUS: PREACHERS
Opportunities to develop informal religious beliefs among
slaves were introduced by the presence of Negro ministers on some
plantations, while it seems that the majority of ministers who served
the slaves were white, there were a few Negro slave preachers. As
is indicated by one informant, the occupation of preacher was not
necessarily one which was formally accepted as being a permanent
position: *’0n Sunday we just put an old Prince Albert coat on some
good nigger and made a preacher out of him'1 (Texas, I, 217).
The informal nature of the status of slave preacher, as well as
his somewhat covert behavior, is indicated by another informant:
*One of the slaves was a sor-a preacher and sometimes 
marster 1lowed him to preach to the niggers, but he have 
to preach with a tub over his head, ’cause he git so 
happy he talk too loud. Somebody from the big house 
liable to come down and make him quit 1 cause he makin1 
*sturbance* (Texas, I, 85).
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While it seems that a few of the slave preachers were informally 
recognized in their status, the narratives contain two examples of 
such men who seem to have been given considerable prestige and recog­
nition, and who, therefore, had relatively high status among fellow 
slaves:
The Parnell slaves had a Negro minister who could 
hold services any time he chose, so long as he did not 
interfere with the work of other slaves. He was not 
obliged to do hard menial labors and went about the 
plantation 1 all dressed up1 in a frock coat and store 
bought shoes. He was more than a little conscious of 
this and was held in awe by the others. He often visited 
neighboring plantations to hold his services. It was 
from this minister that they first heard of the Civil War.
He held whispered prayers for the success of the Union 
soldiers, not because freedom was so desirable to them, 
but for other slaves who were treated so cruelly 
(Florida, I, 214).
The following is a second account of a slave minister found in
the slave narratives:
There was a free colored man who was called 1 Father James 
Page,1 owned by a family of Parkers of Tallahassee. He 
was freed by them to go and preach to his own people.
He could read and write and would visit all the plantations 
in Tallahassee, preaching the gospel. Each plantation 
would get a visit from him one Sunday of each month 
(Florida, I, 244).
While it may be observed from the above quotations that both of 
these Negro ministers had been slaves, the second one had been given 
his freedom. This seems indicative of the fact that some slave 
ministers, even though they were Negro, did have a degree of prestige 
by the standards of both whites and Negroes. The first example shows 
that some slave preachers did have certain privileges which were 
generally not given to slaves. He enjoyed a considerable amount of 
freedom of movement; he did little work; and his clothing included
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a frock and special shoes.
These Negro ministers further illustrate the role which they 
and the religion which they espoused served to assuage some of the 
control which the master and overseers exerted. The first example 
illustrates how the slave preacher spread news among the plantations, 
for he was the source of the news about the Civil War, It seems 
that these ministers were probably fairly effective in helping the 
members of their race to develop solidarity among themselves and to 
retain hope that the future would be one of greater freedom.
It is evident from the examples in the narratives that the Negro 
preacher enjoyed a position of relatively high status among slaves.
The white society allowed slave preachers some degree of mobility 
as well as privileges of dress and lighter work load. Religion was 
valued by the white society as a form of socialization and social 
control of Negroes; and it is likely that this made it possible for 
slave preachers to have more freedom than other slaves had.
STAVES OF HIGHER STATUS; FIELD HANDS
On the larger plantations there was more specialization of tasks, 
and, hence, some field hands were elevated to slightly more responsible 
positions. In addition, there were times when older slaves were used 
as overseers of their fellow slaves.
An example of a position of trust is that of wagoner. A slave 
who drove a team to transport the produce did not have to work in 
the field. On a VIest Virginia plantation, a wagoner was entrusted 
with a gun and also was given some education by the master*s son.
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An additional point of interest concerning this slave is that he
fought on the Union side in the Civil War (Ohio, I, 15)*
A former Alabama slave, who was chosen to be a slave driver,
suggested that his hard work was the probable reason for his being
chosen for that position. His comment indicates the pride which
he felt for his status:
fI was a driver during slavery and I reckons I was about 
twenty sompin. I don* remember nothin* in particular that 
caused me to get dat drivin* job, ceptin* hard work, but 
I knows dat I was proud of it 1 cause I didn* have to work 
so hard no mo1. An* den it sorta* made de other niggers 
look up to me, an* you knows us niggers, boss. Nothin* 
makes us happier dan* to strut in front of other niggers* 
(Alabama, I, 117).
The position of overseer was sometimes occupied by slaves. The
high status of this position is indicated in the mobility accorded
such persons, the property which they were allowed to have, their
access to education, and their good treatment. Some of the slave
overseers were given a great amount of responsibility. For example,
one overseer was allowed to take the other slaves of the plantation
to camp meetings and to stay for several days. The following
statement describes his other attributes: **We called a white man
boss the 1overseer,* but a nigger was a overlooker. John could
read and write and figger, and old Master didn*t have no white
overseer11 (Oklahoma, I, 67).
An example of a Negro overseer who was paid for his work is
described by a former South Carolina slave:
•Grandpa Peter was a overseer. After he was made overseer 
he was paid. That was an honor for being good all his 
life. When freedom come on he had ten thousand dollars.
He was a pure African, black as ace of spades' (Arkansas,
m ,  139).
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An informant who was a slave in Arkansas said that his father 
had been a nbossn of the other slaves in addition to possessing the 
skills of a carpenter. The status of the father and also the mother, 
who was the cook, weaver, and housekeeper, was such that they had 
very good treatment: nHe had his way. Nobody was allowed to mis­
treat him in any way. l-fy" mother was the same way*1 (Arkansas, XI, 
170). The nature of the leadership position which his father had 
is further described: “I'dy father was not a field hand. He was what
they called first man 1 round there. He was a regular leader on the 
plantation— boss of the tool room. He was next to the master you 
might sayu (Arkansas, H ,  171).
While the typical field hand could not travel far from his 
plantation, the responsibilities of this slave, mentioned above, 
necessitated that he drive a stage at times and also a wagon: 
f,Xiy father used to take me to the mill with him when I was a kid.
That was in slavery time. He went in a wagon and took me with 
him" (Arkansas, H, 172). While this is an example of a slave 
family which was complete because none of the members were sold, 
it also represents the weakness of the family bonds. For the master 
of the plantation was the father of this informants half-sister 
(Arkansas, II, 172).
The narratives contain an example of how a slave overseer might 
use his status to prevent harsh treatment. This slave was quite 
valuable because of his knowledge of tobacco processing, and when he 
was beaten by his master, he ran away. His master still would not 
sell him, however, because of his great value. The father, however,
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•was not afraid to stand up to his master: . "Father told his owner 
after he found out he wouldn’t sell him, dat if he whipped him again, 
he would run away again, and keep on running away until he made de 
free state land M (Missouri, I, 29). Eventually this slave kept 
his promise to his master by taking twelve other slaves with him and 
joining the Union army.
Another informant, who had been a slave in South Carolina, said 
of his father, "He kinder boss man" (South Carolina, II, 298).
Because he had the keys to the barn, his father used this to his 
advantage by stealing his master1s rice at night. When he went to 
town, he sold the rice and used the money to buy himself whiskey; 
his position as head man made it possible for such to be done, since 
his master intrusted him to go to town to purchase provisions. The 
informant also revealed something additional with respect to the 
status of his father. It seems that only house servants and field 
hands who had fairly important positions had access to the influence 
of the master or mistress. Therefore, before his father had been 
appointed head man, he had to stand by and watch the Negro overseer 
give his wife twenty-five lashes for not completing enough work. 
Apparently the father felt that he was not yet close enough to the 
master to be able to report such actions of the overseer to him 
(South Carolina, II, 298).
The evidence in the narratives would seem to suggest that the 
position of the slave overseer would be near the top of the status 
hierarchy of slaves. A primary reason for this is the control which 
a person of this status would have over his own destiny, his
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responsibility for leadership, his mobility, and his access to property.
One Negro overseer reportedly ran his master rs plantation when he went 
to war;
■When Ole Harster wen off ter de wah, he tole Unker 
Jude ter look atter Ole Mistis en* evy'ting on de place 
•twel he come back. Whilst Ole Harster gone to de wah,
Unker Jude was oberseer for Ole Mistis, en1 he made de 
niggers wuk harder dan Ole Marster did1 ...(Alabama, I,
22k) .
Another Negro overlooker ran the plantation of his master who 
was usually at his store in town (Oklahoma, I, 295)* When the war 
came, this slave ran away and joined the Yankees.
The primary purpose of this chapter has been to describe some of 
the common occupations of slaves in an attempt to demonstrate the 
importance of occupation as an indicator of social status. Whether 
a slave was a field hand, a house servant, a carriage driver, an 
artisan, a preacher, or a slave foreman greatly influenced his 
living conditions.
The field hand occupied the lowest position in the status 
hierarchy of slaves. Field hands faced strenuous labor conditions.
In addition, they lacked the advantages of good food, clothing, 
housing, and travel, which slaves of higher statuses may have had.
Field hands were under the constant supervision of some form of 
dominant authority. Finally, their closely regulated lives generally 
did not include intimate or personal relationships with whites.
Hence, of all the slave statuses, field hands had the least contact 
with the values of the greater white society.
The status of the house servant was above that of the slaves 
who worked in the fields. House servants had a close association
with th© master and his family which resulted in generally better 
treatment and working conditions as well as a chance of being 
educated. In addition, domestic slaves had a lighter work load than 
the field hand. There were gradations of status among the house 
servants which depended upon the size and, hence, the complexity 
of the plantation. Nevertheless, it seems that the personal servant 
enjoyed the highest position among domestics; housemaids, cooks, 
houseboys, butlers, seamstresses, and weavers were of intermediate 
status. Evidence from the narratives suggests that some personal 
servants were rewarded for their loyalty by being given their freedom 
They gained knowledge of the outside world by accompanying their 
master; some were educated. There are indications that personal 
servants were treated more as human beings than as property.
In addition to the personal servant, other slaves of higher 
status include the carriage driver, the slave artisans, preachers, 
and slave foremen. Carriage drivers enjoyed many of the advantages 
of personal servants in. addition to a considerable amount of mobility 
Because of their skill and relative scarcity, slave artisans 
acquired privileges which slaves of lower status did not possess—  
money, education, mobility. While slave preachers did not have as 
much access to money as the slave artisans, they were allowed to 
travel to neighboring plantations, to wear special clothing, and 
to have a fairly light work load. Finally, slave overlookers had 
a degree of responsibility and freedom which slaves of lower status 
did not possess.
What did slaves of higher status have, in common? They had a 
chance of being allowed to possess some of the freedoms of the 
greater society; for they held positions which had relative impor­
tance to the white society, and they possessed a degree of skill 
which was greater than that of slaves of lower status.
CRAPTER III
LIFE CONDITIONS AND STATUS VARIATIONS IN SLAVERY
While the stratification system of slavery was primarily 
determined by occupation, there are other variables which also 
reflect variations in the condition of slaves: the relationship
of slaves to their master and his family, social control and 
adaptation, food, clothing, and housing, property, education, 
and others. The relationship between these variables and occupa­
tional status is particularly revealing; for evidence from the 
narratives emphasizes that the social and legal status of slaves 
were not congruent in many respects. The last part of this chapter 
shall deal briefly with certain other variables which were impor­
tant in determining the conditions of slavery* but which were not 
particularly related to occupational status. These include family, 
religion, and the rural or urban environment where slaves lived.
THE RELATIONSHIP OF SLAVES TO THEIR EASTER AND HIS FAMILY
It seems that one of the most important factors associated with 
the status of a slave was his relationship to his master and his 
masters family. For in most instances where slaves lived in rural 
localities, the only real contact which they had with the greater 
white society was with the master1s family and also with the overseer. 
Urban slaves, however, present a slightly different picture, because
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it is likely that they had considerably more contact with white 
persons who were not members of the master* s family. The impor­
tance of having this relationship to whites should not be underesti­
mated, for it was through the imitation of whites that slaves might 
develop an awareness of the values of the world outside their immediate 
plantation. It might be suggested also that those slaves who had the 
greatest contact with the values of the outside world were probably 
the ones who could most easily adapt when they were finally emancipated.
Evidence from the narratives seems to support the view that 
house slaves had considerably closer contact with the master and his 
family than did field hands. Frequently those slaves who were to 
become personal servants of the master’s family were taken away from 
the slave culture when they were quite young to be raised in the 
,fbig house" with the white family. The extent of separation which 
field hands had from the master*s family seems to have depended 
largely upon the size of the plantation where they lived. Comments 
of former slaves illustrate to some extent the relationship which 
they had with their master, mistress, and the children of the master*s 
family.
A question which comes to mind with respect to the paternalistic 
image, which so frequently is attributed to slave masters, is whether 
it was a reality or a facade to maintain better control over their 
slaves. It seems that a paternalistic image would be beneficial in 
the sense that it would encourage the development of loyalty among the 
slaves as well as a better attitude towards their work.
It seems that masters who had no overseers might very likely 
appear to be “bad" to their field hands, because of the constant
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supervision and insistence upon production, A South Carolina field 
hand reported that his master had whipped his slaves often because 
he was hard to please. In addition, this slave had little contact 
with the master*s children because of his low status: ’’They was all,
right, so far as I ’member, but being a field hand’s child, off from 
de big house, I never got to play wid them any” (South Carolina, I, 
225).
An exteme example of slaves who received very bad treatment was
reported by an informant who was purchased by a man in Georgia and
then taken to Texas, The master reportedly changed his name when he
got to Texas because he was in trouble with the law. Eventually,
this master was hung for rustling cattle:
'We wore chains all the time. When we work, we drug them 
chains with us. At night he lock us to a tree to keep us 
from runnin1 off. He didn't have to do that. TWe were 
*fraid to run. We knew he’d kill us. 3esides, he brands 
us and they no way to get it off* (Texas, IV, 29).
The extreme impersonality of this master’s treatment is underscored
by the informant's testamony that his mother was shot during the
trip to Texas because her feet became so cut and swollen that she
could not go on (Texas, IV, 29),
The above example illustrates the most significant fact about
the slave master. Whether he was good or bad, his slaves were legally
his property. Perhaps out of the desire to protect their investment
or out of human kindness, it seems that the sample used in this study
had a large proportion of slave masters who reportedly did take good
care of their slaves* physical needs* It seems significant, however,
that the former slaves who pictured their master as a person who
could do no wrong, with emphasis upon the paternal image, seem to
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have been predominantly house servants or persons who were slaves only 
as children.
An informant who was a child as a slave on a large North
Carolina plantation commented, '’Marster loved his slaves, an* other
white folks said he loved a nigger more den he did white folks1*
(North Carolina, II, • This informant continued, “No slaves run
away from Marster. Dey didn*t have any scuse to do so, cause
whites and colored fared alike at i'larster's" (North Carolina, II, 17),
Another informant, who was also a slave child in North Carolina,
stated, “I didn*t work any in slavery time, 1cept feed pigs, an1 do
things fer rny master; waited on him, I went 1 round wid him a lot,
an* I had rather see him come on de plantation any time dan to see
my daddy*1 (North Carolina, I, ^29). This informants father resided
on a nearby plantation.
An Alabama resident, who was a child as a slave, stated:
fVihat I seed of slavery was a bad idea, I reckon, but 
ev’ybody thought dey marster was de bes* in de lanf.
Us didn*t know no better. A man was growed plum* green 
* fo he knew de whole worl* didn’t belong to his ol* 
marster••.an Marse Jess was de bes1 white frien1 a nigger 
ever had, dis nigger anyhow1 (Alabama, II, 27).
This quotation seems to indicate the extent which the authority
figure of the master permeated the lives of his slaves. Because of
their lack of contact with other aspects of society as well as other
forms of authority, it is easy to understand why a slave might very
well grow to believe that the world revolved around his master.
This was true in the sense that a slave was completely dependent upon
his master for survival.
8?
It seems that the slave master was a father figure for slaves 
whose family structure was so frequently lacking in a father:
"Paul McCall (master) raised me up with his chillun and I never did 
call him master, just called him pappy...” (Arkansas, I, 64).
The image of the master as being the authority figure to his 
slaves by telling them what they could and could not do is indicated 
by the following comment of a mulatto slave whose father was the young 
master: ’’You knows Niggers ain’t s'posed to always know de right
from de wrong. Dey ain’t got Marsters to teach ’em now” (Mississippi,
I, 55).
Comments of former domestic slaves seem to indicate feelings of
considerable warmth toward their masters; a former childrens’ nurse
and housemaid commented:
’Mack Ramsey wuz mah marster en he wuz sho good ter his 
slaves* He treated dem as human bein’s. W e n  he turned 
his slaves ’loose he gib dem no money, but gib dem lands, 
clothin* en food * till dey could brang in dere fust crop.
Mah daddy rented a strip ob land 'till he wuz able ter 
buy de place1 (Tennessee, I, 62).
The following remark was made of the master of a former personal 
servant from Alabama: ”Sber nigger on de place love him lak he
was sont from Heaben" (Alabama, I, 238).
Besides the master, slaves frequently had close association 
with his wife. This woman played a very significant role in the 
socialization of slaves who were brought to the big house to be 
trained as domestic servants. A former childrens’ nurse of Georgia 
remembered, ”De last missus I own treat me jes* de same as her own 
child" (South Carolina, IV, 80).
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A former slave, who was raised by her mistress, believed that to 
be the reason for her being different from other Negroes: "M*en 
mah mammy died, I still stayed wid Missis Jennie. She raised me.
Dat’s why folks say I’se so peculiar" (Tennessee, I, 3). While she 
was never able to receive any formal education, she stated tlI,se
I’arned a few things ob how ter act" (Tennessee, I, 3)»
It seems that both the master and his wife were examples which 
the slaves of their plantation looked to for imitation in dress as 
well as in other forms of behavior. For example, a former South 
Carolina reported that his behavior was affected by what he had been 
taught by his master and mistress: "Ole Missus and Marse learn*t me
to never tell a lie, and she teached me dat1 s de way to git along 
well* X still follows dat" (South Carolina, II, ^5)» Another statement 
made by this Negro describes the close imitation of the master for 
dress:
*Us wore de best clo*es dat us had (to church). De Marse 
give us a coat and -a hat and his sons give all de old hats
and coats ’round. Us wore shirts and pants made from de
looms. Us kept dem clean*t and ironed jes* like de Marster 
and de young marsters done their*n. Den us wore a string 
tie, dat de white folks done let us have, to church. Dat 
*bout de onliest time dat a darky was seed wid a tie.
Some de oldest men even wore a cravat, dat dey had done 
got from de old Marster* (South Carolina, II, 62).
This same informant also commented on the way that the young Negro
slave girls imitated the white girls who did not eat very much at
social gatherings: "Cullud gals tried to do jes* like de young
white missus would do" (South Carolina, II, 6l).
The following incident depicts how the status of the slave master
influenced the position of his slaves and how his way of life
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served as an example for them. An informant who was a well-treated 
slave child on a large South Carolina plantation was taken to the 
market by his mother to trade some cotton for a hat for herself.
She took her son, who tells of the incident, with her and bought him 
some candy. But as is fairly typical of small children, he managed 
to get some of it on his clean shirt. His mother scolded: "How is
I gwint to ever teach you anything, when you act jest like a nigger 
from some pore white trashes poor land? What ole lady Abbie (Missis) 
gwine to say to ye when she see you done gone and act like you 
ain't never seed no quality befo1?" (South Carolina, II, ?0) After 
she had cleaned her son, she commented: "How you is looking like you 
belongs to Marse Tom ‘gin” (South Carolina, II, 70).
Besides the master and the mistress, another contact which slaves 
might have with whites, and hence with the values of the greater 
society, was through their association with the master1s children. 
While on smaller plantations, it seems that most slave children might 
play with the master's children of their own age, on the larger ones, 
it seems that this association was limited to some extent by the 
status of that slave and his parents. For example, an informant 
who pointed out that as a slave she had been a ,!house nigger1 
reported the little association that she had with the other slave 
children: "She played with the children of her mistress and seldom
mixed with other slaves on the plantation11 (Florida, I, 156).
The son of a personal servant, who accompanied his master to war, 
described a similarly close relationship with the children of his 
master: ,rWe played together till I was grown. I loved them like
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if they was brothers. Papa and lbs Ely (master) went to war together 
in a two-horse top buggy11 (Arkansas, I, l). The mother of this 
informant took care of her own children as well as those of the 
master, treating all alike. His mother would "whoop them when they 
needed, and Miss Maggie whoop me" (Arkansas, I, 1).
It seems that another factor which brought close association among 
white and Negro children was an urban environment, where masters 
owned relatively few slaves, and those were generally of higher status.
Such is the case of a Chapel Hill slave child, who was taught by 
the master's daughter, and who received candy frequently from her 
master's store. This informant's mother was the family cook, and 
there were only eleven other slaves owned by this master (North Carolina,
I, 32).
It has been seen that the relationship which a Negro slave had 
to the master and his family was related to that slave's status to 
some extent. Slave children and house servants generally saw their 
master in better terms than did the field hands. To these slaves 
the master was indeed a father image, or an image of authority 
which they imitated as they developed their own system of values.
The mistress of the plantation played a similar role as she trained 
house servants to perform their duties. On larger plantations, it 
was evident that children whose parents were field hands had less 
chance of association with the master's children. Finally, there is 
evidence in the slave narratives which suggests that some house 
servants developed warm personal relationships with the master and 
his family.
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CONTROL 31 MASTERS AND ADAPTATION BY SLAVES
Slaves might adopt various modes of adjustment to the institution 
of slavery, the two most common modes being either accepting the 
system or rejecting it through some form of rebellion, A question 
which is related to this is whether or not a slave*s adaptation to 
the system was related to his status. For example, would domestic 
slaves be more likely to accept the system than field hands since 
they received more benefits from this conformity? Or would domestics, 
who were more likely to have greater awareness of the outside world, 
be more likely to have the desire to escape from the system through 
some form of rebellion such as running away? The forms of rebellion, 
which seem to have been most commonly indicated in the narratives, 
include running away, avoiding work, overt hostility, and making 
traps to injure patrollers.
Having considered the modes of adjustment to the institution 
of slavez^ y, as were reflected in examples from the narratives, a 
second factor must be considered. Recognizing that it was the objec­
tive of the majority of slave masters to maintain the slavery institu­
tion, it is understood that they would seek to adopt the necessary 
means of control to encourage slaves to accept the system without 
rebellion. It might be suggested, therefore, that the threat of 
punishment or of being sold should also be considered as they relate 
to the modes of adjustment to the system and to the various statuses 
of slaves.
A common mode of adaptation to the institution of slavery was 
simply the complete acceptance of the system so that the rewards of
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conformity to the desires of the master might be reaped. Acceptance 
of slavery occurred commonly among slaves, for their obedience 
assured better treatment by the whites. A former Alabama slave 
commented upon the tendency of Negroes to be subservient to whites 
in the following analogy:
*Every time I think of slavery and if it done the 
race any good, X think of the story of the coon and the 
dog who met. The coon said to the dog “Why is it you*re 
so fat and I am so poor, and we is both animals?1 The 
dog said: “I lay round Master1s house and let him kick
me and he gives me a piece of bread right on." Said the 
coon to the dog: “Better then that I stay poor.1’ Themfs
my sentiment. I*m lak the coon, I don*t believe in 
•buse* (Oklahoma, I, 209).
Those Negroes who indicated by their comments that they had 
accepted and thought well of the slavery system had generally bene­
fited by it in some way. For example, some of those who commented 
favorably were children as slaves and, therefore, had been treated 
well while little was expected of them. A former Arkansas slave, 
whose father had been set free, said the following: “Might as well
tell the truth— had just as good a time when I was a slave as when 
I was free “ (Arkansas, V, 7^).
A former South Carolina slave, born in 1859* stated, “I got 
a heap mo1 in slavery dan I does now, was sorry when Freedom got 
here11 (South Carolina, III, 5)*
The following comment of a former South Carolina slave, who 
was born in 1862, is one which indicates an acceptance of the 
subservient role of the Negro:
•From a wee bitty baby dey teach me to serve. Befo1 
you seves God you is got to know how to serve man. De 
Bible speaks of us as servants of de Lawd. Niggers can 
serve Him better dan white folks, kaise dat is all dey
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does if dey stays whar dey belongs. Young folks and 
chillun being raised up real biggitty'like dey is now, 
dey can't serve nothing, kaise if you canft serve your 
earthly father, how is you gwine to serve your Heavenly 
Father?* (South Carolina, 273)*
A common theme to be found in the comments of those informants 
who seemed to indicate that they accepted the institution of slavery
is that while they were a slave, they had no worries, for their
master took care of their needs. While there are examples from the 
narratives that indicate that this feeling was expressed by former 
slaves of all statuses, it seems to have been more common among
slaves of higher status as well as among Negroes who were slaves as
children. The following is an example of one of the few such 
comments made by a field hand: "When I was a slave I only had to
obey my Marster an* he furnish me ever1thing" (Mississippi, I, 12*0 
This remark also illustrates the fact that it was to the slave*s 
benefit to conform to the system.
A former slave houseboy of Mississippi stated, "But if Old 
Marster were a*livinf I*d be better off. I know dat be so" (Mississippi,
I* 83), An additional comment made by this informant indicates that 
he apparently accepted his position as a slave: ,rWhere I was brought 
up de white man knowed his place an* de Negger Knowed his*n. Both of 
*em stayed in dey place" (Mississippi, I, 83).
A Negro who was his master's yard boy in Mississippi stated his 
regret that freedom came because he greatly admired his master:
"when folks started a-comin* through talkin* 'bout a-freein* us an' 
a-givin* us Ian* an* stuff, it didn* take wid Marster1s slaves. Us 
didn* want nothin' to come 'long to take us away from him" (Mississippi,
I. 19).
9k
An informant who had worked as an errand boy for his master, 
a grocer in Richmond, Virginia, indicated that he had been treated 
very well as a slave: "But then I never quarreled with anybody,
always minded my own business. And I was never scared of nothing" 
(Ohio, I, 3).
A similar remark was made by a housemaid who had been a slave 
on a Georgia plantation: "no, Ma!am, I ainft nebber been so free
en happy es when I diden1 hev ter worry ’bout whar de vittles en 
close gwine cum fum, en all Ah had ter do wuz wuk ewy day lak mah 
white folks tole me" (Georgia, I, 70). She reca3_led that she had 
been treated well and suggested a possible reason for the acceptance 
of slavery by herself and other slaves: "Dey knowed dey hed ter be
good er dey got beat" (Georgia, I, 69)#
Recognizing that those informants who seemed to indicate the 
greatest compliance with the institution of slavery were generally 
of higher status, it may be significant to consider those slaves who 
rebelled to determine whether there were any real status distinctions. 
The forms of rebellion most commonly mentioned by informants in the 
slave narratives were running away, avoiding work, overt hostility, 
and making traps to injure patrollers.
If the narratives are indicative of common trends in the insti­
tution of slavery, it seems that running away was the most frequently 
reported form of rebellion. It is also suggested that although run­
ning away was to be found among all statuses of slaves, there was 
some distinction to be made with respect to motivation. It seems that, 
contrary to field hands who were frequently running away from harsh
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treatment and the whip of the overseer, the higher status slaves were
running toward something— freedom. Selections from the narratives
seem to support this status distinction.
During the Civil War, some slaves ran away from their masters to
join the Union Army. From the narrative sample slaves who reportedly
did this were the following: a houseboy from Virginia (Alabama, I, 3^5)*
a houseboy from Atlanta, Georgia (Arkansas, VII, 210), an 11 educated11
slave from Maryland (Maryland, I, 57)» and a slave overlooker from
Tennessee (Oklahoma, I, 245). One thing which is evident from this
list is that these slaves were all of higher status.
Indications of a rebellious at tit tide may be seen in the following
remarks of a Negro who was born free in Detroit but was taken into
slavery when he was visiting the South:
•I was a young man,1 he continues, 'and didn't see who I 
should be anybody's slave. I'd run away every chance I 
got. Sometimes they nearly killed me, but mostly they 
just sole me....1
'They never did get their money's worth out of me though.
I worked as long as they stood over me, then I ran around 
with the gals or sneaked off to the woods. Sometimes they 
used to put dogs on me to get me back1 (Florida, I, 102).
This informant also was whipped for rebelling from another aspect of
the institution of slavery:
In 1861, when he was sixteen years old, Ambrose Hilliard 
Douglass was given a sound beating by his North Carolina 
master because he attempted to refuse the mate that had 
been given to him— with the instructions to produce a 
healthy boy-child by her— and a long argument on the value 
of having good, strong, healthy children (Florida, I, 101).
It seems likely that the rebellion of this slave was the reason that
he was sold to at least four different masters.
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A slave blacksmith, who attempted to teach himself to read and 
to write, ran away so that he might get the education that his master 
would not allow him to have* His flight, however, was interrupted 
by his being captured by the Yankees and then returned to his master 
(Alabama, I, 299).
A young slave, who was a bell boy in a Missouri hotel, ran away 
because he had heard so many of the patrons discussing how wonderful 
freedom was. He was later sorry that he did this because he liked his 
master:
*1 heard too much talking at the hotel. They argued a 
whole heap more than they do now. They set around and talk 
about slavery and freedom and everything else. It made me 
restless and I run off. I was ashamed to be seen much less 
go back....I was sorry I run off after it was too late1 
(Arkansas, I, 3^9).
Other factors besides status seem to have had some influence upon
the aspirations of some slaves to find a better life. For example, a
former South Carolina slave, who lived on a small farm where there
were only eight slaves, had a close association with the master1s
son and was "somewhat of a fpetf around the plantation and did almost
as he wanted to1’ (Florida, I, 286). Both of his parents had high
status in the slave hierarchy, for his father was a slave artisan
who purchased his freedom, and his mother was a cook and housemaid.
The informant led a group of slaves to join the Yankee soldiers:
That afternoon Jack Davis (the master) returned to the 
1front1 and that night Mill told his mother, Anna Georgia, 
that he was going to Robertsville and join the 'Yankees.1 
He and his cousin who lived on the Davis' plantation 
slipped off and wended their way to all of the surround­
ing plantations spreading the news that the 'Yankees' were 
in Robertsville and exhorting them to follow and join them.
Soon the two had a following of about five hundred slaves 
who abandoned their masters' plantations 'to meet the Yankees.1 
(Florida, I, 293).
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It appears that this Negro had enough knowledge of freedom in addition 
to relatively little restriction by his master, a combination of con­
ditions which promoted his ability for leadership of the other slaves.
Another example from the narratives illustrates the theme that 
slaves who had greater knowledge of the outside society, who had heard 
about the benefits of freedom, and who had not been completely subju­
gated by the institution of slavery, might seek freedom. The informant, 
who was a slave in Myrtle Grove Sound, North Carolina, and whose father 
was a carpenter, ran away:
•We was prope'ty, val'able prope'ty. No, indeed, Mr. Luke 
give the bes* of attention to his colored people, an1 Mis1 
Huggins was like a mother to my mother. Twa'nt anythin' 
wrong about home that made me run away. I'd heard so much 
talk 'bout freedom I reckon I jus* wanted to try it, and I 
thought I had to get away from home to have it' (North Carolina,
I, 450).
It is likely that the urban environment influenced this Negro slave 
by bringing him into contact with persons talking about freedom.
In addition, his father, who helped build ships, may have discussed the 
matter with his son.
The narratives record the experience of a former Missouri slave 
who had a close association with the master's son. as he worked on 
the small farm as a field hand. When he ran away to join the Yankee 
soldiers, this young Negro was taken by a Yankee officer to the North 
and was sent to school (Ohio, I, ?h).
While many masters were said to have attempted to keep all know­
ledge of the war from their slaves, it seems that many were aware of 
the events and were motivated by their awareness to run away. A 
good example of this is an informant who was a field hand on a large
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Alabama plantation. As he was born in 1851, he was fairly young when 
the war started. It appears that the talk of freedom made a considerable 
impression upon him, for there was no evidence in his account that he 
had been treated badly. His account of his decision to join the Union 
Army as a water boy reveals his thoughts of the possible punishments 
which he might have had to face if he. were caught. However, when ten 
of his friends ran away, the informant gained courage and successfully 
escaped:
*De war am started den for ’bout a year, or somethin’ like 
dat, and de Fed’rals am north of us. I hears de niggers 
talk ’bout it, and ’bout runnin1 ’way to freedom. I things 
and things ’bout gittin* freedom, and I’s gwine run off.
Den I thinks of de patter rollers and what happen if dey 
cotches me off de place without de pass. Den I thinks of 
some joyment sich as de corn huskin’ and de fights and de 
singin’ and I don’t know what to do1 (Texas, I, 38).
It might be suggested that the youth of these several examples
which made it easier for them to break the bonds of slavery and
attempt to run away.
Other examples in the narratives seem to indicate that slaves
.ran away at times to escape poor living conditions and bad treatment.
For instance, a former Kentucky slave, whose food was reportedly
meagre and whose bed was the floor of the slave quarters, ran away
to join the Yankees., Because he was too young, however, he was
rejected for service. Although this man was not treated cruelly,
the master was said to be mean and overbearing, and he had the slaves
witness a severe whipping of a slave woman who had not done enough
work (Indiana, I, ?7).
A similar example to the one described above is a Virginia slave
who was a field hand and worked under an overseer who treated the
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slaves badly. In addition, the food was reportedly insufficient.
This slave succeeded in his efforts to join the Union Array after 
running away (Virginia, I, 21).
Slaves who reportedly ran away because they were whipped seem 
to have been predominantly field hands or persons who had been treated 
badly when they were hired out. For example, a former Arkansas slave 
commented that her mother, who had been whipped too many times, took 
her entire family and ran away. She worked for a Yankee as a field 
hand during the war (Arkansas, IV, ??)•
Another example is an informant*s father, a field hand, who 
ran away because he had been beaten by a Negro overseer, reportedly 
without a cause (Missouri, I, 25).
A final example is a child who ran away from the woman to whom 
she was hired out because of her bad treatment in Raleigh, North 
Carolina. It appears that slaves who were hired out commonly did 
not receive good treatment. In this case, the child ran away after 
she had been whipped (North Carolina, I, 99).
Besides running away, other forms of slave rebellion reported in 
the narratives were avoiding work and overt hostility. While the 
narratives contain numerous examples of both, they do not seem to 
have been specifically related to the status of the slave.
Having considered some of the various modes of adaptation to the 
institution of slaveiy, it is important to consider a second variable. 
Did the means of control which slave masters used vary depending upon 
the social status of the slave?
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A very important intervening variable which must be considered 
before attempting to answer the question is the actual personality of 
the slave owner* While legally masters had a great amount of authority 
over their Negro property, the extent which this authority was used 
and the manner in which this authority was used depended upon the 
individual man* Some former slaves reported that they had been 
treated so well that they were called "free niggers1’ by slaves on 
other plantations. For example, a former Kentucky slave noted that 
the slaves on her plantation were called "Twyman kinfolks” (Indiana,
It 19).
Another former slave stated: ”Wasn*t much whippin ’went 1 round
our plantation, but on some places close to us, they whipped until 
blood run down.•• .Folks called us UicCullough1 s free niggers’”
(Alabama, I, 90).
The somewhat helpless position of the slave child in view of 
the number of different authority figures which he was to obey is 
portrayed by the following statement: ”In them days, if we did some­
thing wrong, anybody could whip us and if we’d go tell our folks we 
got another whippin1” (Arkansas, VI, 335).
It seems that, while all statuses of slaves were subject to 
punishment, the field hands were the one's whose work was most closely 
supervised, and, hence, they were more subject to the whip of the 
overseer than slaves of higher status. It also seems that the severity 
of the beatings were likely to be greater when they were administered 
by an overseer who wished to make an example of a slave.
The narratives provide a number of illustrations of the pressure 
which field hands were continually under to keep up with the group
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and to do their required tasks so that they would not be whipped.
For example, a Texas field hand reported that he was required to 
pick one-hundred-fifty pounds of cotton per day or be whipped (Texas, IV, 
125). This former slave reportedly worked under the constant super­
vision of the overseer from dark until dark.
A former Arkansas field hand related,
’Marse Bat grow mostly cotton and it don’t make no 
dif’ence is you big or li’l, you better keep up or de 
drivers burn you with de wyip, sno' ’nough. Old Marse 
Bat never put a lick on me all de years I ’longs to 
him, but de drivers sho’ burnt me plenty of times*
(Texas, IV, 7).
It is difficult to determine the extent which slaves were whipped 
or otherwise punished for the various offenses which they might have 
committed, whether or not slaves actually received punishment, it was 
always something which a master might resort to if slaves did not 
comply with his desires. A former coachman stated, “Some whippin’ 
done, but mos’ reasonalbe. If de nigger stubborn, deys whips ’nough 
for to change his mind. If de nigger runs off, dat calls de good 
whippin*” (Texas, H ,  153). The threat of punishment was most likely 
a very effective form of social control. Slaves who did not do their 
allotted amount of work might be made an example to promote greater 
production by their peers.
On the plantations, where whipping was not the primary form of 
controlling slaves, it seems that slaves who were difficult to handle 
were usually sold. A former domestic slave commented, "when dey go so 
bad ol* marster didn’t bother ’bout whippin' ’em— he jes* put ’em on 
de block an* sold 'em like he would a chicken or somethin'" (Georgia,
III, 151).
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Many slaves feared being sold. This form of breaking family 
relationships plus th© possibility of obtaining a cruel master were 
means which did probably serve as social controls.
The fact that the narratives contain few accounts of the threat 
of punishment for higher status slaves is significant in itself.
These slaves had very little contact -with the overseers, who seem to 
have been the ones who administered the worst punishments. In addition, 
the value of the higher status slaves to their master may have provided 
them with additional protection. Slaves of higher status may also have 
been protected from the threat of being sold because of the skills 
which they possessed and the difficulty of finding another slave who 
could replace them.
The masters* attempt to control their slaves and the slaves' 
adaptation to the institution are important to understand when consider­
ing status variations in American slavery. It seems that field hands 
conformed to the wishes of their master primarily to prevent punishment 
by the master or an overseer. Slaves of higher status, on the other 
hand, were in a favorable position to reap concrete rewards by doing extra 
things to please their master. Hence, slaves of higher status were 
more likely to use the system for their own benefit.
There seem to have been some distinct status variations in the 
ways that slaves might choose to rebel. For example, it was suggested 
that motives for running away seemed to differ according to the status 
of the slave or the amount of contact which the slave had with members 
of the white society. Slaves of higher status had a greater awareness 
of the outside world and its pleasures; and they also knew more about 
getting along in the greater society because of their close association
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with whites. On the other hand, slaves of lower status, such as field 
hands, were likely to run away to escape the horrors of their existence 
as a slave.
Was the form of control used by masters and overseers different 
depending upon the status of the slave? Recognizing the intervening 
variable of the personality of the master or overseer, it seems that 
the slaves of lower status were subject to greater threats of being 
punished or being sold. The value of higher status slaves, because of 
their skill and relative scarcity, might protect them from such threats. 
Finally, the higher status slaves were not likely to be under as close 
supervision, and hence were not as likely to be threatened by the 
authority of their master or an overseer.
HOUSING, CLOTHING, AND FOOD
While the narrative sample as a whole seemed to indicate that 
this group of slaves had fairly good housing, clothing, and food, 
there do seem to have been some distinctions of quality made accord- • 
ing to the status of slaves. These three types of living conditions 
seem to further illustrate which types of slaves were closer to the 
white society; for the slaves of higher status seem to have had 
access to better food, clothing, and housing than that of their fellow 
slaves. In these respects, slaves of higher status were indeed 
encouraged to imitate the white society.
It seems that slaves of higher status had greater contact with 
the master and his family, and, hence, they also took the values of 
the whites as their 'own. In turn, the personal relationships which 
developed encouraged th$ master and his family to give these servants
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special advantages, which might not be accorded the field hands with 
whom they had little contact. An additional consideration is the 
point of view which masters took with respect to their house servants.
For it was important for these slaves to be well dressed and to have 
good manners. Slaves to a great extent were a reflection of the wealth 
and prestige of their master. It seems likely, therefore, that masters 
encouraged their domestics to imitate their own manners and rewarded 
them for their efforts. A result of this kind of socialization process 
for the higher status slaves seems to have been that they were more 
aware of the values of the greater society than some of their field- 
hand peers; and it seems likely, therefore, that the adjustments which 
they had to make when they were given their freedom were likely to be 
less extreme.
One of the most obvious status distinctions was made in slave 
housing. For higher status slaves, particularly personal servants, 
frequently lived in the same residence as their master, while other 
slaves, such as field hands, lived in slave quarters. It is also 
natural to assume that the quality of slave quarters varied from 
plantation to plantation, some being better than others according to 
the particular desires and wealth of the master.
A distinct contrast may be made between dwellings of field hands 
and those of the personal servants who lived in the same residence 
as their master and frequently even‘slept in the same room with a 
member of the master*s family. An example from the narratives illustrates 
the good housing, special clothing, and close association with the 
master*s family which a former housemaid had:
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•I Members I was de only light nigger in de fambly,1 
she said proudly, *1 was brung up in de house wid de 
white chillun. Twice a wekk I went to my mammy1 s cabin 
and took a bath, I had my own sof1 shoes an1 my own 
nightgown an* jacket an* played games wid my massa‘s 
chilluns,1 (Alabama, X, 211),
Another former slave, who had a very close association with her
mistress, was a housemaid in Mississippi, This girl had been saved
by the mistress as a baby; for a white woman, who thought that her
brother was the father of this baby, attempted to kill her:
•Old Mistress, Jane Davis, heard about it and she come and 
paid Miss Jane forty dollars for me and carried me to her 
home, and I slep right in the bed with her till the war 
ceasted* (Arkansas, II, 97)*
Nursemaids or personal servants frequently slept in trundle beds
in their mistress1 room, A former South Carolina houseboy, who was
allowed this advantage, compared his situation with that of other slaves
on his plantation:
,Some of de slaves made demself corded beds and others 
jus1 had makeshifts, De beds and cabins was good ‘nough 
for de Niggers den, ‘cause dey never had knowed no better.
Gangs of slaves slept together lak hogs in dem dirt- 
floored log cabins* (Georgia, II, 127),
A former slave cook on a small Texas plantation recalled that she 
slept in the kitchen. Her other duties were washing, ironing, and 
taking care of her master*s children (Texas, III, 162),
One former slave who was hired out as a domestic lived in an 
office: “She washed fer the Galley*s. All I remember they was an
old man and woman. Mama lived in the office at their house. He let 
her ride a horse to Moore* s to work. I rode wid her many a time” 
(Arkansas, VI, 25^),
Besides housing, another respect which was an indicator of status 
distinctions among slaves was their clothing. While the sample as a
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whole seems to indicate that this group of slaves had clothing enough 
to protect them and to keep them warm in winter, there was some 
distinction between domestics and field hands with respect to the 
quality of their clothing. Because of their status, some domestics 
were required to wear special outfits, and in addition, their close 
association with their master1s family frequently made it possible for 
them to obtain clothing which had been discarded or outgrown.
As has been previously mentioned, it seems that the clothing 
which the field hands wore was adequate, but that was about all.
Children reportedly wore long shirts or slips; they usually went bare 
footed during the summer and may have had a pair of shoes to wear in 
the winter. A Georgia informant reported that slaves on his planta­
tion did not get any shoes until they were twenty years old (Florida, I,
65), There was mention made of shoes made of wood in some narratives 
(South Carolina, III, 127)* A former Alabama field hand described 
the shirt which he wore as a boy: “I was a shirt-tail nigger,...Dat
is, I wore jes* a long shirt *twel I was a big scamp more dan twelve 
year old. Honey, I was a sight to look at*1 (Alabama, I, 127).
Slave women reportedly wore homespun dresses which either were made by 
themselves or the plantation seamstress. Men wore jeans. Woolen 
clothing kept them warm in the winter.
In contrast to the field hands, domestics usually had somewhat 
fancier clothing: “I stays in de house, so I gits good clothes and
shoes, too. Some dem niggers didnft have hardly no clothes though11 
(Texas, IV, 215). The uniform which this slave wore as a footman is 
described in the section of this thesis about house servants.
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For Sunday, a former South Carolina housemaid had a bonnet, apron, 
shoes, and stockings. In addition, she mentioned that she had slept 
in a four poster bed with a pavillion (South Carolina, II, 87).
Taken by her mistress as a young child to be trained as her 
personal servant, a former North Carolina slave describes the provisions 
which she had for her position: "My dresses an1 aprons was starched
stiff, I had a clean apron every day. Vie had white sheets on de beds 
an1 we niggers had plenty to eat too, even ham" (North Carolina, I, 248).
An Arkansas woman, who was a seamstress as a slave, apparently 
received positive responses for the requests which she made of her 
master: “My Master put good clothes on me. I'd say, 'master, I wants
a dress like so and so, and I wants a pair of shoes.* Yes ma'am, and 
he got em for me. I was forty-three and married to a nigger fore I 
knowed what twas to cry for underwear” (Arkansas, VI, 164).
An informant who was a nursemaid for her mistress' children in 
Pine Bluff, Arkansas, indicated the good care she received: "Mrs.
Reynolds sho was good to me. And since she's gone looks like I'm 
gone too— gone to the dogs. Cause when Mrs. Reynolds got a dress 
for Miss Katie— got one for me too" (Arkansas, V, 126).
Another respect where there was some differentiation made accord­
ing to status was in the food provided for slaves. While most of the 
slaves reported that they had enough to eat, it was evident that some 
had better provisions than others. The greatest distinction may be 
made, however, in those slaves who were fed the same food as was on 
their master's table, and those who were given whatever rations were 
provided for the other slaves.
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Slaves who were fed the same food as their master generally were 
house servants or children of house servants, such as the cook. Or 
they may have been slaves on a location which was small enough that 
there was no need for two separate preparations of food for meals,
A former Georgia domestic slave stated: “Our food den was a-way
better dan de stuff we eats today** (Alabama, I 237)•
Another example is a former Mississippi slave, who lived on a 
small plantation where there were relatively few slaves. Serving her 
master as a cook and a housemaid, she not only had the same kind of 
food as her master, but she ate with him at his table (Arkansas, I, 
330).
Personal servants were also included among those slaves who 
might have had the same kinds of food as their master. A former 
Georgia slave attributed his good treatment to his mother1s close 
association with the master*s family: “My mother was always right in
the house with the white people and I was fed Just like I was one of 
their children. They even done put me to bed with them. You see, 
this discrimination on color wasn’t as bad then as it is now” (Arkan­
sas, III, 310).
The child of a dining room waitress was also fed from the 
master1s table. The father of this informant was the plantation 
overseer; and an indication of the influence of this slave*s status 
was that the informant reportedly slept on a feather mattress (Florida,
I, 1 W .
Some examples of slaves who lived in urban areas indicate very 
close association with the master’s family in addition to good 
provisions. For example, an informant who was a slave as a child in
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Tallahassee, Florida, ate the same kind of food as his master, and
also received provisions from his roaster*s store. The father of the
informant was a carpenter, and his mother, a cook (Florida, I, 3^7)*
Another informant, who was also a slave as a child, reported
that she had received better food then than in the present. At the
home of her master in Athens, Georgia, the informant helped her mother,
a housemaid, by carrying the keys. The close association which she
had with the master *s family is indicated by the fact that she was
given the store bought shoes and dresses outgrown by her young
mistress (Georgia, III, 153)*
A slave who was owned by a grocer in Richmond, Virginia, served
as his master*s errand boy:
Favored of all the slaves, he was trusted to go to the 
cash drawer for spending money and permitted to help
himself to candy and all he wanted to eat. With the
help of the mistress, his mother made all his clothes, 
and he was 1 about as well dressed as anybody* (Ohio, I, 1).
The narrative sample indicates that the status of a slave was
important in determining the quality of food, clothing, and housing
which he obtained. Higher status slaves might eat the same food as
was prepared for their master*s table, wear a special uniform or
“fancy** clothes, and live in the “big house” with the master* s family.
In contrast, lower status slaves ate rations prepared especially for
them, wore slips or jeans, and lived in slave quarters which were
frequently crude and crowded.
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PROPERTY
A look at the nature of property which some slaves had access to
demonstrates that it was distributed to some extent according to the
occupational status which the slave held* This was especially true
of the skilled slaves, although field hands might earn money by selling
produce if their master allowed them to have a patch of ground to use.
However, it seems that the majority of informants did not have access
to property except for those provisions which their master would give
them. A Negro who had been a field hand on a four-hundred acre
Mississippi plantation stated that slaves did not have property because
the necessities of subsistence were provided for them by their masters:
•Old Master would give 'em a pass to go get *em. Anything 
they wanted, he would give 1 em if he thought it necessary.
Old Master would get 1 em all the buckets. He was good and 
he would buy what you would ask for1 (Arkansas, III, 10A).
There are accounts in the narratives of slaves of higher status 
who were able to earn a considerable amount of money for themselves 
because they possessed some skill— a carpenter, an overseer, a builder. 
(Each of these is described in more detail in the section on slave 
occupations.) However, very few of these were permitted to purchase 
their freedom, although they were allowed to keep a considerable por­
tion of the money which they earned.
An account of a slave carpenter and blacksmith who succeeded in 
purchasing himself with the money he earned is described fully in 
the section on slave artisans. The skill of this slave plus the 
fact that the master allowed the slave to keep the money which he earned 
made it possible for him to gain freedom. Perhaps if other slaves had 
been able to gain training that would enable them to have a skill,
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there might have been more Negroes who could have purchased their 
freedom. Because the slave was the property of his master, however, 
the final decision of freedom or bondage would always be up to him.
The situation of another informants father who succeeded in 
buying his freedom was clearly better than what seems to have been the 
typical condition of the slaves in the narratives. In an urban Texas 
environment, the slaves of this master apparently had a very close 
association with him and his family, for he ’’learned ’em all to 
read and write" (Texas, HI, 121), In addition, this master's slaves 
were known to be treated so well that they were called "free niggers" 
by the community; and it was said that other masters feared to buy 
these slaves because of the discontent which they might spread: "The 
other owners wouldn’t have none of Van Zandt’s niggers" (Texas, III, 
121), While there is no evidence of the occupation of the informant's 
father in his narrative, he apparently had some means of earning money 
as a slave so that he could pay the necessary eight-hundred dollars 
to purchase himself:
'He bought hisself. Pie had saved up some money and 
when they went to sell him he bid ^800,00, The auctioneer 
cries ’round to git a raise, but wouldn’t nobody bid on 
my father 'cause he was one of the Moore’s 'free niggers',
My father done say after the war he could, have buyed hisself 
for $1,50, So he was a free man 'fore the ’mancipation and 
he couldn’t live *mong the slaves and he had to have a 
guardian who was ’sponsible for his conduct till after 
surrender’ (Texas, IH, 122),
This former slave who bought his freedom must have had fairly high
aspirations, for he became a member of the eleventh and twelfth
legislature from Harrison County after the war (Texas, III, 122),
While the narratives indicate that the higher status slaves were
the ones who had the best chance of attaining enough money to purchase
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themselves, there seem to have been some further distinctions, besides 
the possession of a skill, which might be made with respect to status 
and access to property. Examples from the narratives seem to bring up 
the influence of family background as well as accessibility to the 
master as being important factors in making it possible for slaves to 
obtain spending money. Domestics generally seem to have had a better 
chance than field hands to receive small amounts of money from their 
master; and the children of house servants also seem to have had 
more of an advantage in this way. On the other hand, field hands might 
earn spending money of their own through the sale of produce from a 
patch of ground allotted them by their master or by hiring themselves 
out during their spare time to work for planters living nearby. Exam­
ples from the narratives demonstrate the advantages which domestics 
had over slaves of lower status in having accessibility to their 
master*s favors.
The first of several examples which illustrate how slaves of 
intermediate status acquired property is a houseboy. There were a 
number of informants who did have access to money or to small rewards 
which their master might give them. Masters who owned stores, for 
example, were known to bring some goods for their slaves— -candy, etc..
A former South Carolina houseboy stated,
*V/hen the masters had money they give the slaves a little 
spending money. Nearly all the slaves had a little money 
•long. They get a pass to split rails for a neighbor and 
make money. That was befo freedom. After freedom nobody 
had money but the Yankee soldiers* (Arkansas, VI, 105).
This informant had been a slave on a farm which was about 160 acres;
the wife of his master, however, owned several other plantations.
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A former domestic slave of Athens, Georgia, was given money by
persons who came to visit her master. Her statement also illustrates
how slaves might act to use their position for their greatest benefit:
•Dey had lots of comp*ny at Ole Marster1s, and us alius 
act mighty spry waitin* on !em, so dey would 1 member us 
when dey lef1 . Effen it wuz money dey gimme, I jus* 
couldn* t wait to run to de sto* and spend it for candy,1 
(Georgia, III, 155)
There are several accounts in the narratives of Negroes who
obtained money from the soldiers who happened to be in the area.
A former houseboy told of his experience:
•We lived clos*t ter de big hotel whar Gineral Lee and a 
whole passel of soldiers stayed, and dey had de shineyest 
close I ebber seed. Dey was fine gemmen and Ole Kistis 
she let me wait on fem whilst she didn1 need me ter wuck 
around de house, and dey gimme a dime lots of times*
(Alabama, I, 3^5)*
A Union soldier gave the father of an informant money to keep for
him during the war. The father, who was a hotel cook, did keep it
and as a result had some money for his family when they were given
their freedom (Arkansas, VII, 108).
There is an account of one domestic slave who augmented his
spending money through the sale of corn whiskey:
Her father purchased books for her with money he was
allowed to earn from the sale of corn whiskey which he
made, or from work done on some plantation during his 
time off. He was not permitted to buy his freedom, 
however (Florida, I, 175)*
In contrast to the ways domestics obtained money, it seems that 
the primary way that field hands had to earn spending money was by
selling produce from their plots or hiring themselves out. A
typical procedure which was followed was that each adult slave was 
given an acre of land or more upon which he might grow produce for
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himself and his family. This produce might be sold, and the money
retained by the slave, A former Alabama slave reported an example
of such use of land by his family. It should also be noted that this
Negro said, "The white folk called Sford*s colored people poor white
folks because he was so good to them** (Arkansas, VI, 328). Laboring
both in the fields and in the house, this informant, who was born in
1832, commented,
•Slaves had money in slave time. My daddy bought a horse.
He made a crop every year. He made his bale of cotton. He 
made corn to feed his horse with. He belonged to his white 
folks but he had his house and lot right next to theirs.
They would give him time you know. He didnft have to work 
in the heat of tb day. He made his crop and bought his 
whiskey. He had no expenses, 1cept tending to his crop.
He didn*t have to give Tom Eford anything he made. He 
just worked his crop in his extra time1 (Arkansas, VI, 328).
A former Louisiana slave reported that her father also had a 
patch of land which he worked during hours which were not spent work­
ing in the fields for his master:
•My father could have an extra patch and make a bale of 
cotton or whatever he wanted to do on it. That was so 
that he could make a little money to buy things for his­
self and his family. And if he raised a bale of cotton 
on his patch and wanted to sell it to the agent, that was 
all right* (Arkansas, III, 258).
Slave families on a fairly small Alabama farm had some of their 
own animals:
When freedom came all the Shepherd servants had been 
taught to read and write, she said, and each family had 
enough money to buy a little home. *De Marster* would 
make each family keep pigs, hens, and such, then he would 
market the products and place the money aside for them,*
Emma explained (Alabama, I, 211).
This situation illustrates the benefits of a close association with
whites which was possible for all statuses of slaves who lived on
a small plantation.
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Another means by which some slaves were able to earn some money
was by hiring themselves out to other owners of plantations who might
need extra hands. This work would be done primarily on time which
they were not expected to be working for their own master— in the
evenings* Saturday afternoons, and Sundays. This practice of hiring
themselves out pertained to skilled labor in addition to field work.
The following is a personal servant’s description of an arrangement
for hiring which one master had for his slaves:
Opportunities to make cash money were plentiful. Slaves 
made baskets and did hand work which was sold and the money 
given to the maker. A man or woman who paid Gov. Towns 
$150 might hire himself to the Governor for a year. When 
this was done he was paid aash for all the work he did and 
many were able to clear several hundred dollars in a year.
In addition to this opportunity for earning money, every 
adult had an acre of ground which he might cultivate as he 
chose. Any money made from the sale of this produce was 
his own (Georgia, IV, 1^0).
The final example describes how the work of a field hand at
night on the farms near his plantation made it possible for him to
purchase special clothing for himself:
•Some of de white folks what didn’t have many Niggers would 
ax old 2vIarster to lit us help on dey places. Us had to do 
dat wuk at night. On bright moonshiny nights, I would cut 
wood, fix fences, and sich iak for ’em. hid de money dey 
paid me, I bought Sunday shoes and a Sunday coat and sich 
lak, cause I wuz a Nigger what always did lak to look good 
on Sunday’ (Georgia, III, 266).
Legally slaves could not own property because this might conflict 
with the fact that they were the property of their master. However, 
examples from the narratives demonstrate instances where slaves of 
all statuses did indeed acquire possessions which their masters permitted 
them to "own." The relative amount of property which slaves "owned" was 
distributed generally according to the status of the slave. Slaves
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of higher status who had a particular skill might earn enough money 
by working on plantations nearby in their spare time to purchase their 
freedom. However, the ultimate decision as to whether a slave would 
be given his freedom depended entirely upon the master; the master 
could keep all of the slave*s earnings for himself if he desired since 
the slave was his property. Slaves of intermediate and lower status 
might obtain money as a gift or by a variety of other means, such as 
hiring themselves out in their spare time; however, these slaves rarely 
earned more.than spending money.
EDUCATION
It seems that a primary means which the white society used to 
maintain the subservient position of slaves was to deprive them of 
opportunities for education. In fact, in many states it was illegal 
to teach slaves to read and write. Nevertheless, it seems that some 
slaves did learn to read and write either with their master* s permission 
or without his knowledge. If the narrative sample is any indication 
of the general trend, however, the vast majority of Negro slaves 
remained uneducated. There were only a couple of instances mentioned 
in the sample where informants reported that their masters made an 
attempt to have some form of education for all of the slaves.
Examples from the slave narratives both seem to validate the general 
trend that slaves were not educated, and they also seem to support the 
thesis that slaves of higher status had a far greater opportunity to 
learn than slaves of lower status. A Negro, who had formerly been a 
slave in Alabama, stated a reason for not educating slaves in this way,
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”Dey neber teach us to read or write kaze when de niggers learn 
anything, dey would git uppity an* want to run away*’ (Alabama, I,
32*0.
The following two comments concerning education of slaves were
made by informants who had been field hands as slaves:
fDar warnt none er de white folks in dem slabery times 
whut wud let dey niggers hab any learnin. Yo sho better 
not be cotch er tryin ter learn no readin er writin. Our 
master neber lowed dat, en iffen er nigger wus ter be foun 
whut cud write, den right straight dey wud chop his fore 
finger offen dat han whut he write wid* (Arkansas, III, 172).
•Dey didn’t 1‘arn us nothin* an1 didn*t 1low us to l*arn 
nothin*. Iffen dey ketch us I’arnin* to read an* write, 
dey cut us han* off* (Alabama, I, ^33).
Whether or not punishments were frequently inflicted when masters
caught their slaves attempting to read or to write, apparently the
fear of punishment was great enough that slaves who could read or
write attempted to keep this a secret. One instance reported by a
former slave field hand is the following:
Relating an incident after having learned to read and write, 
one day as he was reading a newspaper, the master walked 
upon him unexpectedly and demanded to know what he was doing 
with a newspaper. He immediately turned the paper upside 
down and declared, ’Confeaerates done won the war,1 The 
master laughed and walked away without punishing him 
(Florida, I, 178),
While recognizing that educational opportunities were available 
for very few slaves, it seems significant to attempt to understand 
the factors which might make this possible for some, Educational 
opportunity was far more common among slaves of higher status. Slaves 
who were taught with the permission of their master were likely to be 
personal servants, such as the children’s nurse, or a personal 
bodyguard. Also, children who were assigned to be the personal
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servant of the young master or mistress might be taught by them with­
out their master*s knowledge. Another reason for a slave being educated 
might be related to the job which he had to perform for his master.
This was likely to be true of skilled slaves, such as an artisan or an 
overlooker. It seems likely also that the higher status slaves were 
the ones who, through contact with the master’s family, recognized the 
value of education in addition to having the opportunity to learn.
It shall be seen that in the following accounts of slaves who were 
educated to some degree there are very few representatives of lower 
status slaves•
There seems to have been a great deal of truth in the white:man’s
fear that Negroes would not be able to be kept in their position as
slaves if they were allowed to be educated. A specific example is
the knowledge which slaves obtained about the war and about their
emancipation. A former domestic slave from Georgia, who was taught
along with the master’s children, was able to read the newspapers and
to report the events of the war to her fellow slaves (Florida, I, 1?2).
Another former slave’s father, who was the "head man” on the
plantation, angered his master greatly by reporting the emancipation
to the other slaves:
’His owner’s son taught him to read, and dat made his 
owner so mad, because my father read de emancipation for 
freedom to de other slaves, and it made dem so happy, dey 
could not work well, and dey got so no one could manage 
dem, when dey found out dey were to be freed in such a 
short time* (Missouri, I, 28).
A former Chapel Hill, North Carolina, slave reported that she 
was taught the alphabet by her master’s daughter; and in addition, 
she was given some books by the master himself (North Carolina, I, 32).
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Another account of being taught by the master*s children was 
mentioned by a former Texas slave. The plantation where he labored 
as a field hand had approximately forty slaves. It is difficult to 
determine how this slave had such c.lose association with the master* s 
children, since he was only a field hand. The fact that his grand­
father was the Negro overseer on the place might have made this 
possible (Texas, I, 260).
A former Kentucky nursemaid learned her alphabet by listening 
to the lessons of her young master (Ohio, I, 82).
Another example illustrates the important role which white 
children sometimes played in the education of slaves: "I'iy young
master used to sneak out his Blue Back Speller and learned my father 
how to read, and after the war he taught school11 (Arkansas, VII, 185)* 
It seems that mulatto slaves had a fairly good chance of being 
educated by their white relatives. One slave, for example, was instruc 
ted by his white half-white brothers.
Some slaves were able to teach themselves in spite of ominous 
threats. An informant, who was a blacksmith as a slave in Alabama 
and a minister after emancipation, described the reaction of his 
master when he learned that he was attempting to teach himself:
*Some of my own people told my master that I had a book 
trying to read. He sent for me to come to the house, I 
obeyed, though I dreaded to meet him, not knowing what the 
consequence would be. But his heart had been touched by 
Divine power and he simply told me that he heard I had a 
book, and if I was caught with it I would be hung* (Alabama, 
l »  3 0 1 ) .
There are several examples in the narratives which suggest that 
a few masters did indeed attempt to educate all of their slaves. A 
former South Carolina slave reported that his master had educated the
slaves on his large plantation: “He learned us to read and write.
He had a school on de plantation for his niggers" (South Carolina, H ,
2 40).
Another informant, who had been a slave as a child in Texas,
reported, frNre had a church and a school for the slaves and the white
folks helped us git book learnin1" (Texas, I, 2h8).
An example of a school where all of the slaves on a small farm
were educated is described by a Negro who was formerly a house servant
in Georgia: “De fust school I went to was in a little one-room *ouse
in our white folkses* back yard. Us had a white teacher and al 1 he
larnt slave chillun was jus plain readin* and writin'“ (Georgia, I, 5^)
A final account of a Catholic master who saw that his slaves
received some religious training as well as education is the following:
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey conducted regular religious services 
of the Catholic church on the farm in a chapel erected for
that purpose and in which the slaves were taught the
catechism and some learned how to read and write and were 
assisted by some Catholic priests who came to the farm on 
church holidays and on Sundays for that purpose (Maryland,
I* 4).
While it seems that most slaves had little opportunity for educa­
tion, the narratives present a few examples of Negroes who did learn
to read and write as slaves in spite of laws against it. Most slaves
who attained some education were of a higher status. Some were 
taught with the permission of their master, while others learned 
because of their close association with the master1s children or other 
members of that family. A fevr slaves were taught because reading 
and writing was important for their position— personal servant, artisan 
overseer.
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■ OTHER VARIABLES RELATED TO THE CONDITION OF SLAVES
While the topics previously discussed in this chapter seem to 
be the primary ones which have some relationship to the status 
differentiation of slaves, there are others which did indeed have 
.considerable relationship to the general condition of slaves. While 
the slave narratives contain a considerable amount of interesting 
information relating to the religious experience and family life of 
slaves, a close examination of these materials does reveal that 
generally there was little differential treatment with respect to 
the status which slaves occupied. Only the particular aspects of 
slave family life and religion which pertain to status differentiation 
shall be discussed In this chapter. Another variable of considerable 
importance as it relates to the general condition of slaves is loca­
tion— rural versus urban environment. Again, only those aspects of 
these variables which relate to status shall be discussed.
STATUS DIFFERENTIATION AND THE SLAVS FAMILY STRUCTURE
Studying the slave family structure as it relates to status, an 
important factor to consider Is the socialization process which slave 
children went through; to some extent this process did indicate what 
their occupational status as adults would likely be. While in many 
respects the life of slave children was considerably different from 
that which they would experience as adults, the narratives do show 
how family background and early training was 'related to their future 
occupational status.
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The slave narratives possess a great amount of information about 
the life of slave children. The reason for this is quite obvious; most 
of the informants in the sample had been slaves only as children. The 
existence of the slave child was among the best in the institution of 
slavery. This was probably caused by the interest of the master to 
protect what would be a valuable investment for the future. It seems 
that slave children were usually given very good treatment with few 
severe beatings. As shall be seen from examples taken from the narra­
tives, slave children were given a considerable amount of freedom to 
play, and their chores were generally fairly light;
‘Children were not made to work till dey got 12 or IE 
years old unless it was some light work around de house, 
mindin1 de table, fanhin* flies, an1 pickin’ up chips to 
start a fire, scratchin1 marster’s head so he could sleep 
in de evenings an1 washin1 missus feet at night ’fore she 
went to bed* (North Carolina, II, 278).
Although there seem to have been certain chores which were 
typically reserved for slave children to do, there does seem to have 
been some early differentiation of status among these Negroes. For 
example, there is evidence that some of the children were specifically 
groomed for work in the fields at an early age; ’’Watching the mules 
and working in the fields through the week was the first work I remem­
ber. He and my sister worked on one row. Two of us made a hand”
(Arkansas, VII, 16).
A Negro who was a slave boy on an Arkansas plantation, which had 
only one family of slaves, stated that he went to work in the fields 
at the age of eight: ”1 didn’t go because they made me. I went
because I wanted to be with the men. hasn’t nobody around to play 
with” (Arkansas, II, 305)•
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A former slave child on an Arkansas plantation, where there were 
thirty-two slaves, reported that he helped pick cotton in the fields 
in addition to helping his mother, a plantation cook and weaver, 'with 
her weaving. It seems to have been fairly common for slave children 
to help their mothers weave; for this was a common pass time for slave 
women in the evenings, even if they were field hands during the day.
There is a particularly interesting account in the narratives of 
a former Georgia slave who was being groomed as a child to become an 
overseer on his master1s plantation. This child1s father was a black­
smith on the plantation, and his mother was a personal servant to the 
master*s family. This family background seems to have been a signifi­
cant factor in the selection of this child for the position. As part 
of his training, the slave child was allowed to ride with the white 
overseer on his rounds of inspection:
Sometimes *marster* Snellings would take him on his knee 
and talk to him. mack remembers that he often told him 
that some day he was going to be a noble man. He said that 
he was going to make him the head overseer. He would often 
give him candy and money and take him in his buggy for a 
ride (Georgia, I, 235)*
A statement of a former North Carolina slave indicates that the 
status of a slave's parents did to some extent influence his occupa­
tional position: ,fWhen I was a little boy I was a house boy, ’cause
my mammy was the house woman....” (Oklahoma, I, 67). When he grew 
older, however, he was sent to the fields to work.
The narratives give some indication that mulatto slave children 
were accorded special treatment. A former South Carolina slave, whose 
mother was a cook and whose father was a white overseer, became the 
personal servant of the master. In addition to sleeping in the same
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room with his master and calling him ”pa” , this slave stated, ”1 
stayed round with him nearly all the time helping him1 (Arkansas, VI, 
103). The real father of this slave had gone to war when this child 
was young. ,
Mulatto children were aware of their special status. A slave 
whose mother was the master’s daughter was not punished for her 
impudence:
’As a child Rebecca learned to ape the ways of her mis­
tress. At first this was considered very amusing. When­
ever she had not knitted her required number of socks 
during the week, she simply informed them that she had not 
done it because she had not wanted to— besides she was not 
a ’nigger1’ (Florida, I, 1?4).
This mulatto child was taught along with the white children with the 
permission of their master; in addition, her mother could also read.
Another trend which the slave narratives seem to indicate is that 
slave children whose parents were personal servants or who lived in 
the city or on a small farm where primary relationships would be 
encouraged, would have a greater chance of being able to develop 
close friendships with the master’s children. A very good example is 
a statement of a former slave of Chapel Hill, North Carolina. As has 
been mentioned previously, this former slave was taught with the per­
mission of the master and was given religious books of her own. Her 
mother was the family cook, and there were only twelve slaves belong­
ing to this master, who was a merchant in the town. The slaves had 
quite a few privileges and were, "just one large happy family with 
plenty to eat and wear, good sleeping places and nothing to worry 
about” (North Carolina, X, 33) This informant, who was born in 1857, 
said that the Negro and white children were allowed to play together,
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11 and there was little if any difference made in the treatment given a 
slave child and a white child" (North Carolina, I, 33)* It seems that 
her early educational training and close association to the white 
family was significant in preparing her for emancipation. When she 
was free, she attended Shaw University and became a traveling lecturer.
A former slave of a very large South Carolina plantation described 
how her early life was different from other slaves because she was a 
house servant. Her parents also enjoyed high status among the slaves, 
for her father was a slave driver, and her mother was the plantation 
seamstress. Separated from the other slave children on the plantation, 
she lived in the Mbig house quarters." A comment which she made to the 
interviewer indicates the degree to which some slaves were allowed to 
associate with the master1s children: "Honey I ain’t know I was any
diffrunt fum de chillen of me liistress twel atter de war. We played 
and et and fit together lak chillen is bound ter do all over der 
world" (Florida, I, 156).
An example of a former Arkansas slave indicates the possible 
close association between slaves and master or mistress when the 
actual slave parents were not present. This was the case where the 
informant and her brother were inherited as nurse and houseboy while 
they were still quite young. Their mistress for all practical pur­
poses served as their mother: "He and her girl (mistress’) was about
the same size but I was the oldest. Being with the other children I 
called her mother too. I didn’t know no other mother till freedom" 
(Arkansas, V, 19*0.
Because some slave girls were chosen to become housemaids at a 
very early age, their lives were quite different from their peers in
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a number of respects because they were socialized to accept the values 
of the white society. The socialization process was so complete, that 
one former slave had to be removed from her mistress by force when 
freedom came. When her mother came to take her away, this former slave 
did not wish to leave. This incident demonstrates the weakness of the
bonds of the slave family system; for it is evident in this instance
that the mother had little control over the upbringing of her child.
The following is a description of this Negro*s early training as a 
slave:
*1 was kept at de big house to wait on liis* Polly, 
to tote her basket of keys an* such as dat. Whenever she 
seed a chile down in de quarters dat she wanted to raise 
by hand, she took dem up to de big house an* trained dem.
I wuz to be a house maid. De day she took me my mammy 
cried kaze she knew I would never be * lowed to live at 
de cabin wid her no more. Mis* Polly was big an* fat 
an* she made us niggers mind an* we had to keep clean...
When Mis* Polly went to ride she took me in de carriage
wid her. De driver set way up high an* me an* Mis* Polly 
set way down low. Dey was two hosses with shiney harness.
I toted Mis* Polly's bag an* bundles, an* if she dropped 
her hank* chief I picked it up. I loved xlis* Polly an* 
loved stayin* at de big house* (North Carolina, I, 2d8) .
This former slave indicated that when freedom came and her mother took
her away from her life as a housemaid, she had difficulty adjusting to
the labor of working in the fields with her parents as sharecroppers.
In addition to better living conditions, slaves who were socialized
as house servants had opportunities and a variety of forms of exposure
to the greater society which slave children of lower status never had.
Greater association with whites had the effect of teaching some Negroes
the manners and speech of the greater society:
*Yes ma‘am, 1*11 tell you how* I come to speak what you call 
good English. First place, my mother and father 'was brought 
up in families where they heard good speech. Slaves what lived 
in the family didnft talk like cotton field hands’ (Arkansas,
vn, 115).
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The former slave who made the above comment was from Little
Rock, Arkansas, and she had parents of fairly high status. Her
mother was a domestic slave, and her father had been hired out to
work in a drug store and also to work as a head cook in a hotel in
the town. It seems that the urban environment in which she lived may
also have had some effect upon her speech.
Being a house servant served a protective function for some
slaves. The comment of a former domestic slave demonstrates how
some house servants were exempt from the impersonal treatment given
the slaves who worked in the fields:
*1 did not know much about slavery, for I was raised in 
the white folk’s house, and my old mistress called me her 
little nigger, and she didn’t allow me to be whipped and 
drove around.1
*1 never had to get out and do any real hard work 
until I was nearly grown.1
*1 didn’t stay with my mother very much. She stayed 
off in a little log house with a dirt floor, and she cooked 
on the fireplace...’ (Arkansas, VII, 163).
There were some domestic positions which might be filled by slave 
boys. These included yard boys, houseboys, and personal servants.
Another position for which a slave boy might be trained at a very 
young age was that of carriage driver. A former Georgia slave reported 
that he was taken into the master’s house at the age of five and was 
trained to drive the carriage at the age of eight (Georgia, III, 1^9).
Being the personal servant of the young master of the planta­
tion gave a former Alabama slave a playmate in addition to better 
living conditions than he had at the time of the interview. The fact 
that he was a personal servant also enabled him to enjoy more mobility 
than was typically true of slaves of lower status:
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‘But 1taint lak de ole days. Chillun all gone, an de ole 
nigger got no white folks, makes it might hahd to git along.
'Bout all de ole man kin do is fish an I does dat an gits a 
li'l somp!in to eat. *Fo young Mass Tom passed on— he was 
Massa Joe!s boy— I ain't neber wanted fer nothin1 . I was 
Massa Tom's body guard. Us hunted an fished together, played 
wid de white chillun an1 sometimes I red behin1 him on de 
hoss, or on de fore slat wid de ca'iage driver when de 
fambly went to chu'ch' (Alabama, I, 259)*
The personal servant for the young master of a large Georgia 
plantation slept in his young master's room and was given special 
clothing to wear when the young master was married. The mother of
this former slave was the superintendent of slave cooks in addition
to being the slaves' doctor (Georgia, III, 136).
Another account demonstrates the relative amount of prestige 
associated with the position of houseboy:
'Marster took me for de house boy. Den I sho* 
carried my head high. He'd say to me, "Prince does you 
know who you is named for?" An I'd say to him, "Yes sir.
Prince Albert." An' den he'd say to me, "v/ell, always
carry yo'se'f lak he did* (Mississippi, I, 77).
The above informant continued in his account to discuss how house 
servants were trained to have some knowledge of the total operation 
of the plantation, "Us was brought up to know how to do anything dat 
come to han1" (Mississippi, I, 77)- On certain days of the week, all 
of the house servants on the Mississippi plantation of one-hundred-fifty 
slaves were taught how to work in the fields. This former slave 
indicated that he succeeded fairly well working as a farmer after he 
was given his freedom.
The various types of tasks commonly performed by slave children 
of various statuses have been described in the previous paragraphs.
The following account is one which seems to be unique with respect to 
what might be termed to be "typical" occupations of slave children.
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It is described because it offers an account of one slave*s adaptation 
to the system. This slave seems to have successfully used his intel­
ligence to his advantage so that he could escape being assigned the 
tasks of field work.
As a child, this informant played with his peers, and he became 
outstanding among them in his skill at shooting marbles. Upon notic­
ing this, his master took him to town with him to compete with other 
slave children. It seems that marble competitions, where bets were 
placed by onlookers, were fairly common. While his master made some 
profits because this slave was such a good player, the slave boy did 
also. For spectators gave him pennies, and he made bets of his own 
with the result that he “amassed quite a pile of silver for those days” 
(Florida, I, 230).
The skills of this informant were not limited to marbles, however, 
for he learned to perform a number of tasks which were important for 
the plantation. Because he was so skilled at spinning and weighing 
cotton, making soap, and tanning, he was able to escape working in 
the fields. In addition, because the making of the soap involved 
obtaining grease from the kitchens, he used this to his advantage by 
obtaining bits of meat for himself.
When the war came, this Negro boy obtained money from the soldiers 
for the water which he brought them; with this money he bought himself 
some shoes. After emancipation, this former slave apprenticed himself 
to a blacksmith to learn that trade (Florida, I, 230).
The slave narratives reveal that different socialization processes 
prepared slave children for their differential statuses as adults.
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Children who were to be trained to be slaves of higher status, such 
as house servants, were commonly segregated from other slaves at a 
young age* They were then brought up ,fby hand” and trained by the 
white family in the big house. This fact of taking children away from 
their natural parents demonstrates the weakness of the bonds of the 
slave family. For slaves of all statuses, the family ties were not 
legally recognized. Many former slaves in the narrative sample had 
no idea of who their father was, and some were also separated from 
their mother through death or simply being sold.
Other considerations found in the narratives with respect to the 
slave family structure support the findings of E. Franklin Frazier 
(1930:259) as seated in ike conclusion of his article, 11 The Negro 
Slave Family11:
Where the plantation system was breaking down and Negro 
artisans achieved a semi-free status and acquired property 
the slave family tended to become stabilized. In such cases 
the slave family was held together by more than the affec- 
tional bonds that developed naturally among its members 
through the association in the same household and the 
affection of parents for their offspring, however, even 
under the most favorable conditions of slavery the exigen­
cies of the slave system made the family insecure in spite 
of the internal character of the family. In the case of 
field hands who were cut off from contacts with the whites 
and those slaves who were carried along as mere utilities 
in the advance of the plantation system family relations 
became completely demoralized.
STATUS DIFFERENTIATION AND SLAVE RELIGION
Evidence from the slave narratives seems to support a conclu­
sion drawn by Joseph Robert (19^1:258) in his article 11 Excommunica­
tion, Virginia Style11 with respect to the formal religion which slaves 
received: "Although the scheme of church discipline was not planned
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as a mechanism for controlling the Negro,.its cumulative effect when 
applied to the subject race was to strengthen the hand of the master 
class." Because formal religion served only the master class by teach­
ing the Negro slaves to obey their masters, informal religious gather­
ings were held to meet the religious needs of the slaves by helping 
to release some of the emotional stress brought on by. slavery. Con­
sidering the relationship of status differentiation to the informal 
religious gatherings of slaves, it seems likely that the slaves of 
higher status had considerably less contact with this kind of slave 
culture than did the field hands.
In their own gatherings slaves could find meaning of their own 
in religion and remedy a criticism which a former field hand made of 
the plantation church services. Slaves were told to obey their masters 
and not to steal, "but narry a word ’bout havin’ a soul to save"
(Texas, I, 133).
Informal prayer meetings, which were held in the slave quarters, 
frequently without the knowledge of their master, were quite different 
from the formal church services. Praying aloud and singing were forms 
of emotional release which allowed the Negroes to express their true 
feelings:
’In slavery times dey didn't like for us to sing and pray 
loud in de quarters. Honey, I ’members when us had de big 
prayer meetin’s. Dey would shut de door so de voice won’t 
git out, an’ dey would turn de washpot down de door. Dat 
was to keep de voice inside, dey tol* me’ (Alabama, I, 27).
On another plantation, the slaves gathered in a pasture away
from the "big house" so that their master could not hear them when
they had loud singing and praying at night (Georgia, I, 326).
A similar report was made of slaves on a Texas plantation: 
"Sometimes the cullud folks go down in dugouts and hollows and hold 
they own service and they used to sing songs what come a-gushin* up 
from the heart" (Texas, I, 282).
It seems likely that one reason why many masters forbade such 
religious gatherings is that slaves might use such prayer meetings 
to plot various forms of rebellion. An indication that the fears of 
the masters were somewhat justified is the comment of a former Texas 
slave: "De slaves didn1 have no church den, but dey’d take a big
sugar kettle and turn it top down on de groun’ and put logs roun’ it 
to kill de soun’. Dey’d pray to be free and sing and dance" (Texas, I 
10). After a white preacher came to this plantation to tell the 
slaves to pray for the South to win the war so that they would not 
be forced to roam like wild animals, an informal meeting of the slaves 
was called:
’Dat night all de slaves had a meetin1 doxm in de 
hollow. Ole Uncle Mack, he gits up and says: "One time
over in Virginny dere was two old niggers, Uncle Bob and 
Uncle Tom. Dey was mad at one ’nuther and one day dey 
decided to have a dinner and bury de hatchet. So day sat 
down, and when Uncle Bob -wasn’t lookin’ Uncle Tom put some 
poison in Uncle Bob’s food, but when he saw it and when 
Uncle Tom wasn’t lookin’, Uncle Bob he turned de tray 
roun* on Uncle Tom, and he gits de poison food." Uncle 
Mack, he says: "Dat’s what we slaves is gwine do, jus’
turn de tray roun* and pray for de North to win’ (Texas,
i, u).
it is evident from the above statement that the formal religious 
doctrine did not necessarily dominate the inner feelings of the slaves 
It seems unlikely that this type of informal meeting was as accessible
to slaves of higher status, such as the house servants, because of
their relative segretation from the field hands. Mhile the slaves of
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higher status were continually indoctrinated with the values of the 
white society, the slaves of lower status developed forms of their 
own culture, such as the informal religious meetings, to express their 
own personal feelings. Self-expression was a luxury for Negroes who 
spent most of their working time under the dominating authority of an 
overseer.
STATUS DIFFERENTIATION AND LOCATION: URBAN VERSUS RURAL
In addition to family structure and religion, another variable 
Which is'important to consider with respect to the general condition 
of slaves is location. Location, as divided into the categories of 
urban versus rural, is important because in urban areas the stratifica­
tion system of slaves was somewhat more complex; for in urban areas 
there was a higher concentration of higher status slaves, particularly 
domestics, than on the rural plantations.
In his book Slavery in the Cities Richard Wade (196E;262) states 
that the urban environment made it extremely difficult to enforce 
laws regulating slaves; for when slaves finished their job for their 
master, they might enter the urban community where they were relatively 
free from their master*s control: "In the long run, however, the
force of urbanization loosened the restraints of bondage, smudged 
the distinctions of status among Negroes, and at points pierced the 
racial walls of Dixie's cities."
Recognizing that the urban location of slaves seemed to have 
improved the position of slaves relative to the white society, it is 
important to consider what proportion of the slaves did enjoy this
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more favorable environment-. The geographical distribution of slaves 
was uneven, and an estimated ten percent of the slaves lived in 
cities and towns. In 1850, 400,000 slaves were in towns and cities, 
and 2,800,000 were on farms and plantations (Franklin, 1956:189). In 
his book The Peculiar Institution Kenneth Stampp (1961:32) makes some
generalizations regarding the distribution of slaves:
Most of the slaves lived in a rural environment, on planta­
tion-sized units, where they cultivated the great staple 
crops, on the richest lands of the South. Most of them 
lived in the cotton states, and only a few hundred thousand 
of them in border states such as Delaware, Maryland,
Kentucky, and Missouri.
Stampp further states that most of the slaves were in the seven
states of the Deep South. In addition, the typical ante-bellum souther'
ner did not own slaves to help him till his farm. By i860 most of the
slaves were heavily concentrated in the hands of a few owners (Stampp,
1961:30-32). Stampp (1961:31) states,
Only one-fourth of them belonged to masters who owned less 
than ten. Considerably more than half of them lived on 
plantation units of more than twenty slaves, and one fourth 
lived on units of more than fifty. That the majority of 
slaves belonged to members of the planter class, and not to 
those who operated small farms with a single slave family, 
is a fact of crucial importance concerning the nature of 
bondage in the ante-bellum South.
Implications which may be drawn from Stampp*s comment seem to 
point to the conclusion that many slaves were likely to have been 
field hands on these larger plantations, and they were probably under 
the authority of an overseer rather than having the freedom accorded 
slaves in the city. Slaves of higher status, such as the house 
servants, artisans, and overlookers, were, therefore, not the most 
common type although they were the ones under the least restrictions.
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It is important to recognize that, while the majority of slaves 
were involved in staple-producing areas where there were large planta­
tions, slaves were also used to produce crops which were not staples.
Edward Phifer (.1962) in his study, "Slavery in Microcosm: Burke
County, North Carolina," presents a detailed study of slavery in a 
nonstaple-producing area. He gives evidence of a less-stringent 
treatment of slaves than in the staple-producing areas. Slaves in this 
region, however, were less than thirty percent of the total population. 
Marriage among the slaves in this area was widely practiced, and there 
were religious bonds between the sla ves and the free. In addition, 
church courts regulated conduct of both races to some degree. The 
slaves in this area enjoyed a considerable amount of freedom of move­
ment, and they were economically interdependent with whites in craft 
production (Phifer, 1962:137-165)•
While the majority of slaves were involved in the plantation 
agricultural system-producing staple crops, it is important to realize 
that there were variations in the relative distribution of slaves of 
different statuses caused by environmental factors. Slaves of lower 
status were more prevalent in rural areas because of the plantation 
system. Slaves in non-staple producing areas and in urban areas seem 
to have been less subject to the restrictions as defined by law regard­
less of their status. The reasons for more freedom for slaves in 
urban areas seem to be related to the nature of the city environment 
as well as the fact that the slaves in the city were predominantly 
those of higher status. Thad Tate (1965:235) concludes his study of 
The Negro in Eighteenth-Century hilliamsburg with the following 
comment: "...the slaves seemed to be more fully adjusted to white
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society, more skilled at domestic tasks, to a degree better educated, 
and perhaps more restive under the yoke of slavery than on the plan­
tation."
In summary, this chapter has demonstrated that certain variables, 
which describe some of the living conditions during slavery, were 
directly related to the status differentiation of slaves. Variables 
which have been considered include the following: the relationship
of slaves to the master and his family, social control by masters and 
adaptation by slaves, food, clothing, and housing, property, education, 
family structure, religion, and location.
Slaves of higher status were frequently groomed for their future 
occupational role by being taken from their slave quarters to live in 
the "big house" at a very young age. Even for higher status slaves, 
therefore, it seems that the bonds of the family structure were not 
particularly strong. House servants, and other slaves of higher status, 
might have special uniforms to wear so that their presence would demon­
strate the wealth and prestiige of their master. Being segregated 
fbom the other slaves, house servants frequently might obtain the same 
types of food that was served at the master’s table.
Because of their association with the master and his family, slaves 
of higher status were more aware of the values and ways of the greater 
white society than slaves of lower status. In addition, the relation­
ship between master and slave in this case was more likely to be 
a close, personal one rather than one of impersonal domination by the 
master. One possible result of a close relationship with the master 
and his family was that some slaves were able to obtain some education 
by being taught with the master’s permission or secretly by the master’s 
children.
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Because many higher status slaves possessed a skill, some were 
able to receive monetary payments for work which they did in their 
spare time for whites other than their master. These slaves, there­
fore, had more independence and freedom from the domination of a master 
than slaves of lower status.
Some personal servants and other slaves of higher status seemed 
to have been indoctrinated by the values of the institution of slavery 
to the extent that they adopted a paternalistic, better-than-life 
image of their master. A few former slaves even reminisced about the 
happy carefree days when they were cared for by their master.
The life of slaves of lower status, particularly the field hands, 
were frequently quite different from those of higher status, such as 
the house servants. Except on some small farms, the field hands were 
generally cut off from a close or personal association with the master 
and his family; and hence, these were the slaves who were cut off from 
the white society to the greatest extent. The field hands had much 
less opportunity than slaves of higher status to make any significant, 
decisions about their lives or labor; for the plan of their day was 
determined by the rigid authority of slave drivers and overseers.
Failure to meet the standards of work was easy to detect and to punish.
Slaves of lower status were more likely than those of higher status 
to run away in an attempt to escape the horrors of that institution 
than to seek the happiness of freedom.
Lacking skill or education, slaves of lower status had little 
with which they might bargain to better their position. Hence, the 
property which they might "own" was generally limited to the produce 
they could grow on the plot of ground which their master may have
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allowed them to use. Because of their lack of skill, and hence their 
relatively easy replacement, lower status slaves were not as valuable 
to their master as the higher status slaves were. Therefore, the 
threat of being sold away from one’s family for lack of cooperation 
was a real one for field hands.
While food, clothing, and housing generally met the subsistence 
needs of lower status slaves, generally it was not of the same quality 
as that obtained by slaves of higher status. Slave quarters were fre­
quently quite crude, and housing was not necessarily distributed 
according to families, since some masters did not recognize the exis­
tence of that institution among their slaves.
Since slaveiy was predominantly associated with the rural planta­
tion system, the lower status slaves, the field hands, were the most 
predominant of all status types. It seems that the only real means 
of 11 escape” which these Negroes had was through the slave culture. In 
this respect the informal religious prayer meetings, which sometimes 
had to be held in secret, were one of the few ways that these people 
could release the tensions which built up as a result of their being 
continually dominated by an overseer or their master.
CHAPTER IV
THE TRANSITION FROM SLAVERY TO FREEDOM
Emancipation changed the lives of Negroes in many respects.
Freedom meant that they could move about as they pleased without 
passes; it allowed them to marry and to have a family structure which 
would not constantly be threatened by possible distruction through 
the separation of its members from one another. Because they were no 
longer the property of their master, Negroes themselves could legally 
own property and could obtain jobs for which they would be paid a wage. 
For many former slaves, freedom meant escape from the whip of the 
overseer, and the end to complete subjugation to the will of another.
Although all of the above statements were true of the legal change 
in status which Negroes underwent upon emancipation from slavery, it 
is wondered to what extent, in realistic terms, that the condition of 
the Negro actually changed once he was given his freedom. For example, 
a Negro who was a slave as a child in South Carolina commented, "After 
de war was over, freedom come, and whit it de excitement of white 
folks cornin’ down here and havin’ us believe us just as good as white 
folks. I have lived to see it was a mistake” (South Carolina, III, 195).
The influence which the institution of slavery had on the Negro 
could not be wiped out by a single declaration. Primary indicators of 
the relatively unchanged condition of the Negro seem to be the continued 
lack of educational opportunity, and the relative similarity which the 
Negro maintained in occupational status, and the poor living conditions
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which a number of informants said were wor.se than they had had in
times of slavery. The following account, which is taken from the
narratives, illustrates the position which Negroes found themselves
after they had been given their freedom:
’De nigger during slavery was like de sheep. He couldn’t 
take care of hisself but his Master looked out for him and 
he didn’t have to use his brains. De Master’s protection 
was like de wooly coat.... But de ’mancipation come and take 
off de woolly coat and leave de Nigger wid no protection 
and he cain’t take care of hisself either’ (Oklahoma, I, 72),
An informant who had been a slave in North Carolina tells of her
feelings about how the Negro was given his freedom with so little
preparation:
•Two snakes full of pizen. One lyin’ wid his head pintin*
North, de other wid his head pintin’ South. Dere name wus 
slavery an* freedom. De snake called slavery lay wid his
head pinted South an1 de snake called freedom lay wid his
head pinted North. Both bit de nigger, an’ dey wus both
bad* (North Carolina, II, 123).
Interpreting this analogy in other words, this informant said, ’’Slaves 
prayed for freedom. Den dey got it dey didn’t know what to do wid it.
Dey wus turned out wid nowhere to go an’ nothin’ to live on. Dey had 
no ’sperence in lookin' out for demselves an* nothin* to work wid an* 
no Ian’” (North Carolina, II, 122).
A look at other examples from the slave narratives demonstrates 
some of the aspects of the transition to freedom for the various slave 
statuses. First, it may be seen that many former field hands seem to 
have maintained their relatively low position by continuing in that 
occupation, or by finding another similarly low-status job. The follow­
ing statement by a former field hand is very revealing with respect 
to the descriptive information it offers as well as the psychological 
insight of the former slave:
lhl
'My pappy stay with massa and farm on shares. I 
stays till Ifs 26 year old and den gets de piece of land 
for myself. Us gits 'long good, 'cause us stay on Massa1s 
place and he fstructs us what to do. He say to stay out 
of de mess and keep workin'. For long time us never leave 
de place, after de war, ‘cause of trouble gwine on. Dere 
am times it wasn't safe for no cullud person to go off de 
plantation. Some foolish niggers what listen to some foolish 
white folks gits de wrong ‘structions. Dey comes to think 
dey can run de white folks. Now, when dey starts sich,
1 course de white folks don't 'low sich. Some of dem
stubborn niggers has to be edumacated by de Ku Klux Klan.
Dat am de tough edumacation and some dem niggers never 
gits over de lesson. Dem dat do never forgit iti * (Texas,
III, 272).
As the former field hand suggested, many Negroes may have learned 
that the safest way to live was under the continued protection of their 
white master. Emancipation could not easily undo the conservative 
forces which surrounded the institution of slavery to change overnight 
the relationship between black and white. The above quotation also 
suggests the difficulties which a field hand might have in adjusting
to a new way of life when he had had so little contact with the society
as a slave.
A former field hand of Texas, who apparently left his former 
master when he was emancipated, found that his existence was a drift­
ing one which offered him little security:
'Den I drifts 'round, workin* here and yonder and in I89O 
I marries dat woman settin1 right dere. Den I rents de 
farm and if de crops am good, de prices am bad, and if de 
prices am good, de crops am bad. So it go and us lives, 
and not too good, at dat. I quits in 1925 and comes to 
Fort Worth and piddles at odd jobs till my rheumatis* git 
so bad five years ago* (Texas, XV, 233)*
Various forms of sharecropping or renting land seem to have been 
fairly common for former slaves. The wandering theme is repeated by 
another former field hand, who also indicated that his children were at 
least able to receive the benefit of education which was denied him
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as a slave:
fWhen I's free I rents land and crops 1 round, after 
I gits marry. Befo' dat, I was here, dere and yonder, for 
my board and clothes and four bits de day. I give all my 
chillen de eddication, leastwise dey all kin read and write 
and datfs what I cainft do1 (Texas,IV, 165)*
The following comment by another former field hand again mentions 
the continued dependence of the Negro upon whites, an indication of 
the tendency for the low position of the Negro to be conserved after 
freedom was proclaimed: ”1 lived all my life *mong white folks and
jus* worked in first one place then 'nother” (Texas, II, 215). Even 
at the time of his interview in 1937* one informants remark again 
depicts the dependence and subordination which a Negro discussed so 
that he might benefit as he had as a slave from such behavior: "Let's
talk 'bout chances of gittin' dat pension, when I can git another 
clean white shirt, lay 'round de white folks again, and git dis 
belly full of pot liquor” (South Carolina, IV, 37).
The thought that freedom brought hardships which they had not 
known in slavery occurs in some of the comments made by former field 
hands:
•Atter de war de niggers started up hill; den when 
back. Since dat time up to now, dey has been working most 
on farms. Some rent small farms and some work as wage hands 
or share-croppers. Dem dat went to town have worked as 
carpenters and other such work* (South Carolina, III, 129).
A former Arkansas field hand stated, "I didn't find much fault to
slavery 'cept in the abuse. We et three times a day and now if I
get one piece I do well” (Arkansas, VI, 40). This informant, whose
food was better during slavery than when he was interviewed, felt that
otherwise his life was the same after freedom as it was before.
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Former field hands did find quite a variety of jobs after their 
emancipation. One thing which the jobs all seem to have had in common 
is the relatively low requirement for skill, something which these 
Negroes had not obtained as slaves. Jobs which were mentioned included 
the following: odd jobs, janitor work, street work, cleaning up at a
mill, working in the mines, steam boating, working for the railroad, 
and working in a mental hospital.
A few former field hands obtained jobs which required some 
education or skill. For example, an informant who tended his masters 
sheep as a slave, and whose father had been given his freedom as a 
slave carpenter, went to school when freedom came, and later he became 
a minister (Texas, I, 281). A second example, who attended school 
both as a slave and as a free man, was employed after emancipation 
in a variety of jobs including barbering, working for the railroad, 
and teaching. He reported also that he had been treated unusually well 
as a slave because his master had favored him (Texas, I, 217). A 
third example is a former slave who secured a job as a coachman for a. 
wealthy lawyer, who allowed him and his mother to live in one of his 
houses (South Carolina, IX, 43).
A former field hand worked his way through Shaw University and 
then became a teacher. He had succeeded in saving a small sum of 
money when he was a slave in North Carolina (North Carolina, I, 318).
Being a field hand as a slave did not prevent one man from 
teaching himself to read. His statement concerning slave masters 
reveals this Negro*s strong feelings toward freedom: 11 ...even the
best masters in slavery couldn*t be as good as the worst person in 
freedom. Oh, God, it is good to be free and I am thankful" (Florida,
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I, 182). This Negro adjusted to freedom very well by first becoming 
a bricklayer and then later a preacher.
If the lives of the former field hands in the slave narrative 
sample can be said to be typical of others, it might be suggested that 
the general trend was for them to change relatively little in their 
occupational status after emancipation. As slaves their training had 
been limited to the skills of farming, and they had had generally less 
contact with the ways of the greater society than had slaves of higher 
status. Generally, they had had little opportunity for educational 
opportunities which might have enabled them to rise in position after 
freedom. Once they left the security of their positions as slaves, 
where the necessary supplies had been given to them by their master, 
they had little choice but to continue doing that which they knew 
best so that they might earn their own living. It seems that reasons 
for some field hands being able to rise from this status after freedom 
lies in the somewhat better conditions that they had lived under during 
slavery. That is, they may have had some education as slaves, have 
had parents who had fairly high status as slaves, or had somehow 
developed values which aided them in seeking a better position.
In addition to the field hands, it is interesting to see some of
the comments which former domestic slaves made concerning their 
emancipation and life as free Negroes. Some of them became farmers.
Others maintained their status as house servants, and a few were able 
to raise their position to one which was better than they had had as 
a slave. Each of these categories shall be discussed in turn.
The general disorganization of American society made it difficult
for some Negroes to maintain as good living conditions as they had as
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slaves. An informant who was the carriage driver of a master who, 
"could out-mean de debbil heself," (Texas, III, 67) commented upon 
his emancipation: "Vie went right on workin1 after freedom. Old
Buck Adams wouldn11 let us go" (Texas, III, 70). Eventually a man 
did come by the plantation to tell the Negroes to refuse to work for 
this man any longer without any pay. After this incident, the Negroes
were told to leave the plantation with no provisions being made for
their life in the outside world:
!Dey makes us git right off de place, jes' like you 
take a old hoss and turn it loose. Dat how us was. No 
money, no nothin'. I git a job workin' for a white man 
on he farm, but he couldn't pay much. He didn't have 
nothin'. He give me jes* 'nough to git a peck or two of
meal and a li'l syrup' (Texas, III, 70)*
Another informant, who had been a domestic slave, went to school 
for two months after he was emancipated, but he had to quit because he 
needed to earn enough money to live. The jobs which occupied him 
included cleaning up the town of Pine Bluff, Arkansas, and doing some 
farm work (Arkansas, VH, 210).
A woman who had been a children's nurse as a slave did some 
farm work after freedom, and she also got training to be a midwife.
The doctor read to her so that she could learn enough to obtain a 
license (Arkansas, IV, 138).
A considerable number of Negroes, who had served their masters 
as house servants, maintained the same position after emancipation.
For example, £ former slave woman, who had been her master's cook, 
housemaid, and children’s nurse, stayed and worked for her master 
for a time after freedom and later took another job as a cook (Texas, 
III, 162).
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The occupation of a former Tennessee slave was very similar
to what she had done before freedom as a weaver and children1 s
nurse: !,At one time I wuz a chambermaid at de Nicholson House, now
de Tulane en later !kum a sick nuss, a seamstress, dressmaker but now
I pieces and sells quilts11 (Tennessee, I, 62). Contrary to the
experience of other Negroes, this woman1s former master had attempted
to make the transition to freedom somewhat easier for his slaves:
•Mack Ramsey wuz mah Marster en he wuz sho good ter his 
slaves. He treated dem as human bein‘s. W*en he turned 
his slaves 1loose he gib dem no money, but gib dem lands, 
clothin1 en food ‘till dey could brang in dere fust crop.
Mah daddy rented a strip ob land 1 till he wuz able ter buy 
de place1 (Tennessee, I, 62).
The transition of a whole former slave family may be seen in the 
narrative of a former South Carolina nursemaid, whose mother had been 
brought up in the big house to be a seamstress and housemaid. When 
they were free, this family moved into town where the father got a 
job as a butler, the mother became a cook, and the informant became a 
laundress and cook. At the time of the interview, however, the infor­
mant had no property.(South Carolina, IV, 123). In their old age, 
many former slaves appeared to be living only at a subsistence level.
Several former domestics found jobs after freedom as janitors, 
maids, cooks, and gardiners. A former Louisiana house servant found 
work as a hotel maid, doing some sewing, and serving as a government 
clerk (Oklahoma, I, 227)*
Just as the lack of knowledge was a primary factor in maintain­
ing the subservient position of Negroes as slaves, it also continued 
to have its effect after they became free. Although schools were 
established for Negroes after emancipation, few were able to take
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advantage of them because of economic pressures to make a living.
Eleven examples from the narratives illustrate the fact that a small 
number of slaves continued their education to the extent that they 
were able to attend college. One former slave worked his way through 
school, and two others received sponsorship. The cases of the remain­
ing eight slaves, however, reveal that these former slaves came from 
family backgrounds which were significantly better than what might 
be considered to be typical from the narrative sample. In these 
cases the parents of the individuals had quite high positions in 
the status hierarchy of slaves, and, in one case, the parent was 
white. This seems to provide further evidence that the status which 
slaves held in bondage carried over to influence their position in 
freedom.
Another factor which seems to be significant in these examples 
of Negroes who obtained college education is that there are a number 
of persons from urban environments, while the percentage of slaves 
who lived in urban areas before emancipation was quite small. It 
seems that this might lend support to the idea that slaves may have had 
better opportunities to attain some of the values and benefits of 
the white society through the closer contact with whites which was 
afforded them in the cities. In addition, as has been previously 
mentioned, the nature of the occupations which slaves might hold in 
the cities were higher on the status hierarchy of slaves than was 
true in rural areas. Each of the examples from the narratives shall 
be mentioned in the following paragraphs, and the points supporting 
the thesis shall be pointed out.
Two examples from the narratives demonstrate that apparently
some Negroes were able to attain higher education through various
forms of sponsorship. A former Mississippi slave, who had been a
field hand born in I85O, reported the path that led him to Fisk
University: "I was roamin round in Memphis and a man asked me if I
wanted to go to college. He sent a train load to Fitz (Fisk)
University. I stayed there till I graduated. I studied medicine
generally" (Arkansas, V, 359).
A former slave of Lexington, Mississippi, born in I860, won a
contest in his town which made it possible for him to go to college.
Both of the parents of the informant were mulatto slaves of relatively
high status. The informant described his experience:
•When I was thirteen they hald an examination at Lexington 
for colored children to see who*d get a scholarship at 
Tuckaloo University, eight miles from Jackson. I was greatly 
surprised when I won from my county and I went but didn!t
finish there. Then I went a little while to a small
university near Lexington, called Allcorn University. I 
loved to go to school and was considered bookish. But ray 
people died and I had to earn a living for myself and I 
couldn*t find any way to use so much what I learned out of 
books, as far as making money was concerned. So I came to 
Texas, doing what kind of labor I could find. Finally I 
married and went to farming 35 or 40 years and raised five 
children1 (Texas, II, 217).
Other examples from the narratives illustrate the importance which 
the status of the parents had in making it possible for their children
to attend college. The education of a former slave was provided by
his master, who was also his father (Missouri, I, 379). Another colleg 
educated informant reported that his father had been the butler to 
General Davis, the nephew of Jefferson Davis, and his mother had been 
given her freedom by a religious woman before the end of the war.
Born in West Virginia in 1859, this man was quite young when the war 
ended, and, therefore, he had only been a slave a very short time (Ohio,
I. HI).
The brothers and sisters of an informant from Little Rock, Arkan­
sas, succeeded in obtaining a college education. The mother in this 
case was a former house servant, and the father had been hired out as 
the head cook at the Anthony House, a hotel in Little Rock. The father 
had money when freedom came which he had been given by some Yankee 
soldiers (Arkansas, VII, 115).
Two other examples from the narratives demonstrate the importance 
of the status of the parents and also emphasize the effect of the 
urban location. A previously mentioned woman from Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina, received some education as a child. She traveled with her 
masters family after the war, and they continued her education so 
that she had the background necessary for her to attend Shaw University 
She later became a lecturer and was eventually married to a minister 
(North Carolina, I, 32).
Another former urban slave of Norfolk, Virginia, was quite young 
when freedom came, although she was old enough to be able to help 
around the house. Although her parents belonged to different masters, 
they were allowed to live together. It seems that her father’s posi­
tion as a teamster at the Norfolk Navy Yard after emancipation made 
it possible for him to have enough money to buy the family a home 
and to sent the informant to Hampton Institute. The informant’s 
occupation, after receiving this education, was that of a school 
teacher (Virginia, I, 55).
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A final example of a former slave who obtained college education
is a man who attended the University of South Carolina until 1877 9
when all. Negroes were legally excluded from the institution. While
he was a child as a slave, it is evident that he came from a family
which was considerably better off than most examples to be found in
the narrative collection. The informant was brought up in the town
of Camden, South Carolina, and his father was an overseer on the
plantation of his master. The status of his mother was also fairly
high, for she was a housemaid. This family is indeed an excellent
illustration to point out the influence of the status of slaves before
emancipation upon their position in the society when.free. This
family had no aid from the Freedman's Bureau, because apparently the
father was able to support them with little difficulty:
'In 1866 rny father bought four acres in the vicinity of 
Camden and improved it with a house and a barn, and we 
lived there for several years. 2-y father went into the 
mercantile business in Camden and prospered. There I 
went to public schools' (South Carolina, III, 45).
The college education obtained by the informant made it possible for
him to obtain jobs of various types which were better than most of
those reported by other former slaves in the narratives: teacher,
minister, clerk in the Internal Revenue Office, and notary public
(South Carolina, III, 45).
These examples taken from the slave narratives do seem to support
the thesis that the status system which prevailed among slaves did
carry over to influence their position in society as free men. It
seems that those who had greater contact with whites as children,
and whose parents were of fairly high status as slaves were able to
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develop the attitudes and also had the means by which they could 
obtain a college education.
Some former slaves of higher status were able to improve their 
position significantly without the aid of a college education. For 
example, a former personal servant served in the army during a number 
of wars and later was able to become the owner of a cement works 
(Texas, II, 255).
A previously mentioned Georgia slave who became skilled in tanning, 
weaving, and soap making as a slave, learned to be a blacksmith by 
apprenticing himself when he obtained his freedom. In addition, he 
continued using his spinning skills (Georgia, I, 229). This example 
illustrates a primary reason why Negroes who were slaves of higher 
status were frequently able to maintain their position after freedom.
They possessed a skill, something which was important for the func­
tioning of the greater society.
Another previously mentioned Negro,who served his master as a slave 
as a grocery boy, earned his living after freedom doing jobs, such as 
the following: railroad ’'bossin11', working as a handy man, and
carving (Ohio, I, 1).
A former urban slave of Poolesville, Maryland, had had the 
experience of being taken from the farm to town by his mistress 
because the overseer had been so cruel to him. There he worked as a 
houseboy and gardener. After freedom, he attended school. Later 
he became a Methodist minister, an improvement over his previous 
occupational status (Maryland, I, 41).
The following account demonstrates the difficulty which many 
Negroes faced after emancipation because of the general disorganization
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of the society. A former domestic and field hand had to struggle 
to support herself after emancipation. Her earlier training did, 
however, make it possible for her to get jobs as a cook: "Eber
since slavery I'se cooked fer people... .Hab wuked fer diff'ent 
folks ovuh town ter mek mah livin1 ... .A 11 de ex-slaves I know hab 
wuked at diff'ent jobs lak I has" (Tennessee, I, 25). This woman 
was not given anything when she became free: ,rWe got 'way en
hired out fer an*thin* we could git. Nebber knowed of any planta- 
shuns ta be divided" (Tennessee, I, 25).
Not all former slaves of higher status were able to maintain 
their position after freedom. A former slave footman indicated his 
realization of the difficult times after emancipation: "Some dem
niggers quits when dey freed, without no supper, but not dis niggeri 
I stays sev'ral years, den gits a job snakin* logs in a saw mill"
(Texas, IV, 215).
Because many of the informants in the slave narratives were slaves 
only as children, it is quite difficult to determine any relation­
ship between their status as slaves and that of free men. In several 
cases, however, it does seem that the status which their parents had 
influenced that of their children. For example, an informant whose 
father was "boss man" on a South Carolina plantation reported that he 
had been appointed to such a position when freedom came: "After
Freedom, from my behavior wid my former owner, I wuz pinted (appointed) 
head man on Brookgreen Plantation. By that put drop in my hand 
(getting the drop on others)" (South Carolina, II, 298).
Another example, which demonstrates how the lower status of 
parents during slavery also tended to carry over after emancipation.
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is a woman who was about ten years old at the end of the war. Her 
mother had been a field hand during slavery, and also worked in the 
fields when freedom came. The informant continued in the same occupa­
tion as her mother: "I plowed, grubbed an* rolled logs right atter
de war, I worked right wid de men" (North Carolina, II, 219).
Verification of the existence of status differentiation in American 
slavery has been evidenced by testamonies of Negroes in the slave 
narratives. It seems likely that if the status system in slavery had 
a significant influence on the lives of Negroes, then this status 
differentiation would cause some differences in their lives after the 
transition to freedom. Again, accounts from the narratives support 
this thought.
It seems to have been the trend for field hands to continue 
their labor under some form of white authority. The relationship was 
not one of master and slave but one of property owner and share­
cropper. Necessities of survival made it difficult for former field 
hands to take time for some form of education. Hence, it seems that .
Negroes who had a low position on the status hierarchy of slaves 
found themselves working as unskilled laborers after their transition 
to freedom. The general disorganization of American society did not 
make their struggle an easy one. The several accounts of former slave 
field hands who improved their position after freedom indicate that 
their background was better than other Negroes. For example, their 
parents may have obtained some money, or they may have had a higher 
status as slaves.
Negroes who were slaves of higher status frequently possessed a 
skill, knowledge of the greater society, and perhaps had some
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education or property, which made their transition to freedom easier 
than that faced by other Negroes. Accounts from the narratives which 
tell of former slaves who were able to obtain a college education 
indicate that these Negroes had always been better off than their 
peers•
Instances of former slaves of higher status who were indeed 
worse off after freedom are also recorded in the narratives. Con­
tributing factors for this occurrence seem to be the general disor­
ganization of the society as well as individual hardships. For 
example, the former slave may have been given his freedom with no 
money or other provisions to start his new life.
The above distinctions with respect to status differentiation 
are not intended to imply that the transition to freedom for any 
Negro was necessarily easy. It is only suggested that some Negroes 
were relatively better off than others because of their status as 
slaves. The social relationships between the races had to be 
changed before the Negro could really be free. The old master- 
slave relationship, where the Negro remained in a dependent position 
with respect to the white, continued, as is illustrated by the 
following comment:
•Master Tom Armistead never married and I kep1 house and 
cooked for him. He give me lots of fine clothes. I bet 
I owned more fine shirts than any nigger in Texas. He got 
me a job as porter in the Capitol at Austin while he was 
a senator....I wouldn't live where there wasn't no good 
white: folks1 (Texas, I, 2A8).
Emancipation did not erase the feelings which many Negroes 
had as a result of their experiences as slaves. Some were convinced 
of their inferiority and felt it necessary to subordinate themselves 
to whites in order to receive the best things in life; rebellion in
this instance would not bring the lashes of an overseer, but it might 
cut off a good source of income. A final quotation from the narratives 
demonstrates how the social relationships between the races carried 
over from the days of slavery:
•If de nigger shows dat he is willin1 to work and to 
learn to be business lak, make money and walk straight wid 
his boss and fellow man, de better class of de white 
people is gwine to treat him right. I knows what I*s 
tellin* you is so, from my own *sperience wid Mr. Heath and 
‘Mr* Smith. They always treated me better than I deserved 
and even now in my old age, deir folks and deir freinds 
gives me money, dat keeps me out of de poorhouse....
•De black man is natchaily lazy, you knows dat. De 
reason he talks lak he does, is •cause he don't want to 
go to de trouble to *nounce his words lak they ought to 
be....A nigger wants what is in sight and not dat what de 
can't see; it can look out for itself. I is sorry I has 
to say all dis *bout my own color but it is de truth. De 
truth makes you free and runs de devil. I is a nigger 
myself and I knows what they is and what they does*
(South Carolina, III, 42-h3).
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION
The central goal of this thesis has been to present materials 
related to the subject of slavery in a new light. While many previous 
writers have approached the subject of slavery with a particular 
emotional bias or in a general historically descriptive manner, it 
has been the purpose of this thesis to focus upon the central idea of 
social status. Because the position of the Negro in American society 
today is rooted in the history of American slavery, this thesis is an 
attempt to bring more light to the subject by submitting evidence of 
the existence of a slave status system which carried over to influence 
the position of Negro freedmen. The slave narratives of the Federal 
Writers' Project, which are used as the basis for this thesis, are an 
important additional source of information concerning slavery; for 
they make it possible to see slavery from a dimension which has been 
commonly overlooked by historians--the viewpoint of the slave. Infor­
mation from the slave narratives makes it quite evident that in addition 
to legal and economic forces, slavery was also a social institution—  
one based upon relationships between human beings.
On the basis of evidence from the slave narratives, as has been 
presented in this thesis, as well as from other sources, it is suggested 
that general statements concerning the position of the Negro slave in 
American society should not be made without consideration of occupa­
tional status. A status hierarchy may be developed from the information
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obtained from the slave narratives of the'Federal Writers' Project; 
the conclusions seem to be supported also by other writers who have 
been cited in the first chapter of this thesis. The relative rank 
which a slave had in the hierarchy was determined by the amount of 
skill which a slave possessed as x^ ell as by the relative importance 
of the slave as he functioned in the plantation system. The varieties 
of slave statuses seem to have evolved as a result of the necessities 
of plantation life. Slaves were trained to perform certain skills 
at a time when other sources of labor were difficult to obtain.
From evidence previously presented in this thesis, it appears 
that the slaves who occupied the highest position on the status hierarchy, 
according to the variables stated, were primarily personal servants, 
overseers, or artisans. Slaves who were personal servants, overseers, 
or artisans had far more contact with members of the white society 
than did slaves of other status positions. In addition, their living 
conditions, including type of food, housing, and clothing, were 
generally a degree better than slaves of other statuses. The occupa­
tional duties, which these slaves of higher status fulfilled, generally 
required both the acceptance of some responsibility and a degree of 
skill. While slave artisans were required to have a considerable 
amount of skill and not a great amount of responsibility, slave over­
seers did not need to possess a specific skill but had to accept a 
considerable amount of responsibility. Personal servants, who also 
occupied the highest position on the status hierarchy of slaves, 
frequently were able to attain rewards from their position which were 
generally not available to other slaves, For example, it was the
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personal servants who had the greatest contact with members of white 
society; hence, they were more likely than other slaves to receive 
private tutoring on matters of education, and manners. Also, they were 
in a fairly good position for receiving personal favors from their 
master and his family, including such things as cast-off clothing, 
good food, and preferential treatment in matters of discipline. Most 
important, it was these slaves of highest status who were in the best 
position to learn the ways of the white society, and hence they could 
adapt better once freedom came.
Slaves who occupied a position below that of personal servants, 
artisans, and overseers, were slave ministers, carriage drivers, and 
nursemaids. Again, these slaves occupied a fairly good position with 
respect to such things as their living conditions, contact with white 
society, and general treatment by whites. These slaves generally 
enjoyed more mobility than slaves of lower status.
Slaves who occupied an intermediate status in the hierarchy 
included those who were cooks, housemaids, houseboys, seamstresses, 
and wagon drivers. Each of these positions required some training 
but not as much as was necessary for the slaves of highest status. 
While they did not have many of the opportunities of the slaves of 
highest status, they did frequently receive favors, depending upon 
the relationship which they had to the master and his family.
Slaves who were slightly lower than those of intermediate status 
include those who worked in certain industries as well as those whose 
duties included working in the fields as well as doing some domestic 
chores. The social status of slaves working in industries largely
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depended upon the degree of skill which they attained; that is, slaves 
■who learned a skill were generally valued more and were treated better 
than others. In addition, the social status of slaves who both worked 
in the fields and in their master’s house largely depended upon the 
social status and temperament of their master.
Slaves who occupied the lowest position on the status hierarchy 
were the field hands. It should be emphasized that it is very difficult 
to attempt to describe particulars concerning their status because of 
variations in the way that masters chose to treat their slaves.
The narratives reveal that some of the wealthiest masters who owned 
very large plantations used their money to purchase good homes as well 
as good food for their slaves. On the other hand, there were a few 
cases of masters who made little effort to provide any more than a 
subsistence level of living for their slaves. The point to be made here 
is that on any plantation, the relative social status of field hands 
was considerably lower than that of the skilled artisans, personal 
servants, and slave overseers. In any case, it is suggested that the 
field hands were the least likely of any slaves to have educational 
opportunity, close contact with white society, mobility, and property. 
Significantly, it was these slaves of lowest status who were the most 
dispensable if the master found it necessary to sell some of his slaves. 
They were the ones who had no particular skill which would necessarily 
make their master desire to keep them. They were also less likely to 
have developed a personal relationship with the master and his family 
which would prevent their being sold or traded. Finally, It is suggested 
that it was the field hands who were the least protected with respect
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to matters of treatment. Especially on the large plantations, the field 
hands were subject to the will of the overseer who supervised them; and 
while some masters prohibited overseers from whipping the slaves, this 
was not always the case. Of greatest significance, it was these slaves 
who were the most likely of all the slave statuses to be under continual 
close supervision and to be treated in a highly impersonal manner. It 
should be emphasised, however, that the degree that this happened fre­
quently depended upon such variables as the size of the plantation and 
particularly the nature of the individual master and/or overseer.
Further evidence to support the thesis of the existence of social 
status differentiation among slaves may be found by comparing the 
relative status of Negroes before and then after they were given their 
freedom. Slaves who possessed a skill, who were familiar with the 
values of the white society, and who possessed some property and educa­
tion had less difficulty making the transition to freedom. Slaves of 
higher status, therefore, generally were able to maintain their relative 
position above those who had been field hands after emancipation.
Having conceptualized the thesis through the use of the ideal 
model of the status hierarchy of slaves, it is important to consider 
how this thesis is significant as it relates to other literature in 
the field. As has been suggested by Stanley Elkins in his book Slavery, 
this subject has indeed presented a problem in historiography. Elkins 
(1959*23) presents his thesis with an attempt to recognize that the 
American plantation system of slavery might have had a particular 
sociology and social psychology of its own. This thesis, concerning 
the social status system of Negro slaves, represents an attempt to
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provide further evidence with respect to sone of the social charac­
teristics of slavery.
It is difficult at best to attempt to describe where this thesis 
fits among the literature already written on the subject, because the 
social considerations of slavery are at best fragmentary. While they 
are mentioned by historians as part of a descriptive account of slavery, 
little attempt has been made to unify the information to provide an 
accurate conception of what American slavery was actually like in an 
institutional sense.
Stanley Elkins has attempted to look at slavery from an institu­
tional view, but it is suggested that his study fundamentally lacks a 
complete consideration of the internal variations within slavery as 
well as particular evidence of what slavery was actually like. For 
example, it seems that his interpretation of American slavery is 
primarily based upon the legal definition of the status of the slave.
This thesis, as well as other information cited in the introduction, 
provides considerable evidence that the legal status and the actual 
social status which a slave occupied were not necessarily identical.
That is, there were slaves who had property, education, and a family 
although the state laws frequently either forbade them or did not 
specifically provide for them. Evidence from the slave narratives 
is plentiful in its illustration of the numerous internal variations 
within the American slavery system. In any attempt to generalise 
about American slavery, it seems that the size of the plantation, its 
location, and the general nature of the crop should be specified as 
well as the occupational statuses of the slaves being discussed.
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Another fundamental criticism of Elkins* work, which should be 
avoided by future authors who attempt to include social considerations 
in their x-Tritings on slavery, is the lack of consideration of informal 
societal forces. Elkins considers his subject from an institutional 
level but does not seem to recognize that there xrere societal forces 
beyond institutions, such as capitalism, which might have affected the 
nature of the institution of slavery. It seems certain that there x^ ere 
some informal local traditions and customs which developed in areas 
and xdiich influenced the masters* relationship to their slaves. One 
example of this might have been the traditional image of the patriarch.
"While the church may not have been particularly strong as an 
institutional organization, it cannot be denied that most Americans 
had been brought up in the humanitarian values of Christianity; and it 
is likely that these values also had an influence on the master-slave 
relati onship•
Finally, in addition to the development of customary ways of 
relating between xdiites and Negroes, it is suggested that, especially, 
on the large plantations, there developed forms of slave culture which 
may have had an influence upon the institution of slavery. The 
primary significance of these examples is to emphasize the fact that 
society is something more than people and separate institutions which 
may or may not balance the influence of each other. In attempting to 
study any social phenomena, it is extremely important to consider the 
likelihood of informal forces existing which modify and influence 
formal organisations and institutions. As a particular example, it 
may be seen that, while the existence of the legal definition of slave
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status cannot be ignored in any study of slavery, it is also impor­
tant to consider its effect upon the life situation of slaves. Of 
the four-hundred-thirty-five narratives read for the preparation of 
this thesis, not more than one or two of the former slaves mentioned 
any form of legal intervention in their lives as slaves.
It is hoped that in the future there will be studies written of 
slavery, as well as of other past phenomena which have influenced the 
present significantly, which include societal considerations. On the 
basis of evidence from the slave narratives as well as other sources, 
it is suggested that no general statements concerning the position of 
the Negro slave in American society should be made without considera­
tion of occupational status. Testamonials of former slaves reveal that 
it is very misleading to attempt to make any generalizations about 
American slavery without also considering the numerous diversities 
within the system. While summarising devices, such as the use of the 
legal definition of the status of the Negro slave for the actual 
status may be convenient, they do not necessarily represent a complete 
picture. The variety of slave statuses within plantations and 
smaller master-slave households, in addition to broad variations of 
urban versus rural environment should be considered. There were also 
differences between staple and non-staple producing areas. A final 
consideration which should be recognised before fully defensible 
generalizations about American slavery may be made is the variety of 
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